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In confronting a novel albeit ambiguous virtual social realm, the problem of self-caring is 
especially predominant for individuals navigating and participating in the cyberspace. 
The latter poses a challenge to the conventional worldview of these individuals as well as 
their s e l f - u n d e r s t a n d i n g pertaining to the physical domain. The shattering of these 
taken-for-graiited preconceptions contributes to the emergence of self-awareness of 
c y b e r - i n d i v i d u a l s positing themselves in virtuality. I contend that the peculiar nature of 
cyberspace, that is its sociality, invisibility / anonymity and strangeness, is manipulated 
by individuals to furnish various possible forms of virtual self-technologies, notably 
self-fashioning, self-experiment and self-narration. With these virtual self-technologies 
the understanding, constitution and cultivation of themselves as free and self-reflective 
ethical subjects is rendered possible. Insofar as the potential changeover of power 
relationship is granted by the fluidity and uniqueness of virtual characters, subjective 
power IS actualized and manifested in a virtual context. This practice of virtual 
self-technologies not only represents individuals' enthusiasm of self-understanding {know 
thyself), but also, and more importantly, their quest for and care of the (cyber-)selves 
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With false imagination thou thyself 
Mak'st dull, so that thou seest not the thing, 
Which thou hadst seen, had that been shaken o f f . 
Thou art not on the earth as thou believ ’st; 
For light，ning scap，d from its own proper place 
Ne ’er ran, as thou hast hither now return ’d. 
Although divested of my first mis ’d doubt 
By those brief words, accompanied with smiles, 
Yet in new doubt was I entangled more. 
Dante, The Divine Comedy 
Soaring beyond the profane and divine, navigating through the earth and universe, The 
Divine Comedy is an epic of virtual journey as well as elucidation of medieval cosmos view. 
Dante's portrayal was so vivid that one can almost smell the stench of the muck in Hell and 
hear the choraling of angels in heaven. Setting off his spiritual voyage from the Inferno, 
through Purgatorio to the Paradiso, Dante wondered if he had traveled in his body or out of 
it^. It marked the uncertainty of dualistic mind/body separation: "In new doubt I entangle 
even more". The virtual self is foreordained to be questioned and inquired^ 
No longer fixed in an epical depiction, Dante's virtual traveling could now be placed on 
an empirical bass with the invention of computers and Internet which contributed to the 
emergence of a new context— the Cyberspace. “It is an Oz —we get there, but it has no 
location，，4. jg a "consensual hallucination" under William Gibson's pen in his fantastic 
scientific writings, where the term "cyberspace" was first coined. Gibson envisioned the 
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creation of a new social space that transcends the limitations of time and space; where 
virtually an immense traffic of information are processed through a mind-boggling array of 
computer networks. 
Cyberspace does not exist physically yet it can be described. It is a new universe 
created and sustained by computers and the Internet communication network. Through the 
virtual myriad, "unblinking video eyes, distant places and faces, real or unreal, actual or long 
gone, can be summoned to presence"^ Bits and bytes replaced minutes and seconds; 
imaginations and fantasies constitute cyber-reality. Cyberspace is an imaginary realm that 
exists in the mind of every cyber-individual. 
It is thus engrossing to investigate this collectively constructed "mind-place", its 
cyber-activities as well as the participants therein. In this newfangled context in which "one 
had seen, had that been shaken o f f : the preconceived worldview, the taken-for-granted 
self-concept, the conventional beliefs in the "earth" (physical space) all seemingly melt in the 
air. The blurring of materiality and virtuality, the tension between physical corporeality and 
virtual self come to be the “new doubts" for cyber-individuals who are undeniably destined to 
be "entangled" in these entwists. I hold that, the "doubt" nonetheless contributes to the 
bethinking of one's ''sQir—self-awareness. This kind of self-awakening of positing in 
virtuality is further a prerequisite of self-cultivation or in Foucauldian words, the practices of 
ethics. My task here is to sketch out the rising of this self-awareness, in addition to the 
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operation of virtual self-technologies adopted by cyber-individuals in understanding, 
constituting and cultivating themselves as ethical subjects. 
This dissertation is a jaunt on the discussion of cyber culture, corresponding cultural 
cyherself and virtual self-technologies. Embarking from current literatures on cyberspace 
and cyberself, and concern over Goffmanian dramaturgy and postmodern perspective, I 
propound Foucualdian self-technologies and the underlying principle of "self-caring" in 
bridging the neglected gap of current discourse. Chapter one is hence a review on current 
cyber researches. Chapter two is a report of the research method I adopted. 
Approaching the cyberspace, chapter three offers a configuration on cyber-nature and the 
classification of cyber-participants therein. Cyberspace posits at the twist of two nexuses 
notably "place and space", and "nearness and remoteness" that are characterized by sociality, 
invisibility/ anonymity and strangeness. Reverberating Foucault's later interest, Chapter 
four is an articulation of self-awareness of cyber-individuals in situating in the cyberspace 
sparked by the problematization of virtuality and virtual self. The notion of "caring the self, 
takes the form of "caring the mind" in cybercontext. Chapters five, six and seven are 
elucidations of three types of virtual self-techniques: Self-fashioning is introduced in 
chapter five while self-experiment and self-narration are the motifs of the Chapters 6 and 7 
respectively. The analyses will illustrate how cyber-individuals, acting as ethical subjects, 
practicing self-technologies in constituting themselves as free and self-reflective subjects. 
My work ends in an epilogue, using the game-like power relations in virtuality as a reflexing 
3 
point. � 
And said: Already satisfied, I rest� 





1.1 Literature Review on Cvber Researches 
Stepping into a newly emerged virtual world, our understanding towards human 
interaction therein nevertheless is still obscure. Celebrating McLuhanian? attention on 
computer networking technologies, we observe the flourishing of researches on CMC 
(Computer mediated communication) in recent decades^ The arrival of this new interaction 
technique poses challenges to old problems of human interaction and selfhood. From these 
researches concern on CMC, two approaches could be sketched: First, CMC as mean of 
communication; and second, CMC as a constitution of social context. 
The first approach regards computer-mediated technology solely as a mean to facilitate 
communication and gather information. A significant number of researches examined the 
implication of CMC in organizational and business settings^ These works overwhelmingly 
focused on the impact of CMC in institutional, professional and work-related contexts. 
Utilizing predominately experimental designs, the studies analyzed the implementation and 
the corresponding effect of networking technologies for social, educational and political 
10 purposes . 
Instead of treating Internet merely as a tool, the second approach highlights the 
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emergence of cyber social context with the advancement of the Internet". Whereas some 
researchers concern themselves with the linguistic aspect of this textual medium and 
1 2 . 
articulated the "new electronic way of communication" in virtuality , some were interested 
in the communities and cyber-identities that developed in cyberspace. A great number of 
researches compared these virtual communities with those in the physical world^^ Other 
micro levels of interaction in cyberspace, such as expressions of hostility and hospitality, 
cybersex, self-impression management in the cyber context also received much attention. 
In spite of the varieties of their interests, researchers of this approach recognize the 
social aspect of virtual space. Advancement of Internet not only contributes to interpersonal 
communication but also constitute an imagined social realm that enables social interaction: 
"Cyberspace is a technologically constructed social space.....a vast territory, a space of 
representations" in which human interaction and communication take place^" .^ It is a social 
matrix where minds of individuals merge. 
In "No sense of place", Meyrowitz noted that the advent of electronic media resulted in 
a unique interactive form, that rearranged social forums and enabled individuals to establish 
contact with others in new w a y s � Meyrowitz emphasized that the electronic revolution 
overran the boundaries that existed in the physical setting. He asserted the shifting and 
blurring of boundaries between public and private. One may perceive such shift in the new 
genre of cyber context. While located in private localities, one is able to enter a public 
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discourse and engage in the collective construction of virtual reality simultaneously. 
Virtual community is the best example to illustrate the socially constructed nature of 
cyber-reality. Rheingold referred to it as the social aggregations that emerge from the net 
with sufficient human feelings to form webs of personal r e l a t i o n s h i p s ！气 A number of 
researches was conducted in various c y b e r - s e t t i n g " to analyze virtual community, including 
how distinctive sub-cultures are c r e a t e d ! 8 ^^ ^^  how netiquette'"^ (shared norms and standard 
conducts ill cyberspace) are established therein. 
1.11 Cyberspace and Self 
Self is created, redefined and negotiated in the cyberspace through virtual social 
interaction. Mainly two perspectives are delineated from current researches concerning 
cyberspace and self. The first adopted Goffmanian dramaturgy while the other analyzed the 
issue from a postmodern perspective. 
Before pondering on these two perspectives I first have to clarify the usage of “self，and 
"identity" in my following discussion. "Self is almost equivalent to "identity" in current 
literatures that terminological difference is not always significant^^ If a rough distinction is 
required, one may perceive "self as an more inward/subjective self-referral sense of selfhood 
while "identity" as a more o u t w a r d / c o l l e c t i v e - r e f e r r a l sense of personhood in situating in the 
social context. Derived from Cartesian dictum “I think, therefore I am", the notion of "self 
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is much more akin to a subjective self-reflection and self-awareness. In Taylor's word, self 
is partly constituted by its self-interpretation of defining who I am^': the consciousness of 
"inwardness" by recognizing the opposition "inside-outside" self. The Oxford English 
Dictionary (1933) supplied a more philosophical meaning of “self, as "a permanent subject 
of successive and varying states of c o n s c i o u s n e s s ’ ’ 2 2 . This coherent and primordial 
subjectivity of individuals however has been challenged by the postmodern perspective that 
self is fluid and fragmented instead of iron-core alike. 
"Identity" refers to individuals' senses of selfhood which generated from their "webs of 
interlocution''^^ "Self can never stand on its own that it must be understood in relation to 
others (interlocutors and communities) as point of reference. In Mead's discussion on I/me 
differentiation, "me" is the identity that has incorporated social values while “1” refers to the 
active, primitive will of i n d i v i d u a l s � * . It is the incorporation of “1” with "me" which forms 
individual as reflective, self-conscious as well as self-controlling^^ Identity is constructed 
through interaction in lieu of social context with the building materials from histoiy, 
institutions, collective memory or personal fantasies]^ It is through the manipulations of 
these cultural and social apparatuses that meanings and self-relevance are constructed and 
arranged. 
I will refer to the sense of personhood in cyberspace as "cyberself in my following 
discussion. My usage of this notion is an adherence to current discussions on virtual self 
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that “cyberself，is frequently adopted. "Cyberself is equivalent to "cyber-identity" which 
both of them refer to the sense of personal identity emerging from a virtual social context 
sustained by computer networks. For my adoption of "cyberself, on one hand it involves a 
kind of subjective "self-consciousness" that is derived from the original idea on " se l f ; on the 
other hand it denotes the social nature of cyber selfliood(s) which emerged through virtual 
social interaction. The cyber selfhood(s) find its/their ground in lieu of virtual culture and 
virtual interaction. After the clarification of terminology on virtual self, I will then 
introduce two perspectives frequently adopted in analyzing the cyberself, notably Goffmanian 
dramaturgy and the postmodern view. 
1.111 Goffmanian Dramaturgy: Presentation of Self in Cyberspace 
Imitating Shakespeare's usage of stage as an analogy of the world, Goffman referred it 
to the social world (1959). Life is a theater in which actors play parts and manage their 
characters for the audiences. "Impression management" is a key concept of dramaturgy, 
representing the process of managing outward appearances to the others. Actors have to 
identify appropriate roles, situations and their corresponding behaviours in order to avoid 
violation. The goal of impression management is for presenting oneself in a favourable 
light by behaving in "appropriate" ways for given roles and settings. 
On the virtual stage, millions of participants located in distant places using texts as their 
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masks and playing a performance on the virtual world. A number of scholars viewing cyber 
activities in this dramaturgical perspective and employing Goffman's idea in analyzing the 
cyber interaction and p e r f o r m a n c e � ？ . Their interests chiefly fell into two different areas, 
which are the online impression management technique and ritual aspect of online 
performance. 
Notwithstanding how insightful Goffmanian idea is, his argument was based on 
face-to-face interaction that some concepts are not so applicable in the cyberspace. 
Goffmanian interaction order has a body-to-body starting point and the interaction is 
mobilized through expressive resources of human body. Goffman made a famous 
distinction on "signs (expressions) given" and "signs (expressions) given o f P . In contrast 
to the physical world, "sign given off , lose its significance in the cyber world. Whereas 
embodied conducts are an inescapable feature in face-to-face interaction, these bodily 
referents drop out from the picture in the cyber context. A number of researches thus 
• 29 
probing how interaction and self-presentation possible in this disembodied virtual world . 
Owning to the absence of observable bodily cues, critics argued that CMC and corresponding 
self-presentation are depthless when compared to its face-to-face counterpart . Yet 
rejecting this oversimplified view, some researchers maintained that the lacking of "signs 
given off , does not hinder the richness of cyber interaction and self-presentation. By 
manipulating texts, net-performers are able to present themselves and manage impressions 
vividly on the net. The richness of this textual presentation of self is no less than those in 
the physical world^^ Drawing from Goffmanian framework, Rutter and Smith illustrated a 
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number of textual self-presentation techniques for mobilizing identities in virtual encounters 
which include biographical display, information management, competence sharing, 
transtextual references and signature practices. Their studies indicated that online self 
-presentation always allied with those that existed offline. Expressions “ given o f f are in 
fact present in the cyberspace by inferring and alluding to the styles of writing and personal 
details displayed. 
In everyday face-to-face encounter, "category knowing" based on gender, race, class and 
so forth are often adopted. It draws researchers to explore how these institutions work in 
32 
cyber-interaction and net-self presentation • In her study of gendered presentation on 
online, Hlabert used Goffmanian idea on gender identity in her studies and argued that gender 
is performed in social interaction^^. Her analysis revealed gendered patterns of interaction 
within all-women chat room. It indicated that successful presentation management hinged 
on the interpretation of "signs given" and "signs given o f f within context of cyberspace 
interaction. The impact of social construction of gender in physical life was also considered 
as an important influence on online gendered performance. Hlabert concluded that online 
interaction is a reflection of physical life. Instead of freeing oneself from socialized identity, 
cyber interaction merely codifies it. Kendall further inquired the performance of gender, 
class and race in the cybercontext^^. He critiqued current cyber researches that celebrate 
only cyber fluidity and multiplicity. Like Hlabert, Kendall suggested that though 
cyberspace provides opportunities for creating new identities, elements of them (gender, class 
and race) are consistent with the offline self. 
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Goffman's discussion on chronic self-monitoring and "impression management" misled 
some to view Goffmanian individual as "Machiavellian"-— one is entirely manipulative, 
egotistical and c y n i c a l 35. Nonetheless this perspective neglects the "ritual" aspect of 
Goffmanian self. It is through a multitude of minor acts that one shows respect and regard 
for the others—the "interaction rituals". Hence, there were two images of Goffmanian self: 
the potentially manipulative, egoistic game-player and the "little god" who is concerned with 
considerateness and m o r a l i t y � � . 
While the above researches were about the manipulative aspect of self -presentation in 
the net, some researchers bring the "ritual" aspect of net-self into q u e s t i o n ) ? . In their article 
“Ritual Aspects of CMC Sociability Rutter and Smith incorporated Goffmanian "interaction 
rituals" in the newsgroup. Exploring a set of newsgroup postings, they observed how 
netiquette was generated and shared in cyber interaction. It was suggested that 
self-presentation and interaction in the newsgroup had a significant ritual aspect. Through 
terms and techniques of address, broadcast requests, playful recontextualiation and 
orientation to sociability, participants develop discourses of friendliness. The notion of 
netiquette drew attention to the acts “(that) ...the actor shows how worthy (s)he is of respect 
38 or how worthy (s)he feels others are of i t " . 
Halbert commented that Goffman was the first interactionist to show how self could be 
comprised of multiple i den t i t i e s^Gof fman was aware of the multiplicity of roles that 
individuals performed in different social contexts. Eliott even linked Goffmanian 
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subjectivity with postmodern perspective on self: . .Goffman transforms the way in which 
individual subjectivity is conceived. This involves a shift from seeing the self as outcome to 
a more fluid conception of the self as situationally defined. Much social theory, in particular 
postmodern theory, is devoted to a view of personal identity and social life as filtered through 
surfaces, images, performances, fragments and constructions. Goffman，s theory of the 
performative self might well be understood as a precursor to such postmodernist 
sensibilities"^^. The Goffaminan discussion on cyberself nevertheless rarely touched this 
core idea of multiple identities. Ironically, their postmodern counterparts made brilliant 
elaboration on it. 
1.112 Postmodern View: Fragmented and Multiple Cyberselves 
Whilst modem self is described as united, permanent, real, integrated and universal, 
postmodern self is characterized by fluidity and fragility 4' • This tendency towards 
fragmentation and dissolution has been linked to the vast and rapidly changing landscape of 
consumer capitalism, mass culture and informational society . Sennett coined the 
postmodern selfhood as a kind of "supermarket identity"—an assemblage of scraps, random 
desires, chance encounters, the accidental and the fleeting. The arrival of global capitalism 
hindered the achievement of a coherent and stable sense of self since the "brave new 
economy" of corporate re-engineering, innovation and risk throws durable modem self into a 
fragmented and dislocated reaW^. 
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Grand narratives have evaporated in Lyotard's articulation of p o s t m o d e m i t y 4 4 . The 
postmodern view posits the demise of history and subjectivity that the notion of self together 
with other mata-narratives (such as reason, class, truth) melt away. Lyotard suggested that 
postmodern "se l f is a condition of knowledge which is under the frame of "quotation mark": 
a narrative which is within and between language games. Postmodern self no longer infers 
an entity or presence. 
In illuminating postmodern condition in our current era, Poster framed his analysis 
within the electronic mediated context^^. The arrival of technological innovations, from 
computers to the Internet, from fax machines to mobile phones, heralds a new set of 
constraints and possibilities for s e l f - c o n s t i t u t i o n . He argued that these electronic 
communications constitute a subject that is different from other major modem institutions. 
Poster reaffirmed this view in his later writing “Postmodern Virtimlities,, that: 
“If modernity or the mode of production signifies 
patterned practices that elicit identities as autonomous 
and (instrumentally) rational, postmodernity or the mode 
of information indicates communication practices that 
• • ” 4 7 constitute subjects as unstable, multiple and diffuse.” 
As images, signs and messages are dispersed across cyberspace with the aid of speedy 
communication flow, self in turn becomes unstable and decentred. In short, media 
saturation fragments the self. 
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Haraway re-coined the discussion on “cyborg，，，which best illustrates the fragmented self 
in the postmodern mediated world. The cyborg is a "cybernetic organism, a hybrid of 
machine and organism, a creature of social reality as well as a creature of fiction" whose 
identities are fractured and shifting. It figured with the transgression of the old boundaries. 
There is the deconstmction of masculinity and femininity, the split of mind and body and the 
blurred dichotomy of technology and humanity. "Cyborgs do the stay still," Haraway 
commented, "already in the few decades that they have existed, they have mutated, in fact 
and fiction, into second order entities like genomic and electronic databases and the other 
denizens of the zone called cyberspace." 
Cyberself just represented this notion of "cyborg". Owing to the invisible nature of 
cyberspace, self is completely "plastic" on the net that participants are able to experiment 
with their selves as they wish. Adopting Haraway's notion of "cyborg", Hamman framed 
his research on cybersex in the setting of chat room'^ ^. Playing with their multiple identities 
online, tasting the excitement of virtual transsexuality, individuals are addicted to this cyber 
self-experiment. They are confused by the "real" and "unreal", "physical" and "virtual", 
“facts’’ and "stimulations"; they have fallen into the trap of "the teleology of star wars"—a 
deadly game of science-technology and self. 
Preceding Poster, Baudrillard concerned himself with the relationship among 
postmodern culture, electronic media and their relations to self;� . Baudrillard placed the 
postmodern context in what he so-called "hyperreality". Postmodern world is a social 
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environment saturated by excessive glitters and radiant images. Hyperreal refers to the 
world of excess in which images superior to reality, simulations supplants the actual, signs 
detached from the referents. There is additionally the blurring, even the vanish of 
distinction between subject and object, inside and outside, surface and depth. The broader 
line between public and private disappeared. Baudrillardian postmodern self characterized 
with appearance, display and exhibition. Finding meaning of postmodern self is vain 
because all is explicitly marked and imaged. This perspective just counters the modem 
sense of self: meaning is interior in hidden self and attached to identity though sometimes 
concealed. 
Bringing Baudrillard in cyberspace, Nunes examined Baudrillardian thought in the 
context of virtual superhighway^ ^  In the place of virtual mirror, the computer screen severs 
as a depthless surface. It is a surface in which all modes of representation collapsed; it is a 
realm that neither real nor imaginary, but simulatory. Doubting the authenticity of virtual 
community and corresponding self in this virtual world, Nunes argued that the net might just 
provide a space of play. It is solely a context that sets us astray from the assumptions of 
"reality" and "real body". Baudrillard's vision of ‘‘fatal technology" challenges us to find a 
depth (of reality and self) to the screen. 
Building on Berger and Luckmann's notion on social construction of reality^^, Gergen 
revised the idea of self under this perspective^^ If concepts are reliant upon the variable 
constructions of diverse cultures and historical moments, the conceptions of self or 
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individuals is open into question in this sense. In discussing the postmodern subject in “The 
Saturated Self,, the term "multiphrenia" was invented by Gergen^^. "Multiphrenia" is the 
consciousness that individuals are "saturated" with messages; the minds are impregnated by 
varied voices and views during our daily lives in a mobile, multicultural, information 
overloaded society. Dropping into the postmodern kaleidoscope, the "saturated se l f is 
fragmented: 
"Emerging technologies saturate us with the voices of 
human-kind--both harmonious and alien. As we absorb 
their rhymes and reasons, they become part of us and 
we of them. Social saturation furnishes us with a 
multiplicity of incoherent and unrelated languages.. .(and) 
disconnected relationship. These relationships pull us 
in myriad directions, inviting us to play such a variety of 
roles that the very concept of an 'authentic self with 
knowable characteristics recedes from view."^^ 
In contrast to the above gloomy portrait of postmodern virtual self, Turkle viewed it in a 
positive fashion56. She regarded this phenomenon as a shift from modem to postmodern 
experiences of self. Cyberself is such a fluid postmodern self that individuals experience 
the "mixed and matched" set of identities'^ Turkle claimed that individuals are able to 
experiment with different "personae" and MUD (Multi-User Dimenson) is the ideal context 
for this experimentation^^ Individuals now become the masters of their self-presentation 
and self-creation in cyberspace. 
I have summarized two major perspectives in analyzing the virtual self, notably 
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Goffmanian dramaturgy and postmodern view. Yet neither of them investigates cyberself 
per se: how it is distinct from its physical counterparts in form and nature and further, how 
do cyber-individuals understand their virtual selves. For the Goffmanists, they merely 
compare how self-presentations are different from those in the physical world while the 
postmodernists even denied the meaning of cyber identities (despite the positivists like 
Turkic). Cyber-individuals' perceptions on their virtual selves and its corresponding 
meaning to them have however been neglected. 
Lifton's "protean self brings light to this gap 59. Distancing his position from 
postmodernists who equate multiplicity with the disappearance of the self, Lifton articulated 
proteanism as a quest for authenticity and meaning. His assertion of meaning-questing 
contributed to our understanding of cyberself. Even though cyberself represents the 
postmodern celebration on multiplicity, we should not ignore the meaning of self/selves to 
individuals. 
We may further bring in Simmel, who is conceived as the precursor of postmodernism, 
into this d i s c u s s i o n ^ . Simmelian individual is coherent in his ideal society nonetheless 
fragmented in the actual world6i. The broken link between objective culture and subjective 
culture as well as the fracture of outer and inner self pull human subject into fragmented and 
blurred parts^l Yet Simmel never suggested "the death of subject" but bestowed individuals 
with the ability to cultivate themselves. Simmelian subjects are active "players' in its own 
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right. While the ability of synthesizing oneself with the objective world varies from 
successful (the adventurer) to unsuccessful (the urbanite), individuals are active agents in this 
process of cultivating and enhancing their individualities. Simmelian self-cultivation was 
affiliated to Nietzscheanian self-creation. Honneth observed the underlying feature of 
Nietzscheanian "experimental self-creation" in postmodern virtuality. He held that the 
possibilities for questing meaning and freedom can be best realized in the virtual space, 
which is independent of all normative expectations and human beings are able to creatively 
produce new self-images ^^  . It is a liberating realm in which opportunities of 
self-experimentation and choices selection are provided. 
Perhaps Foucault was the most brilliant heir^^ in elucidating Nietzscheanian thought on 
self-experimentation, who can shed light on the formation of the research subject I set forth to 
investigate in this study. Nietzscheanian "experimental self-creation" could be conceived as 
an orientation of later Foucauldian articulation on ethics and self-technologies. Foucault's 
"fundamental Nietzscheanism", which bestows power to subjects, was particularly evident in 
his veer of interest on self-cultivation in his later works. 
1.12 Later Foucault on Ethics 
The publications of Foucault's later works came as unexpected as his death to his 
readers. "The Use of Pleasure" and "The Care of Self marked with his reinterpretation, if 
not negation, of his former understanding of subject. As he distanced himself from treating 
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self as an object who are objectified under institutions and the knowledge/power apparatuses, 
he examined self as a subject who possess power of practicing one's self-techniques and 
oriented toward the discovery and formulation of the truth concerning oneself."^^ 
Ill his Howison lecture Foucault explained for his shift in research agenda and confessed 
his "obsession for years" in uncovering how individuals “became objects of knowledge and 
at the same time objects of domination" in his earlier years: 
？ 
"When I was studying asylums, prisons and so on, I perhaps 
insisted too much on the techniques of domination……But it 
is only one aspect of the art of governing people in societies... 
I should like, in the years to come, to study power relations.. • 
starting from the techniques of the self 
Often perceived as an incompatible fracture from his earlier works, Foucault 
nevertheless interpreted the switch as a readdress of his previous studies. Whereas critics 
like Charles Taylor。？ condemned Foucault for his conception without subject, Foucault 
claimed that his work as early as "Madness and Civilization" had already studied, albeit 
obscure, a relatively autonomous self-constituting subject in the classical and modem age. 
It was even more explicit in his later interviews and essays, that he alleged all his works as 
constitution of subject in history: "Birth of the Clinic" and "The Order of Things" as analyses 
of constitution of subject in relation to truth; "Disciplines and Punish" as examination of 
constitution of subject in response to power and the later works as elucidations of 
self-constitution as subject. In short, the subject is never peripheral in any of Foucault's 
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earlier or later studies. 
Departing from his old overstatement of subjectivation of subject with little room to 
resist, Foucault's later works on ethics provide an opportunity for him as well as his readers 
to reinterpret Foucauldian idea on self, freedom and power. Ethics refers to the activity of 
self-constitution, that individuals are endowed with self-power in implementing or refusing 
particular type of subjectivity. To be ethical is not to be "right" but to engage in ‘‘a process 
in which individuals delimits that part of himself that will form the object of his moral 
practice, defines his position relative to the precept he will follow, and decide on a certain 
mode of being that will serve as his moral goal."^^ It thus involved freedom of choosing and 
constituting one ’s subjectivity. 
Foucault conceived freedom as "the ontological condition of ethics”！ Ethics is not 
simply a universal, abstract doctrine of moral desire and action but also a form of 
self-reflection on one's life that enables one to lead his own individual life and produces a 
particular style and manner of being. Foucauldian sense of freedom does not imply freeing 
oneself from social or economic or political structures^'. The democratic institutions alone 
do not guarantee freedom; on the contrary, it is the individuals responsible for their 
emancipation. Foucault therefore saw self-technologies as the opportunity to undermine the 
omnipotence of large institutions for individuals by acting on his own. 
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"Technologies of the se l f is a core idea of later Foucauldian ethics, which refer to acts 
that “permit individuals to effect by their own means, or with help of others, a certain number 
of operations on their own bodies and souls, thought, conduct, and way of being, so as to 
transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, 
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perfection, or immortality” . It intertwined with other forms of technologies and situated 
in the contexts of "truth games". In his writing “Technologies of Self，，Foucault admitted 
his interest in the mode of action that individual exercises upon oneself by means of the 
self-technologies. This interest brought him to analyze the development of self-technique 
from the early Greek to the Christian age. 
Endeavouring the illustration of self-caring in the ancient Greco-Roman culture, 
Foucault conducted an extensive search on Gecro-Roman classical text. The cultivation of 
self is characterized with the underlying principle of "take care of oneself {epimeleisthai 
sautou) which was a crucial theme in ancient Greek culture. While the latter philosophical 
tradition often emphasized on the too-well-known principle of "know yourself {gnothi 
seauton), it was formerly an accompaniment of "care of the self (souci de soi) in the 
Greco-Roman culture?*. Foucault asserted that, as represented in Alcibiades I’ "taking care 
of oneself was the very first principle in all Platonic philosophy. Here we find the first 
appearance of the phrase “epimelesthai sautou”, which involved a real activity and not just an 
attitude. It is important to notice the practical aspect of "care of the self’’ which is not an 
exercise in solitude, but a true social practice. Foucault regarded the individual as an artist 
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and life as “art work" that he/she cultivates a work of the self by himself/herself. As Veyne 
contended, the Foucauldian self no longer need to await the revolution to realize themselves. 
The self is the new strategic possibility乃. 
If ethics is a practice but not solitude, then how can it be activated? One may refer to 
volume two of “The history of sexuality" in which Foucault put the actualization of ethics 
into four aspects?�. Self-cultivation does not start from a sort of messy ideas but derived 
from a set of serious acts. In the first place, one should treat and conduct oneself as an 
ethical subject acting in reference to the "moral codes" that one defined. It involved the 
determination of the ethical substance, that is "the way in which the individual has to 
constitute this or that part of himself as the prime material of his moral conduct". Secondly, 
it required a mode of subjection which refers to "the way in which the individual establishes 
his relation to the rule and recognizes himself as obliged to put it into practice". It consisted 
also the forms of elaboration of ethical work, "that performs on oneself, not only in order to 
bring one's conduct into compliance with a given rule, but to attempt to transfomi oneself 
into the ethical subject of one's behaviour". Finally, the telos of ethical subject: a goal of 
self-caring. 
Foucault has pointed out the variations of these four aspects in various c u l t u r e s ? ? . He 
was interested neither in the per se moral codes nor the success or failure of individuals in 
practicing ethics. Rather, he emphasized the act itself—self-techniques or ethical works 
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adopted by individuals in constituting and cultivating themselves. Therefore, it is less 
important that if individuals are able to attain the telos and constituted themselves as their 
desirable subjects. By contrast, it is the effort in practicing ethics that needs to be 
considered. 
In brief, Foucault pinpointed that ethics "is not simply ‘self-awareness，but 
self-formation as an 'ethical subject'... and this requires him to act upon himself, to monitor, 
7 8 . 
test, improve, and transform himself" . Sketching out the development of self-technology 
in the Greco-Roman philosophy and Christian spirituality, Foucault articulated a number of 
devices79 of self-constitution and cultivation that included self-writing, self-examination^^, 
askesis^\ interpretation of d reamsexomologes i s^^ and exagoreusis^"^. I am going to 
discuss self-writing in detail as this is the subject most relevant to the cyber context I intend 
to study^l 
1.121 Self-writing as Self-techno logy 
Writing is essential in the practice of caring oneself. By taking notes on oneself to 
reread, writing treatises and letters to friends, one is able to reactivate the truths that one need. 
Epictetus insisted that writing is an indispensable personal exercise that consisted of 
"meditation", 'writing，and 'training': "Keep these thoughts ready day and night; write them 
down; read them; let them to be the object of your conversation with yourself By 
self-writing, one reactivates one's knowledge，reflects and assimilates them and prepares it 
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for confronting the real in turn. The practice of self-writing further propels a new 
experience of self, which is intensified and widened by virtue of (the) act of writing^?. 
Two forms of writings, namely hupomnemata and correspondence were discussed in 
’ 88 . 
Foucault's work . While the former refers to those books of accounts, public registers or 
personal notebooks to be used as memoranda, the latter refers to the text that by definition is 
destined for others. Both of them serve as devices for self-training, caring and cultivation. 
Hupomnemata is a sort of material memory that one read, heard or thought of. It 
contains quotations, fragmented examples, works, narratives and reflections one had 
encountered. Neither as an intimate narrative of spiritual experiences (as those confession 
in later Christian literature) nor as a memorandum for recording something that one may 
forget in future, Hupomnemata is the capture of the already-said, an assembly of what one 
has heard and read. It offers as an accumulated treasure for later meditation or served as 
treatises providing argumentation and methods to surmount fault and difficult circumstances. 
It is of little importance whether one came across all the giant works, or whether one has 
seized exactly what the authors meant or capable enough to reconstruct the unity of their 
reasoning. Rather, the main underlying principle ("the local truth of maxim" and "its 
circumstantial value") is that one can able to "consider the sentence retained as a maxim true 
in what it affirms, acceptable in what it prescribes, and useful according to the circumstances 
89 in which one finds oneself . 
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Whilst hupomnemata is self-referencing, correspondence refers to letters destined for 
others. Like hupomnemata, correspondence leads to exercise of oneself. It offers the 
function of hupomnemata albeit "make oneself seen" in front of addressees. "The letter that 
one sends to help one's correspondent—to counsel him, exhort him, admonish him, console 
him—constitutes for the writer a manner of t r a i n i n g ” � � . Not only does the receiver obtain 
consolation and advises, the sender likewise tastes the fruit of reactivation: the reactivation of 
hupomnemata. Writing correspondence hence "aids the addressee" and "arms the writer". 
At the same time, it may benefit third persons who read it. 
Nevertheless correspondence is not the extension of hupomnemata, since it contains not 
just the training of one's thought but also the expression of oneself to others. By giving 
advises and opinion to the correspondent, oneself is shown before others. Accordingly, 
correspondence is at once a gaze that one focuses on the addressee (through the missive that 
he receives, he feels looked at). It is surprising that the emergence of the self-narration was 
not found in the hupomnemata but in correspondence. The narrative of daily banality, the 
narrative of actions, the narrative of thoughts and ordinary day were revealed in the 
correspondence. By then, Foucault argued that it constituted oneself as an "inspector of 
oneself by putting oneself beneath the gaze and the vigilance of others. Introspection of 
writers could be envisaged. 
1.13 Conceptual Framework: Practice of Ethics in the Cyberspace 
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My dissertation is an investigation of cyberself and virtual ethics that individuals 
practiced. Cyberself, as I have asserted at the very beginning, is by no means be neglected 
ill cyber-studies due to its amphibolous albeit unique situation in the interim of materiality 
and virtuality. The importance of an investigation concerning cyberself and cyber-activities 
is thus undeniably incontestable. How significant are these virtual entities to 
cyber-individuals from their perspectives? This fundamental question is however not yet 
disentangled by current researches which merely centered on "presentation" of cyberself. 
My research is an inquiry of this crucial but under-explored question to bridge the theoretical 
gap of current literature. 
Drawing on the concepts of Foucault's later works, my study is an adoption of 
Foucauldian ethics in the cybercontext. Cyberspace and ethics are seemingly incompatible; 
nevertheless, I contend the virtual domain as the best site to illustrate Foucault's idea on 
ethics. As I am going to articulate in the following chapters, cyberspace is an unique arena 
less institutionalized than its physical counterpart that the peculiar invisible, anonymous and 
strange cyber-nature forge current institutions (such as gender) into "plastic" (highly elastic) 
forms. As a result it is the best context to elucidate the changeover and the game of power 
relationship of self and the knowledge/power apparatuses, whereby cyber-individuaIs are 
particularly bestowed with the freedom of self-constitution and cultivation. 
I further maintain that cyber-individuals are particularly concerned with the meaning of 
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cyberself and associated cyber-entities and activities (care thyself) due to the ambiguous 
cyber-nature. While preconceived worldview and self-conceptions are doubtful in the novel 
virtual context, I argue that "self concept is especially questionable but important 
nevertheless. It is undoubtedly relevant in adopting later Foucauldian ideas on ethics and 
self-technology, which was characterized by the motif of "caring the se l f . "Care thyself is 
often accompanied with the principle of "know thyself and I prospect the same concomitant 
can be found in the cyber-context. 
I suggest cyber-individuals as ethical subjects who constitute and cultivate themselves 
as subject. In other words, cyber-individuals actualize their self-power of actualizing 
subjectivity for self-formation. Adopting Foucauldian analogy, cyber-individuals act as 
artists who act upon themselves as works of art. My very first task is to identify the ethical 
substance cyber-individuals want to attain, which is primarily underlined by the emergence 
of self-awareness---the enlightening of self-freedom. In brief, I will then sketch out 
self-awareness of cyber-individuals, followed by the ethical substance, "the way in which the 
individual has to constitute this or that part of himself as the prime material" in my 
articulation. Definitions of these terminologies will be explained thereafter. 
"It is not simply 'self-awareness' but self-formation as an 'ethical subject'.. . 
Foucaulidan ethics is not solely consciousness of oneself but also as a form of self-reflection 
on one's life which enables one to lead his own individual life, producing a particular style 
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and manner of being. Or simply, it is an ethical work or self-technology. I will thus 
introduce the operation of virtual self-technology adopted by cyber-individuals especially in 
relation to the peculiar nature of cyberspace, which will be illuminated in the foremost 
discussion. 
Focusing on the textual communicative cyber context and the written form of virtual self 
ill my studies, I pay particular attention to Foucauldian self-writing among all the forms of 
self-technologies that he discussed. Following Foucault's argument, I regard writing as a 
device for knowing, training, exploring and cultivating oneself. Most importantly, writing 
as a technique to reflect on one's identity and “know thyself results in a process whereby the 
narration and reflection of self contribute to self-nourishment. To avoid confining myself 
merely in self-technology explicated in Foucault's works, I attempted to discover the distinct 
form of self-technology in virtuality. Owning to the invisible/anonymous cyber-nature, we 
will observe how cyber-individuals are especially bestowed with freedom for self-fashioning 
and self-experimenting. I hold that virtual self-experimentation, which currently regarded as 
the representation of fragmented postmodern self, is in fact a virtual self-technology of 
self-formation and cultivation. 
Terminological definitions 
• Cyberself: 
Cyberself is a sense of personal identity emergent from a virtual social context sustained 
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by computer networks. In a simple sense, it is the self situating in cyberspace. In a 
stricter sense, it is the identity that emerged under the condition individuals recognize 
and somewhat deliberately manipulate the social nature of cyberspace, who either 1) 
conceives and participates in a distinctive and often "authentic" mode of being in the 
cybercontext (distinctive cyberself: netizen and net-addict); or 2) grasps the social nature 
of cybercontext albeit denies or remains indifferent to the possibility of an alternative 
authentic mode of being (extended cyberself: cybemauts). 
• Virtual ethics: 
The online activity for self-understanding, constitution and cultivation, that individuals 
are endowed with freedom and actualize their subjective-power in choosing and 
implementing particular type of selfhood. It involves self-reflection which enables 
cyber-individuals to produce and stylize their cyberselves accordingly. 
參 Virtual ethical subject: 
The self-caring agency who practices virtual ethics in order to constitute and cultivate 
oneself. 
參 Virtual ethical substances: 
The substances of selfhood that cyber-individuals recognize as foremost important for 
self-constitution and cultivation. 
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• Ethical works or virtual self-technology: 
Devices adopted by cyber-individuals acting upon themselves, effecting through their 
own means, or with help of others, a certain number of operations on their quasi 
physical corporealites, souls, thought, conduct and way of being, in order to acquire the 
ethical substance they quest for. Three kinds of virtual self-technologies will be 
mentioned: 
i) Virtual self-fashioning—The portrayal and stylization virtual self with texts 
and/or symbols which contributes cyber-individuals' self-constitution (as a 
subject to master self-reflection and practice of virtual ethics) and 
cultivation (as subject who endeavours self-improvement). 
ii) Virtual self-experiment—The playing, constructions and reconstructions of 
cyber-identities which contributes cyber-individuals' self-constitution (as a 
subject to master self-reflection and practice of virtual ethics) and 
cultivation (as subject who endeavours self-improvement). 
iii) Virtual self-narration—The account of virtual life and/or physical life which 
contributes cyber-individuals' self-constitution (as a subject to master 




My thesis is an adoption of Foucauldian ciliics in Ihc cyber conlcxl. I am interested in 
how cybcr-individuals understand themselves as subjccls. How do cybcr-individuals act as 
sclf-caring cdiical suhjccls. strive for fulfillmcnl oU'tliical suhstanccs through the practice of 
cihical works / sclf-!cchnology in actualizing self-power for sclf-underslanding, constitution 
and cultivation? Here are the questions I would like lo inquire. 
Empirical research questions: 
How significant is cybersclf in the views of cybcr-individuals'? What SLibslance(s) of 
cyber-selfhood is/are most important lo them'? What devices do they operate to attain these 
substances? 
1.2 Summary 
A new digital matrix namely cybcrspacc has recently emerged with the advancement of 
computers and Internet. Not only as a commiinicalion medium but also as a novel social 
realm, social interaction and construction of self-idenlitics could be observed in virtuality. 
Focusing on the current literature concerning cyberspace and self, 1 outlined two perspectives 
mainly adopted in analyzing the issue, notably Goffmanian dramaturgy and postmodern view. 
While the Goffmainists concern themselves with the distinction of self-presentation in 
physical life and virtual life, postmodernists perceive cybersclf as an indication of 
postmodern fragmentation and fluklity. Nevertheless, both pcrspcclivcs fail to accoiuU for 
the understanding of virtual life and virtual self in the views of cyhcr-incliyiduals. 
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I offer later Foucauldian ethics to bridge the gap. Drawing on his works which was 
underscored by the motif of "self-caring", I assert that the same thesis would be founded in 
the cyber context. Virtuality is such an ambiguous yet attractive space in which our 
conventional self-understanding now become questionable, as is the case for 
cyber-individuals. Accordingly, the notion of "self particularly become controversial and 
significant in the context of cyberspace. Further, whereas Foucauldian ethics credits 
self-power to resist subjectivation of knowledge/power apparatuses, cyberspace is the best 
arena for actualization of this power due to its peculiar nature which hurls the pre-established 
institutions into a fluid and plastic state. Framing my study in accordance to later 
Foucauldian works, I conceive cyber-individuals as ethical subjects who quest for the ethical 
substances through the manipulation of various ethical works or self-technologies. 
Self-power of cyber-individuals are grounded and actualized in this process of 




2.1 Research site 
92 . 
My study was conducted in a popular Chinese website named www.cent.com , which 
has more than 113,450,000 registered accounts^^ According to the survey conducted by the 
website in 31 May 2002, the highest number of online participants was 2,490,300 compared 
to 1,803,700 in 2000. 62.09% of the net-participants were male while 37.91% were female. 
Most participants belonged to the age group of 19-22 (28%) and 23-26 (27.9%). There was 
also a significant number (19.7%) of net-users below 18 years old. Almost all participants 
resided in Mainland China while only 0.17% of them Taiwan habitants. The largest number 
of net-users came from the Hunan province (6.6%), Sichuan (6.57%) and Jiangsu (6%). 
Detailed information are shown below: 
Demographic Background of cent.com Net-users 
















Province or City % Province or city % 
Beijing 4.64 Hubei 5.79 
Tianjin 2.88 Hunan 6.60 
Shanghai 2.57 Hebei 4.48 
Chongqing 3.30 Henan 4.80 
Hong Kong 1.20 Heilongjiang 4.02 
Macau 0.24 Jilm 4.40 
Taiwan 0.17 Liaonmg 6.00 
Guangdong 5.92 Yunan 0.98 
Anhui 3.58 Guizhou 1.16 
Fujing 3.11 Qmghai 0.23 
Hainan 0.70 Shan'xi 2.35 
Zhejiang 4.72 Gansu 0.73 
Jiangsu 6.35 Guangxi 1.94 
Jiangxi 3.00 Inner Mongolia 1.66 
Shandong 3.25 Ningxia 0.30 
Shanxi 1.42 Xizhang 0.09 
Sichuan 6.57 Xinjiang 0.85 
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This site was chosen for a number of reasons. First, the website has a large number of 
users and is one of the most popular sites in Mainland China. As presented earlier, the 
number of registered accounts grew from 86,400,000 in July 2001 to 113,450,000 in May 
2002. OICQ/QQ, an instant messaging function which is only provided by this website is 
popular among Chinese net-users. This thus especially attracts numerous users to visit the 
site and download the function. 
I chose cent.com as research site also for its synthetic character. As same as our 
physical world, the cyberspace is composed of diverse cyber-settings such as BBS, IRC, 
MUD/MOO etc. BBS (Board Bulletin System) and newsgroup are the "e-fomms" like 
systems, offering opportunities for individuals to post messages on the "e-board", express 
their views and formulate discourses. It contains different kinds of channels (topics) 
ranging from serious political issues to trivial daily experience of participants. Users would 
enter any group they like, lurk (just reading messages of other but not participating in the 
discourse), post or reply messages. IRC (Internet Relay Chat, such as Chat room and ICQ) 
is a multi-user, multi-channel chat system running on a network. It offers people the ability 
to chat with one another in real time. Each user has a nickname and converses with other 
users either in private or in any channel in the chat room they choose. MUD (Multi-User 
Dimension) /MOO (Multi-Object Orientation) now frequently refers to sites for online 
role-play games. Users can create their own virtual characters and interact with other 
players in real time. 
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Cent.com is a synthetic site with the most comprehensive cyber-settings compared to 
with other Chinese websites. Not only is it a website that provides information, it also 
contains BBS with different channels as well as IRC (Chat rooms as well as and OICQ) 
(Appendix 1). OICQ is a similar instant messaging machine as ICQ, designed and 
developed by the cent.com, that is widely used in Mainland China. As Markheim suggested, 
cyber-individuals often engage in more than one setting (sometimes even simultaneously), 
current cyber-researches which merely focusing on one particular cyber-setting^"^ are thus 
inadequate to understand the experience of cyber-individuals. The synthetic character of 
cent.com would undoubtedly allow us to trace different cyber-activities of individuals in 
various cyber-settings and have a deeper understanding of their virtual experience therein. 
Lastly, I selected cent.com as my research site as it is a synthetic website I am most 
familiar with. I began participating in the net in 1995 and mainly used it mainly for e-mail 
checking. When I became more familiar with the net, I started to join other net activities, 
such as posting messages in newsgroups / BBS and chatting online through ICQ. I knew 
cent.com in 2000 when a friend from the mainland invited me to chat through OICQ. I have 
been participating in this site for two years now and made more than 300 net-friends in the 
process. My virtual experience undoubtedly contributed to my research. 
At the final place, I must stress that my research focuses on investigating the virtual 
culture rather than the Chinese culture. I regard cyberspace as a unique form of culture with 
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peculiar characteristics^^ and the corresponding cyber-subject as a unique form of virtual 
cultural self. In short, this thesis is an investigation of virtual culture and virtual self rather 
than the social or cultural conditions of the Chinese society or Chinese self- presentation on 
the net. Though I conducted my study in a Chinese website, the scope of my study did not 
cover virtual self-presentation of Chinese net-users. I have laid out the reasons for 
choosing this website and believe that it is representative in terms of number of users as well 
as the site's composition. Even though I admit that cyber-individuals may convey some of 
their preconceptions in their physical lives and in my case, the Chinese cultural thought and 
sub-cultural properties of Chinese "New Humankind"(新人類严，I am not interested in 
sketching out the behavioural consequence of virtual entities (virtual life, virtual self and 
virtual self-technologies) in their physical daily lives nor will I associate their physical lives 
with the variation of their virtual self-practices. I must stress its significance though will not 
examine this issue in my study. 
2.2 Research Method 
Three research methods have been adopted in my studies including textual analysis of 
BBS postings, online participatory observation as well as online informal interviews. 
Details are described as follows: 
2.21 Textual analysis 
Textual analysis is one of the most widely used unobtrusive methods of conducting 
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social researches that textual materials provide valuable sources for researchers to study 
targeted cultures and societies. As commented by Atkinson and Coffey, textual materials 
not only denote the cultural values attached to them but also construct their own kinds of 
reality97. As a result, instead of arguing whether the text is valid or true, it is more fruitful 
to examine how “realities “ are constructed in the materials. The role of researchers is to 
interpret the underlying meanings of the texts by capturing the peculiar languages and styles 
of it. 
Textual analysis is the main research method I have adopted in this study. I particularly 
adopted this method in sketching out the collective construction of "virtual reality" and 
classifying different types of cyber-individuals by interpreting the different languages used. 
In the latter part of my thesis, I also investigated the texts relating to the personal information 
of cyber-individuals to illustrate the virtual self-techniques they used. 
Texts are collected in the BBS and IRC settings. There are 15 main channels of the 
BBS with 169 sub-channels (Appendix 2) which cover a large variety of topics. Since I was 
concerned with cyberlives and understandings on cyberself in views of cyber-individuals, I 
selected a related BBS named "QQ posting" for data gathering. Different from other 
channels that the postings and replies are relatively short and fragmented, this channel is an 
e-forum like place for discussion where self-narration is much more detailed. Articles and 
narration of cyberlives, cyberself and corresponding replies could be accessed and collected. 
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The duration of data-collection lasted for three months commencing from June 2001 to 
September 2001, from which 208 main postings and more than 1000 replies were collected 
(Appendix 3). I have also studied texts about personal information of cyber-individuals 
including nicknames and self-descriptions provided by themselves. 100 subjects were 
randomly selected through the OICQ machine. 
2.22 Online Participatory Observation 
The technique of participatory observation is well-established in anthropology and 
widely adopted in other disciplines. This method was founded on symbolic interactionism, 
which presumed individuals' construction of meanings in a process of interaction and 
situations-definition. Participatory observation aims to get a better understanding of the 
targeted field through first hand data-gathering. It involves the selection of field and 
subjects as well as the record of individuals' behaviours in a given environment. 
Participatory observation contributes to our understandings of participants' perceptions on 
their surroundings and the corresponding influences on their behaviours. 
Online participatory observation is the best method to understand the virtual lives of 
cyber-individuals. Its operation is very much similar to the offline one; the only difference 
is that the identities of the researcher and subjects are concealed behind the computer screen. 
Like conventional participatory observation, I participated in various cyber-settings in order 
to investigate their virtual lives and understand their interpretations towards virtuality and 
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virtual selves. My participation can be divided into several stages with different roles. 
I knew cent.com in December 2000 when my friend from the mainland invited me to 
chat online. She introduced this popular website to me and I downloaded the OICQ instant 
chatting machine for online chatting. By using the nicknames saisai and little clever flower 
(耳恵明白勺 z j � $ ) , I joined the chatting as a complete participant. Apart from chatting with 
net-friends through QQ, I also posted some articles in the "literature BBS" and replied to 
messages posted by other cyber-individuals. Though I did not intend to conduct a research 
at that time, I started to become familiar with this website and the nature of various 
cyber-settings. From December 2000 to March 2001, I already knew more than 300 
cyber-individuals through OICQ and BBS channels, which provided me with a large pool of 
subjects for future research. 
By March 2001, I confined my research to this website and began to plan for my 
research design. At the beginning I acted as a complete observer and stopped my 
net-activities such as chatting and posting messages. It was my hope that I would be much 
"value-free" and neutral as a complete observer. I lurked over different channels of BBS 
and the dialogues in different chat rooms but did not participate in the discourses. The 
channels I joined include virtual life experiences, net friends, net love, literature and 
international news. I online for more than 4 hours every day during this period, usually 
from l lp.m to 3 a.m. To have a deeper understanding of the virtual culture, I also 
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downloaded the ICQ which was another mode of instant messaging machine for online 
chatting. 
Shortly I realized that covert observation was not good enough for data generating. As 
I am interested in individuals' perceptions on virtuality and their virtual selves, it was 
inconvenient to remain as a "lurker" always hiding behind the screen. I then changed my 
role as a participatory observer in April 2001 and began to join the cyber activities again. I 
decided on my research objective meanwhile selected the relevant chat room channels to 
participate in. However, I found that the channels / topics of chat room were often unrelated 
to the discussion contents. For example, participants talked about daily trivialities in the 
channel classified as "literature" which indicated that the principle of "situation-definition" 
failed to find its place in the chat room settings. This led me to believe that the chat room is 
not a desirable place to collect relevant data so I concentrated in BBS discussion and OICQ 
chatting in the later period of my study. 
When I engaged in cyber-discourses, I faced the problem of identity disclosure. My 
net-friends already knew my status as a postgraduate student but did not know that I was 
conducting a cyber-research. I tried to disclose my role as a researcher but found that it 
assisted my study not much. Cyber-subjects were indifferent, even playful towards my 
revealed identity. This was especially evident in the chat room setting. Owing to the 
peculiar anonymous nature of cyberspace, cyber-individuals are often skeptical towards the 
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presented identities of others. As a result, I only disclose my researcher role when I 
conducted online formal and informal interviews and kept my identity covert in other 
net-activities. I online for about 16 hours every day, usually from 11:00 a.m to 3:00 a.m, 
during which time participatory observation accounted for about 4 hours per day. The study 
ended in March 2002. 
2.22 Online interview / informal chatting 
To assist interpretation of the sources I gathered in the BBS and more importantly, to 
have a deeper understanding on the cyber-experience of individuals, I also conducted nine 
n o 
online interviews with the help of OICQ real-time chatting machine . Prospective 
interviewees were selected^^ and interviews were conducted after a period of informal 
chatting, ranging from half month to one m o n t h T h e interviews lasted for about 45 
minutes and centred around the experiences in their cyber life: the reason of getting online, 
the cyber-activities they engaged, the feeling of engagement as well as the perception on their 
cyberselves: their description on their cyber-identities, the feeling towards these virtual 
identities in comparing with their physical selves and its significance to them. 
Nevertheless the results of online interviews were not as satisfactory as I expected due to 
several reasons. First, I had less control over the interview setting as a researcher. As the 
interviewees were not physically present in the setting, he/she might quit at any time and I 
was not able to stop it. Sometimes, it was because of service disruptions that both sides 
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could not connect to the net. For several times the interviewees were already offline without 
noticing me so the interviews could not continue. Second, I was unable to verify the data 
the interviewees provided since I could not contact them physically. It is a fundamental 
problem of online interviews recognized by many cyber-researchers. Turkle once 
mentioned that "virtual reality poses a new methodological challenge for the researcher: what 
to make of online interview and indeed, whether and how to use them"^^^ I experienced 
this kind of "methodological challenge" in my research as well. Though some 
1 no 
researchers claimed cyberspace as the ideal context to ask questions concern cyberlives 
(especially cybersex), I did not find the interviews especially enriching when conducted 
online. 
The failure of my online interviews drew me to reflect on the nature of cyber context, 
especially for the OICQ setting. It is such a relax place in which individuals avoid formal 
interview and serious talk. Chatting which centers around virtual life experiences of the 
cyber-individuals maybe much more appropriate than formal interview for data gathering. I 
did gain fruitful sources by conducting the research in this way. I chatted with net-friend I 
am most familiar with and shared our virtual experiences. They realized that I was 
conducting research and permitted me to use our conversations as data. As I knew the 
subjects for a long time, I was confident of the data they provided�3. By disclosing my 
virtual life experiences and feelings, I have also leamt that data collection is a reciprocal 
rather than a one-sided process. 
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I believe that these three research methods, namely textual analysis, online participatory 
observation and online interview/chatting were most appropriate in gathering fruitful data in 
relation to my theoretical and empirical concerns. Online participatory observation 
contributes to my primary understanding of the virtual space and virtual individuals. I 
observed various types of cyber-individuals who have diverse perceptions on virtual world 
and their virtual selves. I also noticed the importance of "self in their cyber-discourse, 
which drew me to search an association between cyber context, cyberself and Foucauldian 
self-caring ethics. The analysis of BBS texts assisted my classification of cyber-individuals' 
self-perceptions and also apprehension of "self as a topic in the cyber-discourse. 
Concerning myself particularly with Foucauldian self-writing as one of the self-technology, 
the importance textual analysis of various forms of virtual self-writing is thus undeniable. 
Online interview and chatting are the best tools to understand the significance of virtuality 
and virtual self in views of cyber-individuals. It shows us the picture that how 
cyber-individuals constitute their own realities towards virtual culture and the constitution of 
their virtual selves therein. 
2.3 Summary 
The empirical study was pinned on a popular Chinese website composed of various 
cyber-settings that provided significant amounts of data. The site was chosen not because 
of its Chinese character but for its representativeness in terms of number of users and 
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synthetic character. This thesis is a cyber cultural research inquiring virtuality and virtual 
self but not a study on contemporary Chinese culture though a Chinese website is selected. 
Three kinds of research methods were adopted: textual analysis, online participatory 
observation and net chatting. A BBS channel about virtual lives of cyber-individuals was 
selected. By interpreting the self-narrations of cyber-individuals and investigating the cyber 
discourses, I was able to grasp a general picture of collective construction towards virtuality 
and virtual selves. Online participatory observation was also used as research method and it 
could be divided into three stages: complete participants before March 2001, complete 
observer from March 2001 to April 2001 and participatory observer from April 2001 to 
March 2002. By participating in the BBS, chat room and OICQ settings, I gained a deep 
understanding of the research site as well as the nature of virtual space. Finally, I conducted 
nine online interviews during the study. Though the interviews were not very successful 
due to the methodological challenges of online research, the failure drew me to reflect on the 
cyber-nature and used informal conversation as an alternative research method. 
This chapter is a report of the research method I adopted in my study. In the next 
chapter, I will conceptualize the cybercontext and figure out the configuration of the 
cyberspace. Cyber-nature will be discussed before the articulation of virtual self-awareness 
and operation of virtual self-technologies. 
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Chapter 3 
Approaching the Cyber Context: on the Threshold of Cyberspace 
The tablet become a page become a screen become a world, 
a virtual world. Everywhere and nowhere, a place where 
nothing is forgotten yet everything changes.�彳 
111 this chapter I am going to conceptualize the virtual world with the aid of empirical 
data. Virtual self-technologies are often grounded in the peculiar attributes of cyber context. 
I will thus account for these peculiarities by discussing its intrinsic nQxwsQS—space and place, 
nearness and remoteness, while bringing out its anonymous / invisible, social and strange 
characters. I will further classify net-participants into different categories including 
instrumental net-user, cybernaut, netizen and net-addict. 
2.1 Intrinsic Nexuses of Cyberspace 
2.11 Nexus of space and place 
The emergence of different space-conceptions often alters our views towards the 
universe, the world and eventually our "selves". The advent of cyberspace undoubtedly 
throws the current worldview and self-perception into a state of flux. We witness the dawn 
of a new virtual space, yet what is its underling uniqueness? 
Giddens observed the "separation of time and space" in the modem regime which refers 
the "disentangling of separated dimensions of empty time and empty space, (and) ...the 
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articulation of disembedded social relations across indefinite spans of time/space" Place, 
in Giddens' words, becomes increasingly "phantasmagoric" in modem society. The 
"absent" and "abstract" form of interaction in the modem age gradually prominent over the 
previous "present" and face-to-face interaction. 
One may observe this "time-space distanction" in the cyber context. Internet Relay 
Chat (IRC) is the best example to illustrate this interaction of "absence". This virtual 
context enables real time chatting among geographically dispersed individuals. It clearly 
shows that place is "phantasmagoric" in the cyber setting. Cyber-individuals create senses 
of a common space in mind though they are physically located in different places. The 
interaction in the cyberspace is totally imaginary that mutual trust is solely based on 
messages on the screens. It does not denote the downplayed role of "place" in the 
cyberspace; by contrast, space and place are intertwined as the foremost nexus of cyberspace. 
By discussing the interrelationship between "space" and "place", Wong illustrated the 
importance of the latter in the cybercontext^^^. The "connected but insulated" character of 
cyber culture is a by-product of this "space-place" nexus. Whereas the "inner place" 
provides security and sense of belonging, the "outer space" offers free room for individuals. 
In the cyber-communication setting where participants mentally merge into the "mind-space" 
but physically locate in their "physical-places", cyber-individuals enjoy the advantages of 
both "place" and "space". This perspective is similar to Giddens and Erikson's discussion 
on ontological security that the stability of place formulates a secure basis for individual to 
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explore the outer w o r l d ⑴ ？ . 
This sense of security is observable in Blue rain (藍葡佩、posting: 
"Internet is my "key" which connects me to the cyherworld 
as well as other cyber-individuals. I am deficient in confidence 
of myself but in this space I am empowered. Sitting behind 
the screen make me feel secured:^ 
Compared his cyber-life with the "real" life in physical world, Unrestricted 無限馳 
described the virtual world as his "safe place": 
"In the physical life, I hide my emotions and feelings 
inwards. I taste the bitterness myself. Nobody ever 
concerns my feeling. ...Until I go online — a real safe place 
for me . I can express my hidden thoughts voluntanj, 
like the eruption of volcano/' 
Blue rain felt "empowered" and "secured" in the virtual world while unrestricted 
described it as a "safe place" for the "eruption" of his emotions. It shows how 
cyber-individuals felt protected in the node of "secured place and free space". We may 
further infer the meaning of the nickname “unrestricted”, which denotes the "unrestricted" 
freedom of expression in virtuality. If bridge refers to "connection" in Simmelian sense, 
door is the best analogy to describe the "connected whi le i n s u l a t e d " nature of c y b e r s p a c e � � . 
The net offers a "safe place" in which participants could express their emotions but need not 
to disclose their real identities. Establishing relationship with other cyber-individuals while 
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remaining anonymous, cyber-individuals act as the door-keepers in this sense: 
Snow white (白雪公主): 
"I connect to the net when I want to share my ups and 
downs to others. Yet I can just offline and shut off the 
computer if I want to be alone. I could therefore keep a 
private room for myself." 
Connect to the net if she wanted to but "offline and shut off the computer" if she wished 
to be alone. As if a door-keeper of the virtual zone, snow white could control the 
self-engagement and detachment within. In his book "No Sense of Place", Meyrowitz 
mentioned the blurring of "public" and "private" places with the advancement of electronic 
technology. I further envision the creation of a new virtual zone where one can selectively 
expose to the public by taking advantage of the invisible nature. The birth of this flexible 
zone not only transforms our senses towards "publicity" and "privacy", but also towards our 
roles and self-identities in these public and private zones. Cyberspace is situated in the 
interim of public and private. 
2.111 Invisibility / Anonymity 
We often regard anonymity as the most significant character of the cyber context, yet 
little concern is paid on its distinction in comparing with the urban setting. Instead of 
treating anonymity as the unique character of cyberspace, one should make clear that it is also 
an essence of urban setting. Encountering the unknowns is a routine to urban dwellers that 
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individuals are used to deal with anonymous bodies. Sometimes we grasp sheer biophysical 
information of one another and are only able to categorize them into different status group. 
Their gender, ethnicity and class represent their identities that formulate the basis of our 
interactions. 
This character is further enhanced under the virtual nexus of "space" and "place". Who 
is at the other side of the net terminal? The answer is however uncertain in the cyber 
context. Identity is totally "plastic"^ ^^  in the cyberspace that the "categoric knowing" such 
as gender, race and class in urban social encounter has been shattered in the cyber 
• • 1 1 2 interaction . 
Anonymity in the cyber context is different from that in the physical world since virtual 
anonymity is always accompanied by invisibility. Cyber-individuals are anonymous only 
because their physical identities are invisible in the screen. In short, anonymity and 
plasticity of virtual identities are grounded on virtual invisibility. Invisible nature of 
cyberspace make virtual identity playing feasible. Wordless (無言）compared himself with 
"Sun Wu Kung" and celebrated his self-splitting power in the virtuality: 
Wordless (MB)-
"In the "Journey to the west", Monkey King (Sun Wii 
Kung) has the power to transform into 72 forms. 
Just pluck his hair out and he can transform in any shapes 
I am Sun Wu Kung in the net. Though I don't have 
his magic -power, I could create and split into various "I" 
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in this virtual world. It is because nobody knows that who 
I am . � 
"It is because nobody knows that who I am". This sentence explicitly shows the 
invisible character of cybemature as wordless could conceal his identity behind the screen. 
Invisibility bestows individuals the power to 'experiment" on their selves: the “magic power" 
to "create and split various "I"" as wordless extolled. 
Ching Citing (淸滴: 
“Hiding behind the screen, we possess unprecedented 
freedom and power. Flesh and appearance, beauty and 
ugliness, height and weight; rich and poor... all things 
vanish away in this virtuality.“ 
The invisible nature grants individuals enormous freedom to "play" with multiple virtual 
identities. It is shown in the above postings. While Wordless credited the power of 
identity play, Ching Ching suggested the plasticity of virtual body which grounded in the 
invisible world. The invisible/anonymous nature let cyber-individuals "possess 
unprecedented freedom and power". 
2.112 Sociality 
"How real the cyberspace is?" Laymen often question the reality of cyber-context due 
to her invisible character. Before answering this question, maybe one should reflect on 
"how real the reality is", or in other words, what reality is. 
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Phenomenology could be adopted to see through how "real" a “reality” is. 
Phenomenology asserts what is known, and the discourse about the known or unknown is an 
artifact. Weber once mentioned, "both for sociology...and for history, the object of 
cognition is the subjective meaning—complex of action"^ This duality that society is 
composed of subjective activities and objective facts was the departure point of Berger and 
Luckmann's argument in their famous book "Social Construction of R e a l i t y ” ！ ！ 、 The 
authors explored how individuals construct the "reality" and illustrated the process by which 
subjective meaning consolidated into "objective facticity." Berger and Luckmann clearly 
articulated that "society is a human product; society is an objective reality; man is a social 
prociuct，，ii5. They further emphasized the taken-for-grantedness embedded in social lives, 
which enable the "bracketing of doubt" in daily interaction. Through the process of 
habitualization, institutionalization and legitimation, the "socially constructed realities" 
thicken and harden and form as the "objective world" external to human. 
Once the socially constructed nature of "reality" is captured, one should be able to avoid 
the "physical Vs virtual" dualism of "reality". If "reality" is constructed through 
communication and social interaction even in the physical world, then why not in the virtual 
space? If meanings of matters are constructed, shared and transmitted in the physical 
cultural context, then what account for the "unrealiness" in the virtual world? Ludlow 
rightly criticized the current "dualistic" discussion of realities concerns cyberspace: "perhaps 
the critics (VW is unreal) are showing undue deference to RW (Real World). Or even more 
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strongly, perhaps the critics have failed to see that RW is itself a social construction"^ 
As a matter of fact, it is insignificant to ask "whether" reality exists in cyber context. By 
contrast, "how" reality is constructed in this arena is another meaningful question. In short, 
one has to be concerned wi th the social nature of the cyberspace. Virtual community is the 
best example to illustrate the social nature of cyber-reality. Recent studies of online 
community have shown the intimate relationships among the m e m b e r s ^ T h e commitment 
to virtual community is no less than the material one: 
No longer hesitate 
"When I was small, I often wished I could grow up and 
establish my own home. I get this chance when I enter 
the BBS here ---A home of equality, benevolence and generosity 
...It teaches me how to live. Every morning, the first thing 
I do is to turn on the computer and connect to the net.. .1 have 
a sense of belonging/' 
Being in an imagined virtual community requires that one acknowledge one's 
membership therein. Foster recognized that reality is a matter of perception. 
Self-identification as a community member is also a matter of perception in this sense. This 
can move people along a continuum from mere "gesellschaft", a type of impersonal 
association in geographic communities, to "gemeinschaft", the "we feeling" experienced 
among participants in virtual c o m m u n i t i e s T h i s kind of "we feeling" could be found in 
the posting of No longer hesitate as well as the one by Raining without sound 無聲下雨)： 
"BBS is a home of mind which protected me from 
turlnilence. Whenever I feel low, my net brother 
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and sister comfort me; Whenever I am delighted, 
they share my happiness; Whenever I need support, 
they always give me their helping hands ... .Maybe I 
already got involved too much, yet I am willing 
to continue this addiction.“ 
Raining without sound analogized cent.com as his "home of mind" and even described 
his net-friends as "brothers and sisters". The posting of No longer hesitate also denotes this 
kind of ‘‘we feeling" and "sense of belonging". This sense of community is not rare in the 
cyber context, especially for the netizens and net-addicts that I w i l l illustrate in the later 
section of this chapter. Virtual community is a group of people who inhabit a common world: 
a common vision of reality or a common worldview'^^. Meanings are collectively constructed 
in this common vision of reality. Central to the creation of "common worldview" is the 
usage of common language. 
“bb，’ stands for “bye，’，"u" stands for "you", "b4" stands for "before", “ :- )’’refers to 
happiness or joy while ":- ( “ represents sadness.. .The creation of these "net language" and 
"emoticons" (icons for expressing emotions) are undoubtedly not trivialities. Rather, it is 
the medium of meaning-construction in the cyber communities and facilitates communication 
within: 
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Table 1 ： Examples o f popular emoticons^^^ 
Emoticons Meaning 
：-) Standard smiley face 
:-( Sad face 
；-) Winky face - expressing a flirtatious or sarcastic remark. 
:-〇 Yel l ing or shocked. Can be typed in bold for extra impact. 
:-I Indifferent 
:-P / :-p / :-6 Sticking tongue out 
Screaming 
:-X being smacked in the mouth/wears braces/kiss/my lips are 
sealed 
( Crying 
:-D Big mouth/grinning 
: - Q / : - ! Smoker 
121 
Table 2: Examples of playing wi th numbers 
No. Meaning 
456 It's me 
596 I leave 
520 I love you 
530 I miss you 
20150 Love you have ten thousand years 
88/3166 ^ 
Table 3: Examples of playing with English abbreviation 
English Abb. Meaning 
^ 
Afaik As far as 工 know 
Cu See you 
Cul See you later 
Btw By the way 
Oic Oh! I see 
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^ Between 
R u here Are you here? 
m Before — 
^ ^ 
GG# Brother 
Table 4: some net-jargons especially used in the virtual communities 
青虫圭 The undesirable man 
恐首直 The unattractive woman 
網虫 Those deeply involved / addicted to the net 
大!t 段 Cavalier 
菜鳥 The fresh net-participant who knows nothing about the net 
灌水 Senseless talk 
Little moon、月兒: 
‘‘...discussion group is not only for discussion. If you 
want to he a popular "star" in the BBS, you should know 
how to express your idea in net-form. When someone names 
you as "bird", do you know he is teasing your foolishness? 
Don't pretend to he an expert or even claim yourself as one of 
the group until you learn all these kinds of net-jargons/' 
"They (net-jargons) are not only a must in cyber communication, 
but also in daily interaction. 530, 5201314... my pager is full of 
these numbers (messages)/' 
The competence of using these emoticons and net-languages are central for one to 
acquire popularity and status in the cybercontext, as mentioned in the posting of little moon. 
Chu referred to the net-languages as "symbolic capital" among Chinese youth. The ability 
of using these net-language, symbols and emoticons illustrates one's status and class. In the 
case of China, it represents one's belonging to the "New Humankind''—the open-minded, 
individualistic and globally-visioned new generation . In addition, the usage of 
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net-linguistics in cyber-communication further enhances the solidarity among group 
members. 
The essence of cyberspace is “social” as participants successively establishing 
relationships, constructing and re-constructing meanings, norms and rules therein. Besides 
net-jargons and emoticons, virtual norms are also worthy of discussion. A new term called 
"netiquette" is invented to describe these cyber norms, which refers to network etiquette, or 
the "do's" and "don'ts" of online communication. Netiquette covers both common courtesy 
online and the informal "rules of the road" of cyberspace. There are also quite a number of 
netiquette in the BBS virtual community I studied: 
Prohibit to violate the law and constitution of People Republic of 
China 
Prohibit to spread rumours which threaten the rules of Chinese 
government. 
Prohibit to post messages contain violence, pornographic and 
superstitious content. 
Prohibit to post messages contain racial discriminative content, that 
undermine ethnic solidarity... 
Despite these black and white formal forms of netiquette, informal norms are 
continuously created in virtual social interaction. Netiquette varies in different 
cyber-settings. Different channels of BBS also contain their own form of interaction 
netiquette. I observed that poppycock is accepted in the chat room rather than in the BBS. 




Take "f laming" as an example, while some channels treat this act leniently, some 
channels punish the "flamers" harshly, such as forbidding them to post and reply to messages. 
"Flaming" is usually allowed and sometimes even regarded as a method to gain popularity. 
But in some cases (especially in chat rooms), flamers are “kicked away" i f their flamings 
are too radical. The following is an example of "flame war": 
A chat history of channel "making net-friend'' 
Spider to Prince of Moon: you're too radical 
Prince of Moon to Spider: you're uncivilized... Shanghai is uncivilized. I went 
there before. 
Prince of Moon to Spider: I know the truth, so you can't cheat me 
Spider to Prince of Moon: foolish guy!!! Those people come from 
different provinces, not Shanghai. You 
cannot say in this way. 
Spider to Prince of Moon: Go to Hell!!! 
Prince of Moon to Spider: Beijing people never do that... 
Prince of Moon to Spider: To hell ？ Yes, you go to hell 
Spider to Prince of Moon: Who's uncivilized? Mind your words. 
©Prince of Moon just changed the name to Civilized Beijing man 
Spider to Prince of Moon: (foul languages omitted) 
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@Civilized Beijing man is kicked away by OP似 
The above "flame war" centered around the "qualities" of Shanghai and Bejing residents. 
"Flames" and even inappropriate languages were observed. Though the anonymous nature 
of cyber context granted much freedom to individuals to voice out their feelings such as 
anger (as shown in above case), norms still existed. Both Spider and Prince of Moon were 
"kicked away" by the operator (OP) (the last two sentences) who in charge of the order in the 
chat room when their "f lame" became too radical. This was an example of chat netiquette. 
To summarize, cyberspace is at the twist of “ space" and "place". Mentally entering a 
collective and public space, while forging relationships with others and negotiating meanings, 
participants also construct a new social realm online. Physically located in their own places, 
individuals enjoy security by keeping their real identities anonymous/invisible. 
Cyber-individuals are situated in a new "self selective public/private" realm, enjoying both 
security and freedom provided by "place" and "space" respectively. Even though other 
forms of media, such as television allow individuals to connect to the "public space", only 
Internet enables people to get involved and construct meaning in real time. In the next 
section I w i l l illustrate another nexus of cyberspace—"nearness and remoteness" meanwhile 
figure out its strange character. 
2.12 Nexus of nearness and remoteness 
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If wandering is the liberation from every given point in space, 
and thus the conceptual opposite to fixation at such a point, 
the sociological form of the "stranger “ represents the unity, 
as it were, of these characteristics. 
Simmeli25 
2.121 Strangeness 
Relationships in the net seem contradictory but in fact dialectical. It is "detached" but 
"involved", "anonymous" but "disclosed", "distanced" but "intimated". I am going to 
capture Simmelian notion of strangeness in analyzing the nature of cyberspace in this 
sectioni26. 
In Simmel's essay on "The Stranger", the concept of "strangeness" was bril l iantly 
delineated. Stranger expresses in an ambiguity of social milieux—complete liberation and 
absolute fixation in Simmelian description. The stranger's relationships with others is 
characterized by social distance: "distance means that he, who is close by, is far, and 
strangeness means that he, who also is far, is actually near，，】�？. The unity of "nearness" and 
"remoteness", "indifference" and "involvement" constitute a special picture of strangeness. 
The relations of cyberspace also marked with this special feature of strangeness. 
Stranger is potential mobile incidentally attached to the group incidentally and not 
bound by the established ties of kinship or locality. Cyber-relationship is one such case. 
Roaming in the cyberworld, one is able to immerge in any context and disengage in the next 
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second. Cyber-individuals are, in Bogard's word, the "stationary wanderers" in the 
1 2 g • 
cyberspace . This nexus of "nearness and remoteness" is accompanied wi th the nexus of 
"space and place": Bodies o f cyber-individuals are stationed in the material world but their 
minds ramble in the virtual domain. It represents the synthesis of Simmelian 
strangeness—between fixation and liberation; between sedentariness and nomadism: 
Anchor eiX隱士): 
"Let's talk about Plato's motto. God divided human 
into two parts: the flesh and the soul and human always 
searching for his lost part. Now my flesh is sitting in front 
of the machine, while my soul soaring in the cyber super-
highway, searching for my parts which had lost.“ 
The integral part of strangeness—between fixation and liberation is obvious in the 
posting by anchoret. While his body is "f ixed" in the physical world, his mind "liberate" 
from the flesh and "soaring in the cyber superhighway". It explicitly shows how stranger is 
"mobile" in the cyber-context. 
Stranger shares objectivity. Objectivity neither implies complete detachment from the 
group nor indicates a separation and disinterestedness. By contrast, it is a peculiar 
composition of nearness and remoteness, concern and indifference. As stranger is not a 
permanent member who stands apart form the group, he does not root in the peculiar attitudes 
and biased tendencies of the group. Thus objectivity can also be defined as freedom. The 
objective man is not bound by ties which could prejudice his perception, understanding and 
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assessment . Objectivity is even greater in the cyber context: 
The Peace Ambassador 和平使者•• 
"The conversation is completely different from those in 
the real world (physical world). I do think that people 
are much serious here. Of course you may find people 
saying nonsense words, hut they can't represent all of us. 
This BBS is the best illustration (public affairs). We believe 
In "harmony in diversities''(禾口而不同• We rationally 
discuss our future and accept different ideas.“ 
The posting by The Peace Ambassador shows the objectivity of cyber-discourse: "we 
believe in harmony wi th diversities".. ."we rationally discuss our future and accept different 
ideas". M y observation in this "public affairs" is that BBS supports his argument. For 
example, in the cyber-discourse relating to the economic reforms of Mainland China, though 
some condemn the violation of socialism while others support the implementation of reforms, 
their discussions were radical albeit rational and c r i t i c a l I t is because the participants are 
not bound by a social group with a particular ideology but just tied together by the same 
interests in the discourse. They could jo in at anytime but quit at any second. As a result 
participants were able to voice out their opinions which most often were free from constraints 
in physical world (such as ideology of a particular group). 
Objectivity is accompanied by freedom. Cyberspace is the best illustration of the zone 
of freedom which even out of Simmel's imagination. Neither bound by kinship nor blood 
ties, cyber-individuals are connected by "pure relationship"^ One can freely surf the net, 
enter interested communities, discuss topics he/she like, make friends and disclose his/her 
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secrets to the unknowns. Nevertheless, one has no obligation to attach and commit to the 
group or these relationships. Owing to the high spatial separation and high anonymity and 
invisibil ity, freedom is unprecedentedly great in the cyberspace compared to other contexts. 
Not constrained by normative values relatively (certainly there are other net-norms and 
rituals), cyber-individuals are wi l l ing to voice and act in ways they are less wi l l ing to do in 
their physical lives. This was evident in the postings by Blue rain and No longer hesitate in 
the previous section. In his description on net-friendship, Blue altitude (藍色緯鹿 also 
mentioned this kind of freedom: 
“I was a solitary boat, floating and getting lost in 
the illimitahle ocean... until I find my way here. They 
(net-friends) are my pharos in midst of darkness. They 
hold my hands; they save my lonely soul. We are 
little angels flying through the cloudworld. We 
laugh; we sub; we disclose our heart. They are lying 
behind the hazy cloud, their faces are ambiguous. But 
because of this, our friendships are much more authentic." 
In this invisible world where ’ "faces are ambiguous" as i f " lying behind the hazy cloud", 
individuals are especially free to "disclose (their) heart". The last sentence is worthy of 
discussion: "because of this, our friendship are much more authentic". Owning to the 
strange nature of cyber context, individuals find themselves especially free and "authentic" to 
reveal themselves; their friendships are thus even more "true" than those in the physical 
world. The strangeness of cyberspace makes online disinhibition possible: 
Small z: 
"In the net, nobody knows that you're a dog. It is a 
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great liberation to me---a shy girl. My blushing cheeks 
are hidden behind the screen, I can therefore express 
my real feelings. Thanks QQ (OICQ) that my shyness 
is cured on the net. I am talkative, active and energetic, 
at least on the net. � 
The psychological barriers of small z are unraveled by this "near but remote" nature of 
cyberspace. It is the virtual strangeness which "cured" her "shyness" and made her feel free 
to "express (her) real feelings". This special kind of freedom is a "great liberation" to shy 
small z as wel l as many other cyber-individuals. Owing to the objective nature o f the 
stranger, he/she often received the most surprising disclosures and confessions. Individuals 
are eager to disclose the most hidden parts of themselves to strangers. Thus objectivity is 
not equivalent to lack of sympathy. Instead, it is a positive and particular manner of 
sympathy. 
The commonalities that the stranger establishes with others are abstract in nature, such 
as nationality, race and occupation. "These similarities extend beyond him and us, and 
1 3 2 • - - , 
connect us only because they connect to a great many people" . The relationship is again 
dialectical—who is near, is actually far; who is far, is actually near. The stranger relates to 
the group based on commonalities, yet these are merely universal human similarities which 
lose the specific, centripetal character. Therefore, closeness is altogether coolness. 
Cyber-individuals, as same as Simmelian strangers, are connected by abstract relations. 
No longer based on gender, race or nationalities, individuals are connected by "common 
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interest”： Their common interest towards particular topics, their common wants to establish 
relationships with others. Yet being as "stationary wanderers", they can involve and quit at 
any time. As a result, while on one hand "intimated" relations can be established, they are 
"distanced" at the same time on the other hand. Whereas some are delighted by their 
intimate relationship online, some are puzzled by with these dreamlike relations. The 
postings by Unrestricted and Dungli show the "intimated" side: 
Unrestricted: 
"I know the net is unsubstantial, hut it doesn't mean 
that the relation here is unreal. The net is the mirror 
of our hearts, which reflects our true selves and things 
we really want. I trust that there is rml friendship 
on the net" 
Dungli、東励: 
''Whenever I read the messages of my net-friends... 
it seems that I can hear the sound of their hands 
hitting on the keyboard. Sometimes I can even feel 
their hearts heating...丨' 
Both cyber-individuals extolled the "real friendship on the net". Unrestricted found it 
the "mirror of the heart" which reflect their true meanings. Dungli described his closeness 
with his net-friends in a way that he can even “feel their beating hearts". The postings 
clearly showed the possibility of "intimacy" established in the net. However, this 




"I fall in love with an invisible him. The net connects 
our souls and hearts, But what will happen if we offline? 
Is he still "he" when he shuts off the computer? I even 
don't know his real name: 
Cyber-individuals are connected by "abstract relations" but have no obligation to attach 
to the relationship. Owing to the freedom especially provided in virtuality, intense and 
intimate relationships are particularly easy to establish in the cyber context. Yet at the same 
time, net-relationships are more easily to be "distanced" due to its strange nature. The 
posting by lemon girl offers the best illustration. She established intimated relations wi th 
her net-friend and even fell in love with him, but as she wondered: "what w i l l happen i f we 
offline?" They are at the node of nearness and far---strangeness. 
The nexus of "nearness and remoteness", derived from Simmelian concept of 
strangeness, has been elaborated in this section. Using the indifferent computer system, 
individuals immerse themselves in cyberspace; Manipulating the anonymous nature of the 
virtual world, cyber-individuals establish "distanced intimacy" with one another; Physically 
located in the "private" place, participants mentally enter a "public" locality. The virtual 
stranger's involvement with the group is simultaneously derived from his detachment. 
After briefly discussing the nexuses and corresponding cyber nature, I am going to 
classify the participants in the virtual space, i.e people in the net. 
2.2 People in the net: a classification of cyber-individuals 
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Although cyberspace received lots of attention in recent decades, the terminologies that 
emerged to describe participants ironically remained ambiguous. In this section I w i l l 
attempt to categorize different types of cyber-individuals based on my online observation^ 
Classification is not according to the net-activities they engaged, but by their definition 
towards virtual activities and the virtual space^^"^. Four types of net-people w i l l be 
distinguished here, namely: 1) instrumental net user 2) cybemaut 3) netizen and 4) net-addict. 
2.21 Instrumental net user---As a tool 
Certain users consider the Internet only as a communication medium, a "tool" for them 
to connect to the outside world. It is either a medium for information searching or a conduit 
to facilitate communication wi th others, especially to avoid face-to-face interaction in the 
physical lives for the latter. Surfing the net, gathering information from the websites, using 
e-mail to contact others, posting questions and seeking help in the BBS. To them, the 
advancement of this technology merely represents the shortening of time and distance. I 
named this type of persons as "instrumental net-users". There is no necessity for them to 
involve in the net, which is solely a medium to them. 
Many of them are skeptical towards the authenticity of this cyberworld. Commenting on 
net-addiction of netizens, Ronly doubted how "real" the virtual reality is: 
Ronly: 
"I can't understand why there are so many net-hugs'^^^ 
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here. How can we treat invisible matters as reality? 
All of us know that you could become me, he could becomes 
she, she could pretend it on the net Then why could you 
(net-hugs) trust these insubstantial things ？ Maybe all of 
you are befuddled by virtual fantasy. The Internet is important 
to me that enable me to explore the world. It is simply a key 
to connect the outside world, I think it is the only truth on 
the net: 
Condemning the "net-bugs" who "treat invisible matters as reality，，，Ronly just regarded 
the net as "a key" for h im to connect to the outside world. He is an instrumental net-user 
who neither perceived the "virtual fantasy" as an authentic world nor believed the existence 
of another mode of life on the net. Stranger shared a similar view: 
Stranger (陌生A): 
"Belonging to the new generation, one should he able 
to use this new technology (the internet). While our 
nation is striving her status in the international arena, 
our youth at the same time are exposed to the world. 
Surfing through the world wide web is essential to keep pace 
with this trend. I remember the first advertisement 
about the Internet I watched. It portrayed us as newborn 
babies who were exploring those totally new in the virtual 
highway. It impressed me deeply. It is a new tool for us, 
hut is it a new "home" for us? 
I don't think so." 
The last two sentences best indicate Stranger as an instrumental net-user. Like Ronly, 
the net is "a new tool" for him but not “ a new home" for his self to rest on. Not only a tool 
to gather information and "expose to the world", net-participation to stranger is also a 
"symbol" of the New Chinese Generation. It is obviously shown in this sentence: "surfing 
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through the world wide web is essential to catch up this trend". The activity of getting 
online, in other words is a tool for him to acquire higher status; a representation of his status 
as member of an open-minded, westernized New Chinese Generation. 
2.22 Cybernaut---As a social place 
"Cybemaut" generally refers to "someone who moves on the c y b e r s p a c e ， ， ！ ― a 
cyberspace navigator or a person who travels in cyberspace . Cybemauts regard 
cyberspace as another real place other than the physical world. Not only using the Internet 
as a medium of communication and information seeking, they even get into the social realm it 
constituted. It is a virtual world in which they could involve and emerge. Arguing and 
discussing in the BBS; Chatting and connecting with others in the chat room; Gathering with 
friends in the ICQ; Playing games in the MOO. It is a new place for them to play their "new 
selves" and to try new kinds of relationships. Although net-participation is still not a 
"necessity" to them, they are different from the “instrumental net-users" that they recognize 
the social nature and the corresponding social meanings of cybercontext. 
In her posting Water child (水孩兒）disclosed her feeling towards the net, 
“I experienced so much on the net. Love and hater, 
fascination and bewilderment, confusion and illusion. 
All feelings are brought from the net. 
Amazement can he gained only online. I'm an aimless 
person once offline. But I know Vm merely a net-
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xvanderer here. The net is fantastic; the net is glamorous, 
the net is attractive but no one can stays on the net 
for the whole life, so am I.“ 
As a cybemaut, water child recognized the social nature of the virtual world which 
enabled her to experience amazement. Yet different from the netizen whom I w i l l introduce 
soon, she does not perceive the net as a necessity or another mode of living. Virtuality is not 
a place that allows her to stay indefinitely and that she must go back to his/her physical life. 
I l l commenting the "authenticity" of virtual space, roving prince (漂泊公进 believed that: 
“Real, unreal., .does it matter? Mnyhe not. 'Believe 
those unbelievahle, no matter it is real or not'. 
This is the iron rule of happiness on the net... Under 
this rule of game, everybody has the expectation to 
experience the "unreal fact'. 
All things can be unreal, except my own feeling. My 
tears, my pumping heart, my glittering eyes and my 
dancing fingers; all of them are true to me. I enjoy gathering 
in the net. I enjoy every moment with my net-friends, but I 
realize that we have our real lives in another world, that we 
can never detach from. It is only part of my real life 
頃實生确." 
Roving prince admitted the social nature of cyberspace and acknowledged the meanings 
of social interaction within. Though the feeling in virtuality is so "true" to her; though she 
credited the meaning of social gathering therein, it is by no means a " l ive" to her. 
Net-participation is merely "a part" of her "real life". 
2.23 Netizen---As a mode of being 
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Netizen originally refers to the "one who is actively, and often politically, involved in 
the online commun i t y " ^Neg lec t i ng its original political element, I adopt it as the "citizen 
of the Internet community: a worldwide, unstructured, instantaneously linked, and 
organically egalitarian p o p u l a t i o n " ^ N e t i z e n s treat cyberspace as a virtual homeland and 
regard themselves as i f they are "citizens" of the cyber world. They jo in and get involved in 
the virtual communities, establishing in-depth, or even intimated relationship wi th one 
another. Encountering net-neighbours, making net-friends, courting net-lovers; 
net-participation is an important part of their lives. They have another mode of life in the 
cyberworld meanwhile having the sense that they are "being" in the net. A piece of 
hardwood even described it as "a basic need". 
A piece of hardwood (一塊木動: 
"Smoking is a habit. 
Eating is an instinct. 
Connecting online is a basic need.“ 
Expressing his gratitude to cyberspace, Light wind saw cyberlife as "another mode of 
being" which delighted her: 
Lightwind (微風： 
"I found that the net provides another mode of being 
other than the physical world. The difficulties I encountered, 
the sorrow I suffered.. .1 shared all of them in the net. No 
gibe, no betrayal, I only savour the comfort of getting released.'' 
In the net you knows nobody, so do others/ There's 
probably not necessary to know who is on the other side ！ 
Who's who, is it important? Once you devote your affection 
and concern whole-heartedly, you will gain happiness, no 
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matter one uses the real identity... 
I'm being in the net I rely on it for acquiring knowledge; I 
rely on it to discover the manifold world; I rely on it to cure my 
psychological turbulences; whenever I open the IE (Internet 
Explorer) and QQ, seeing familiar faces of my friends, I am 
delighted. The net is indispensable to me. It is a mode of 
being.“ 
Netizens regard cyberlife as "another mode of being" other than the physical life. The 
posting by lightwind provides the best example. It is "a mode of being" which "is 
indispensable" to her. While seeing cyberlife as an authentic mode of living, netizens also 
treat the cyber world as a "home". It is the "home" that enables their minds to rest. To 
some, it is a place where their "souls" meet. Their "true" home is not within the realm of 
materiality but in the "eternal" domain of this virtual matrix. This sense of belonging was 
evident in the postings by love you and net-hug. 
Love you: 
"My heart is always here. It grants me a sense of 
belongings, a sense of being in home. I just like a flying kite, 
though wandering around in the sky, I'm still connected 
to my home.“ 
Net-bug (網曲: 
"I don't think the net is a lonely island. To me, it's a 
mind -place where soul meeting soul, heart clashing heart. ” 
While love you perceived the virtual world as his "home", net-bug saw it as a "mind 
-resting place". Melody further claimed that the cyberspace is a "new garden for the soul": 
Melody(_: 
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"Notwithstanding the C(chatting)-tizens or I(ICQ)-tizens, 
we collectively constructed a "new garden of souls". 
It is a place for equality; it is the imaginary garden 
for achieving satisfaction …This is a new mode to 
purify our minds. A mode for our new generation.“ 
To netizens, cyberlife is an authentic mode of life outside the material world. Not only 
do they recognize the authenticity of cyber-activities and social meanings they collectively 
construct, they also admit it as a "being" in the cyberworld. In his posting about the life of 
Q-tizens (netizens who deeply involved in the ICQ chatting life), Sahara (撤哈描 joked 
wi th this group: 
"Characteristics of Q-tizens: If you find that you have 
the following habits, you're already or not far 
to b e a Q-tizen: 
Prefer typing to talking. Your tongue become 
malfunction 
Often soliloquizing in front of the screen. 
Once your fingers are separated from the keyboard, 
You feel uneasy. 
Just remember your nicknames and login id, 
begin to forget your own names...." 
Although it was just a humor posting about netizens, it showed that there is a new kind 
of group who are "inhabiting" and living online. Other than their physical lives in the 
material world, they are virtually "being" in the cyber-city. This new mode of life is no less 
authentic than the non-virtual one to them. Either treating cyberspace as a "home" or a 
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"garden of minds", it is a place for their souls to rest on. 
2.24 Net-AddictsAs the only mode of being 
Net-addicts fall into the extreme end of the continuum. They believe that they are 
being only because they are in the cyberspace. Many of them also find that they can no 
longer leave the cyber world. The offline self is merely "meat" to net-addicts, as Gibson 
portrayed in his cyber-novels. They are addicted to the net: some are addicted to the mode 
of cyberlife, such as the freedom to express themselves; some are addicted to the 
"identity-play" game, exploring the multiple selves though they have lost their original sense 
of self; while others are addicted to the net-relationship. 
This kind of net-addiction is perceived as abnormal and often condemned. 
Commenting on net-addition, Ice (冰)analogized the net as a "drug": 
“The net is a kind of drug, eroding you and me. It 
uses its invisible power to detach us from the reality. It 
corrodes our minds, corrodes our actions and finally 
our souls!" 
Using a similar analogy, The Falling Stars (墜落星群 described the net as an "opium": 
"This is such a messy place here, it sells the opium and 
makes his members addicted. People here just like 
the drug addicts. They know that it is fatal yet can 
not escape from the trap, continue hogging and 
bogging../' 
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I l l the cent.com virtual community, I found that some cyber-individuals are deeply 
addicted to the net and completely involved in the cyberlife. Although voicing their feelings 
of desolation, they nevertheless could not help themselves get out from the virtual fantastic 
delusion. Many of them were even eager to continue this addition even though they knew 
that it was merely virtual. As The Falling Stars pointed out, "they know that it is fatal yet 
could not escape from the trap": 
Match + Snowman (火柴 + 0JJ 
“They call me net-bug. I don ’t care. They say I am 
abnormal. Sorry that I can 't accept. I just choose 
my way of living. Why it 's wrong? I am "I" only 
when I am here, and can ’t be much more authentic 
in other domains. I get confused. I split. Yet 
it is my choice.“ 
Eva: 
"Seeing words appearing in the screen, I miss 
the old days without QQ (OICQ)... 
The night without QQ, I can wander around 
the street, spend my time in the disco... 
The night without QQ, I can enjoy the serenity of the night. 
I have time to write a long diary... 
Unfortunately, I have a QQ. 
It tempts me to sit in front of the keyboard. No music, 
no disco, no silence, it only offers you a huge 
number of chatters, yet you never know their real identities. 
QQ makes you believe that you make lots of friends, 
but you lose more friends in fact. 
QQ makes you believe that you connect to the world, 
but you 're gradually detached from the society. 
I ask myself to leave and back to the life in the past. 
Yet I am not able to do it... 
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As I defined above, net-addicts believe that they are being only because they are in the 
cyberspace. March + Snowman is a typical case who believe that he only is "he" when he is 
in the virtual space. He does not recognize the authentic meaning of other modes of life in 
the physical world. As he mentioned, the feeling of authentic self "can't be much more 
authentic in other domains". He admitted the bitter feeling of net-addition however he still 
chose to indulge therein. For Eva, she is a net-addict who could no longer leave the cyber 
world. She missed her "old days without QQ" and realized that the net could not provide 
her a more fruitful life, yet she remained helpless to her addiction—"I ask myself to leave 
and back to the life in the past. Yet I can't do it...，’ 
Sky of2045 (2045 的天绝: 
“The offline me is just like a moving corpse (行屍走肉). 
Everything is meaningless.“ 
Commonplace and lonely (平凡孤勒: 
“The only importance of my body is merely as a vehicle 
to navigate in the virtual world.“ 
These postings relate to an important issue of "disembodiment" in virtuality, which w i l l 
be further elucidated in the next chapter. To net-addicts like Sli)^ of2045 and Commonplace 
and lonely, their physical selves are no longer important which no longer provide them 
satisfaction and meaning. Both of them downplayed the meaning of their corporealites. 
I attempted to categorize net-participants into four different types, namely instrumental 
net-user, cybernaut, netizen and net-addicts^. They define the Internet and corresponding 
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cyberspace and cyber activities in different ways. It is a rough classification in referring to 
individual's commitment in the virtual world. 
I would like to add several remarks. First, this categorization of net-users should not 
be interpreted in an "evolutionary" sense. In other words, one does not necessarily "evolve" 
from one end of "instrumental net-users" to another end of "net-addicts" as the time devoted 
to the net increases. 
One's commitment towards the virtual world is not correlated with time devoted therein 
as well. I observed that time devoted in the cyberspace does not relate to how individuals 
define the net situation. In other words, time spent does not equate to commitment devoted 
in the cyber-setting. One instrumental net-user told me that he spent more than 10 hours in 
going online everyday. But he mainly used it as a information searching devise. He has no 
sense of being involved in the cyber world. Another high school student spent only 4 hours 
per week in getting online, however, he has the sense of being addicted to the net. 
Besides my personal experience and online observation, the classification was also 
based on the words and phrases cyber-individuals adopted in the BBS forum and owing to 
their diverse definitions of the cyberspace, words and terms used were varied as well. For 
instrumental net-users, they often use the terms "the net", "the site/station", "the tool", "the 
medium", "on the net" etc. For cybemauts, they refer to the net as "the virtual space", "the 
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cyberworld”. They referred more to the social nature and social meanings " in" the cyberspace 
as well. For netizens, they often used concepts like “the home", "the mind place，’，"the 
place to rest", "the mode of being", "the family"; they referred to themselves as "involved" in 
the net. They mentioned their cyberselves more than the first two categorizes. They often 
compared this kind of "net-sel f with those in the physical world as well. For net-addicts, 
they usually downplayed the importance of physical life and physical self in their postings. 
Issues about "body" and "mind" were often found. 
2.3 Summary: Crossing the Threshold of Cyberspace 
We are on the threshold of the cyberspace, "a place where nothing is forgotten yet 
everything changes". We never abandon our materiality but the virtuality is so engrossing 
to explore; we never forget our physical world yet the virtual context is undeniably attractive. 
We need fresh eyes to examine this novel domain as a unique place with unique culture and 
characters. This chapter is hence a primal conceptualization of the cyber-nature as well as 
participants therein. 
Two intrinsic nexuses of cyberspace are articulated. Situating at the nodes of place and 
space; nearness and remoteness, cyberspace is inherently anonymous / invisible, social and 
strange. Located in a new social realm, cyber-individuals could selectively disclose 
themselves to the public or keep themselves private. Cyber context is thus a "self-selective 
public/private realm" domain in which individuals enjoy both security and freedom provided 
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by “place,’ and "space" respectively. Using the cool computer system, individuals are 
involved in the cyberspace; manipulating the "anonymity" of the virtual world, they establish 
"distanced intimacy" wi th one another; physically located in the "private" place, participants 
mentally enter a "publ ic" locality. This nature of cyberspace is unique from the physical 
world and those realms created by other mass media. 
In classifying people on the net, individuals' perceptions and definitions towards the 
cyber context need to be considered. The instrumental net-users regard the Internet solely 
as a medium; Cyhernauts consider the cyber context as a place where wi th social meanings; 
Netizens treat it as a home to inhabit; While net-addicts even perceive it as the only place for 
them to rest. Among the four categorizes I discerned, I am going to narrow my scope to 
cybernaut, netizen and net-addict and discard the category of instrumental net-user in my 
discussion. M y usage of "cyber-individuals" in the following chapters w i l l thus only cover 
cybernaut, netizen and net-addict. They best illustrate the "caring of se l f since they not 
only acknowledge the social character of cyberspace but also recognize their corresponding 
selves as "selves" other than those in the physical world. 
I have conceptualized and figured out the peculiar cyber-nature in this chapter, which I 
believe particularly contributed to the self-awareness and implementation of virtual 
self-technologies of cyber-individuals. It is an arena where pre-established institutions 
become "plastic". It is a place where cyber-individuals are bestowed with unprecedented 
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freedom in comparing wi th their physical lives. In the following chapters, I w i l l further 
illustrate self-power of individuals in constituting and cultivating themselves in the cyber 
context. I w i l l first articulate the self-awareness of cyber-individuals, then fol low by virtual 
self-technologies operated by them. Cyberspace is such a novel context wi th unique 
characters that poses challenges to conventional views of cyber-individuals. Situating in 
virtuality, their taken-for-granted worldview and self-conceptions, which I w i l l explain in the 
next chapter, become undoubtedly questionable. The "debunking" of these preconceptions 
are crucial to their reflection on themselves and hence the emergence of 
"self-awareness"—the paramount property of the "self-caring" motif. 
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Chapter 4 
Caring the Cyberself: Self-awareness and Mind-caring 
"For one thing is needful: 
that man should attain contentment with himself 
Nietzsche 
Foucauldian latter works centered on the moti f of "self-caring", which was shown in his 
studies of self-care techniques in the ancient Greco-Roman culture. "The caring o f the s e l f 
is crucial in the novel cyber culture as well. Liberating the mind from the "prison" of flesh, 
involving in the newfangled albeit ambiguous virtual context, cyber-individuals are destined 
to face the ontological question of "reality" and " se l f . Cyberspace as well as cyberself is 
obscure per se to net-individuals. Virtual reality and virtual self constitute problems to 
cyber-individuals since their conventional worldview and self-understanding have been 
challenged. Nevertheless, it is the shattering of the preconceptions that allow 
cyber-individuals to bethink their "selves". This chapter is an articulation of self-awareness 
of cyber-individuals in positing in the virtuality. I hereby elucidate "self-caring" as a 
prominent principle in cyberspace and argue cyber-individuals as ethical subjects who care 
about their selves and endeavour to attain the ethical substances they quest for. 
3.1 Problematization of Virtuality and Virtual self 
The "problematization of virtuality and virtual se l f contributes to the rise of "self 
awareness" for cyber-individuals, which further highlight the importance of ' se l f as an issue 
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in the cyber context. M y usage of "problematization" refers to how the issue of virtuality 
and virtual self constitutes a problem for cyber-individuals. The relations with virtual 
reality and the strain between physical self and virtual self are problematic to them. M y 
argument is derived from three widely discussed themes in the cyber-discourse, namely 
materiality versus virtuality, authentic self versus unauthentic self, body versus mind. 
3.11 Relationship with the Virtual Reality: Materiality Versus Virtuality^ 
The topic on materiality versus virtuality is hot in the cyber-discourse. In the BBS 
forum I studied, I found that cyber-individuals often questioned the "authenticity" of 
materiality and virtuality---how real the virtual world is in compared to with the physical 
world. To some of the cyber-individuals, the cyberspace is never a reality: 
Andy: 
don't believe that the "virtual world" is a reality. 
It's just a reflection (of physical world) of reality, but not 
"real" in itself." 
No lover 浪有情A): 
"Virtuality must he different from reality, which is concrete 
rather than abstract" 
Snake-Kit (蛇仔恋 
"No need to concern so much on this playful matter.'' 
Mouse that not afraid of cat�不怕貓的老M): 
"The net is virtual! The life is real! 
In the virtuality we should keep a realistic mind!" 
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Kite in the paradise (天堂裏的風勒: 
"I treat Internet as a mirror of good and evil 
(明辯是非之鏡子�,which reflects the bright and dark 
sides of our real world. It manifests the malicious 
aspect of human nature as well as the conscience of human 
being. It makes both virtue and vice of our reality apparent. 
It is a reflection, hut not a reality itself." 
A l l o f the writers of the above postings deny the authenticity of the virtual world. 
Their postings indicated that they regard only the substantial and material physical world as 
real. Viewing the cyberspace as a "playful" entity, Snake-kit was indifferent to its 
"authenticity". Virtuality was frolicsome that it is not necessary for one to devote or even 
posit a serious view. Instead of treating virtual reality as "real", Andy perceived it as a 
mirror reflecting the material reality. Kite in the paradise shared the same view that the 
cyberworld "is a reflection but not a reality i tse l f . Mouse that not afraid of cat advised 
others to keep a clear and realistic mind in the fantastic virtual world. 
This kind of dualistic view of reality, which distinctively separates the physical place 
from the mind-space, is problematic to other cyber-individuals. The wanderer is one of the 
opponents of this view: 
The wanderer (流浪者: 
"The real world (現實世界、is just a fantasy while the 
"virtual world"(虛擬世界)is a reality. Life is a 
dream-like illusion yet cyberlife is an authentic entity. 
We are wandering between "physical"-virtuality 
(「現實」的虛撤and "cyber�-authenticity (「虛擬」 
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的真What a joke!" 
I l l the posting The wanderer, she displayed her doubt towards the conventional belief of 
virtuality and materiality. Life is a dream-like illusion ($口夢人生）which is not intrinsically 
genuine. Thus it is fundamentally dubitable for affirming the authenticity of the material 
life. Cynically commenting on the laymen' inversion of "reality" and "virtuality", the 
wanderer complimented the cyberspace on the other. She further described how she 
perceived the virtuality as real in the later part of the posting: 
“In the virtual space, my feeling is undeniably genuine. 
Unlike in the physical world that I must act and think 
according to others' instruction, I am responsible to 
myself in the virtual world. I believe that other net-
individuals are acting in this way. Hence, it is 
a -place comprised of thousands of authentic minds." 
In the view of The wanderer, cyberspace is genuine in the sense that emotion the 
cyber-individuals invest therein is genuine. The virtual world is a vehicle of "authentic 
minds". She interpreted "authenticity" as the self-responsibly realization of one's 
conscience and aspiration. The abstract nature of cyber context does not obstruct one's 
pursuit of meaningful life. 
Besides The wanderer, many cyber-individuals also regard the virtual world as an 
authentic entity, which is even more "real" than the physical one: 
Cool chung chung、冷酷聰職： 
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"The virtual world is so real and the real world (physical 
world) is so virtual. � 
Teardrop (淚勉: 
“The virtual space is not an opposite of the physical domain. 
It is a reality.“ 
* y^f (•狐): 
"The virtuality is real. No matter you are male or female, 
old or young, pretty or ugly, all of us are equal in the net. 
In the reality we are easily cheated by people 's appearance 
and status. When all of them become unimportant in the 
cyberworld, the only that remains is the authentic soul 
(真實的靈魂)…The interaction among these souls is 
not untrue.“ 
To many cyber-individuals, virtuality is not only a social world but also an "authentic" 
domain. As I have introduced in the previous chapter, some of them (netizens) even 
conceived the cyber context as their "home of mind". It was a "real place" for their minds 
to rest on. This thought could be observed in the postings of cool chung chung, teardrop 
and i^olf. Instead of regarding the material world as "real", cool chung chung saw the 
opposite: the virtual world as real and the physical world as virtual. Unlike Andy or Mouse 
that not afraid of cat who treated virtuality merely as a "reflection" of materiality, teardrop 
maintained that it was a reality itself, i k ^ o l f further claimed virtuality as an "authentic" 
and "equal" place in which individuals could interact without bias. 




"Is the material world more realistic? Is the virtual one 
more authentic? To me it's no longer important. 
Maybe authenticity exists in both domains.... 
or maybe it does not exist in either domain.“ 
Chi Hung (志鴻: 
"You're right. Thus it's not a matter of the context, 
but a matter of our hottom-heart feelings." 
Mist at the morning (晨霸: 
“The space is neutral It 's strange to say whether 
a place is authentic or not. It depends on how 
real and frank the participants therein. Am I right?“ 
For these cyber-individuals, they question "authenticity" itself rather than the virtual or 
material context. To them, "authenticity" is not determined by the context itself. This 
was obvious shown in Mist at the morning,s posting, "The space is neutral. It's strange to 
say whether a place is authentic or not". Similarly, Chi Hung believed that it is "not a 
matter of the context". Both of them argued that authenticity is decided by the participants. 
M y task here is to sketching out the cyber-discourse around materiality and virtuality 
rather than provide a definite answer of what "authenticity" means. The above postings 
indicate that the "authenticity" of virtual reality is a problematic matter to cyber-individuals, 
which then stirred up fierce arguments. Their arguments show that the taken-for-granted 
worldview of cyber-individuals has been challenged in the virtual domain. The more 
intense the discourse is, the more confusing the subjects of virtuality, materiality and 
authenticity become. 
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It further shatters individuals' self-reality preconceptions. Establishing relationships 
wi th the ambivalent virtual world is not an easy task for cyber-individuals. Being in an 
obscure virtuality often make individuals therein feel anomic. Yet it is this anomic sense 
that throws the cyber-individuals' taken-for-granted worldview into fluxion, triggering o f f 
their reflection on reality and self-concepts. 
Purify the souK明淨心動: 
"I wonder where I am, who I am and whom I am in love 
with in this virtuality.“ 
Watermelon (0M): 
"I'm positioning myself on floating sand. Suddenly I 
realize that the world as well as myself is such fluid/' 
No longer standing on adamant that grants her security, watermelon found herself 
floating on the fluid sand in virtuality. While the terrene world bestows individuals with 
safeness and "brackets" their doubts on their worldview thereof, the virtual world offers 
individuals freedom albeit debunks these brackets on the other hand. Not until Purify the 
soul and Watermelon have entered the cyber cosmo did they questione their conventional 
worldview and corresponding roles: 
Purify the soul: 
"Now I am addled. Why virtual space is even more realistic 
than the physical space ？ Why is my feeling so genuine 
here? Vve never encountered this kind of confusion 
before. � 
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Watermelon "suddenly" discovered that the world she currently posited is so "f luid". 
Here, "the world" could be interpreted in material as well as the virtual sense. Pinning 
oneself in vain on the “floating sand" (virtuality), watermelon found that the world(s) was / 
were not as stable as she perceived. The cyberworld is such novel and virtual that she failed 
to position herself inside. The questioning of virtuality at the same time challenged her 
conventional view on physical world that its fluidity was "suddenly" shown. Purify the 
soul explicitly disclosed her confusion of being in the net-world. It was the situation of 
"being in virtuality" which shattered her accustomed perceptions on reality. She "never 
encountered" this paradox until she became part of the cyberworld. 
Their discourse often shows a sense of ambiguity: 
'We can definitely say that a dream is virtual and 
everything happen therein is not true. But it is 
not a dream! It is undeniably real! 
You all often say that it is merely a part of our real 
life. Do you really believe in this thought? We all 
know that matters here are completely different. 
Who can agree that it is only part of reality? 
I am not the one in real life. Yet who am I? 
Who is -@-@-? Can anybody tell me？“ 
A cup of coffee (—杯咖啡： 
^^Who are you ？ Now it is determined by yourself 
but not your parents. Don't you think that it is 
a kind of freedom?" 
Dot dot (MSMS)' 
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"Maybe it's a kind of freedom. Yet I prefer constraint. 
If the cyberspace is not real, then J, dot dot, is not real 
also. If I am not real, then you're not real in this 
sense. Do you agree with this deduction ？ It is 
therefore not a kind of freedom, but an increase of 
confusion: 
"Ai. ...Even a glasses can't see through the ambiguous 
world. 
The self-world relation is dubious to cyber-individuals. Not only is the nature o f 
virtuality ambiguous but also the "selves" within. Failing to niche himself in the virtual 
world, felt confused. " I am not the one in real life. Yet who am I?" This 
sentence clearly shows the sense of ambiguity. It is interesting to note in the last posting 
that he joked wi th his nickname , a glasses. Even glasses could not provide him a 
clearer view. Disagreeing with A cup of coffee who credited the freedom bestowed by 
virtuality, dot dot perceived it as "an increase of confusion". His posting explicitly indicates 
confusion towards the problematic self-reality. 
The discourse indicated cyber-individuals are not only conscious of, but also reflective 
towards the novel digital and terrestrial realms they currently posited. The self-world 
relation is also obscure per se to cyber-individuals. Instead of regarding stupefaction 
cyber-individuals experienced as ambivalence created by "cyber-unauthenticity", I interpret 
this emotion as a hallmark of their self-awareness of situating in the world. Seneca's view 
might bring light to this obscure feeling: "As for me, I usually spend a great deal of time in 
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the contemplation of wisdom. I look at it with the same stupefaction with which, on other 
occasions, I look at the world; this world that I quite often feel as though I were seeing for the 
first time，’i42. Cyber-individuals, like Seneca, discovered the world all of a sudden, as i f 
they "were seeing (the world) for the first time". 
Breaking through the "familiarity with the w o r l d ， ， w i t h the aid of cyber-novelty, 
cyber-individuals experienced and perceived the world and reality in a new way. In 
Rousseauian notion^ the "sensation of existence" always accompanied with the sensation of 
being united with the world. The self-consciousness of being situated in virtuality and the 
tension between the corporeal and virtual self further disturb individuals 
taken-for-grantedness. This brings us to the next section. 
3.12 Relationship with Selves: Authentic self Versus Unauthentic self 
I have discussed the ambiguous self-world relations in the previous section. The nature 
of virtuality is obscure that cyber-individuals find it anomic to niche themselves therein. It 
shatters their taken-for-granted worldview and urges them to reflect on reality, authenticity 
and self. In this section, I w i l l further articulate the problematization of virtual/physical 
self-relations. The splitting and tension between the corporeal and virtual self further make 
" se l f a controversial matter. 
“Formerly, I, Kwang Kau (Chuang Zhou), dreamt that I 
was a butterfly, a butterfly flying, feeling that it was 
enjoying itself. I did not know that it was Kau. Suddenly 
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I awoke, and was myself again, the veritable Kan. 
I did not know whether it had formerly been Kau dreaming 
that he was a butterfly, or it was now a butterfly dreaming 
that it was Kau." 
Here is the famous story of "Chuang Zhou dreamt of bu t te r f l y "(莊周夢蝶）⑷ 
describing the idea "Transformation of Th ing "(物化 ) .Nav iga t i ng from the ancient era to 
the contemporary virtual superhighway, cyber-individuals posed a similar question on their 
subjectivity: 
Roving princess (漂泊公主)： 
"People often say that the net is fragile while physical 
life is real. Really? Is the manifold world (大千世界、 
really genuine ？ Then what is illusion ？ I think of the old 
tale 'Chuang Chou dreamt of butterfly". I get confused. 
Is the 'real-life me' appearing and dreaming on the net? 
Or does the �net-me" dream in the real world? 
(是現實中的我出現並在網絡中作夢’還是網絡中的我 
在現實中作斷�.I can't understand. Which one is my 
'true self indeed?" 
While Chuang Tzu's tale illustrates the confused relation between subject and object 
the posting of roving princess shows the ambivalent inter-relationships between net-subject 
and physical-subject. Was the virtual self equivalent to the material self? Which was one 
her genuine self in fact? Were two selves incompatible or complementary? Roving 
princess was not able to answer these questions. 
Adopting Foucauldian interpretation on self-cultivation, subjective self (self as an actor), 
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objective self (self as an object to act upon on) and action (constitution or cultivation) 
interknitted wi th one another. Treating “sel f , as an object to act upon, a cyber-individual 
successively establish relationship wi th oneself, mastering, constituting and cultivating 
himself. Roving princess, acting as a subject, reflected on her physical self and virtual self 
(an action). 
The object-subject relationship is questionable in the virtual context as these twofold 
(virtual self/corporeal self) coexist and interconnected within oneself at the same time (i.e 
cyber-individual is composed of physical and virtual selves). Situated in a novel context, 
self-conception became problematic to Roving Princess. Like Chuang Zhou, she 
questioned i f the virtual self or the corporeal self was genuine: “ I can't understand. Which 
one is my 'true self indeed?" 
The element of "self-consciousness" is crucial here. Descartes' famous formula, 
Cogito ergo sum ( I think therefore I am), is applicable in the terrene world as well as the 
virtual one^^^. The conscious of being in the virtual world is explicitly shown in Roving 
princess ‘ posting. This self-awareness is a fundamental basis for further inquiry into the 
"manifold world" and the corresponding selves. Self is the ground of all knowledge and the 
vehicle of experiencing the world, no matter in the physical domain or virtual context. 
In the cyberspace in which at the node of space and place, the corporeal and virtual 
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subjects are co-exist. Positing in the twist of "materiality" and "virtuality"; possessing 
simultaneously the physical as wel l as virtual selves, cyber-individuals sometimes have the 
sense of being torn: 
Shadow(影: 
"I'm here (cyberspace), but I'm there (physical world) 
as well. I'm liberated yet Fm constrained on the other 
hand. Yes. I have been torn. � 
The sense of situating in the world, or the idea of "being" needed to be pinpointed here. 
It is worth mentioning Heidegger's discussion on Dasein, the German word of "existence" or 
"being-there" . The concept of " is" was the most fundamental question in Heidegger's 
view. Dasein is constituted by the fact that individuals are "being" in the world and 
belonged to it. As a matter of fact, world is not an entity foreign to us that our experience 
conjoin us to the world we are being with. The importance of "being" is also shown in 
shadow's posting, who is confused by her "being" in the virtual world and physical world. 
The feeling of "being torn" is in fact an evidence of Dasein. 
Not being thrown into the world, cyber-individuals choose to engage in the cyber realm. 
Yet the sense of "fallenness" is no less than the one as Heidegger mentioned. The 
preconceived sense of existence (i.e 'being’ in the cyberworld) together with their 
conventional self-concept have broken into pieces in virtuality. Who am I? Which is my 
genuine self? How should I locate myself? These are some of the fundamental questions 
bother the cyber-individuals. Delighted yet desolated; liberated yet discomposed; their 
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discourse displayed a mixture of these ambiguous feeling: 
j^Blueskyj^ (藍无: 
"Everyday new faces appear in the net. How many of them 
I can remember? And how many people can remember me ？ 
Suddenly I feel desolated for living in the virtual 
world. Who am I here ？‘‘ 
My friend: 
"J am a different person in this virtual world. Freed 
from all bondages, I find myself." 
Cool October 微涼十• 
"I doubt myself also. After I enter this world, I 
find that I know little about myself indeed." 
Lemon 1ree(棒樣勸: 
''Who are we? We have been exiled from the garden of 
Eden. We become gods of ourselves, hut we are also forced 
to face ourselves: 
Who is being in this virtual world? The above postings revealed a certain albeit 
obscure self-concept. Blue Sky was certain that he was "being" in the virtual world but 
failed to niche himself therein. The posting showed that he was afraid to be forgotten by the 
others due to his failure to posit himself in the cybercontext. The uncertain situation let him 
to doubt his own existence in the virtual context. Here, the concept of " I " became 
problematic. 
The message of Lemon tree also indicated a kind of equivocal feeling: on one hand 
cyber-individuals became themselves the self-mastered "gods", on the other hand they have 
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to face the ontological question of 'T ' . I interpret the last sentence as the best evidence o f 
the emergence of "cybersel f . Here, being banished from the "Garden of Eden" could be 
understood as "being thrown to an anomic state". In other words, individuals have been 
exiled to a nomiless condition. Individuals are granted the freedom to act on their own w i l l 
but this freedom is simultaneously comes with uncertainty. "We are.. .forced to face 
ourselves" implies that cyber-individuals have to re-question their sense of "selves". Here 
again, the conventional self-concept becomes questionable. 
The above discourse centered on the notion of " I " , no matter how cyber-individuals 
described it. It is obvious that cyber-individuals are skeptical towards their 
taken-for-granted self. As Lemon Tree mentioned, cyber-individuals are "forced to face" 
themselves. The replies from My friend and Cool October denoted this kind of 
self-reflection. Escaping from the constraints, My friend believed that he could "f ind 
h imse l f in this free virtual island. The virtual world provided the ground for him to search 
and understand himself. Cool October further stated that it is the virtuality that enabled him 
to reveal his hidden core. As I am going to articulate in the following chapters, 
cyber-individuals manipulate self-technology to constitute and cultivate this kind of reflective 
cyberself. 
Discourses around cyber-reality and cyberself are presented above. I neither argue 
cyberspace as a more "authentic" place nor suggest cyberself as a more "genuine" self. 
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Rather, my aim is to sketch out the discourse to support my argument: the rise of 
self-awareness of cyber-individuals in virtuality. Situated in the novel yet obscure 
cybercontext, the cyber-individual's conventional self-concept has however been broken. 
Many of them encounter diff iculty in niching themselves in this virtual space. Nonetheless, 
it is this vague situation that draws them to reflect and care of their "selvesWhilst 
"self-caring" is the paramount underlying principle of Foucauldian ethics, the same case 
applies in the cyber context. In the next section, I w i l l further suggest that "self-caring" 
takes the form of "mind-caring" in cyberspace. 
3.13 Self-caring: Forgetting the Body? Caring the Mind 
Not only as an important issue to be discussed, " s e l f is also a matter to be cared. 
Cyber-individuals often expect to have fruitful cyber lives and fresh virtual selves: 
Sakura: 
"Under this sky of mine, I must he responsible to myself. 
I must portray the real self and do everything I want. 
I find my new life here." 
Red Lily(ffm-
'We enjoy our lives in the virtual world. We are the 
directors of our lives. We determine the plots as well 
as our characters. It is a wonderful world filled 
with happiness. � 
"Virtual se l f , in Foucault' s words, is an art for oneself to act upon. Individuals are 
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“artists,, who are responsible for their "self-caring". Foucauldian 'care thyself is grounded 
on a corporeal niche, which is explicit in his articulation of the sexual use of pleasure. 
Following Nietzschean emphasis on “body，，i49，corporeality is often the central theme of 
Foucault's works. It is especially obvious in his discussion of ancient self-technologies, 
such as the caring on one's health and diet^^^. 
The role and significance of "body" need to be re-questioned in the virtual space. In 
Foucault's discussion of "self-caring", " s e l f refers both body as well as mind and he even 
placed more emphasis on the former. Yet what is the role of "body" in the cyber context? 
Is the idea of "body" still important in virtuality? These questions are crucial for further 
inquiring the idea of " s e l f in cyberspace. I would like to outline current perspective on 
body in cyber literatures before answering this question. 
“Disembodiment，，is a hot concept in current literatures concerning cyber-body, which 
was first delineated in Gibsonian cyberpunk novels. In Gibson's description, body is 
downplayed as "meat", a prison-like entity in contrast with the limitless freedom 
cyber-individuals can enjoy in the infinite digital matrix. Gibsonian Neuromancer described 
"the fall" of oneself, which referred to the banishment from cyberspace and "imprisonment" 
into one's flesh. The advent of the Internet promises the transcendence of one's body and 
the liberation of oneself from the bondage of the corporal meat. Following Gibson's 
perception on cyberbody, cyberpunks and net-commentators conceived the "decoupling of 
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the body and the Featherstone and Burrow further commented that "the new 
technology has opened up the possibility of radically new disembodied subjectivities"^ 
This disembodied approach highlights that in our current epoch, the "material" and 
"embodied" self could no longer compete with the "stimulated" and "disembodied" 
experiences. 
Are we at the niche of "forgetting body" in the cyberspace? Are our bodies 
disappearing from sight? In Turkle's vision, the self becomes a kind of infinitely flexible 
psychic plasticine. To some players she studied, these infinite cyberselves are so "real" that 
these are even more privileged than their physical bodies. As an interviewee questioned, 
"why grant such superior status to the self that has the body when the selves that don't have 
bodies are able to have different kinds of experiences?"'^^ The embodied self is dissolving, 
yet the disembodied subject is continually reinvented in another virtual reality. 
Can cyber-individuals forget their bodies? The following discourse may provide an 
answer: 
T-shirt: 
"Soaring in the virtual world. I hope my soul get 
strengthened. But I am lost. Who am I in the 
material world? I hate my body. I want to get away 
from it. The more I involved here (cyberspace), the 
more the hater towards my flesh. 




"My hands are knocking the keyboard and my eyes are 
watching the screen. My heart is touched by your 
words. But my body is less real than my mind. 
Sometimes, as same as you (t-shirt), I find that I 
only belonged to this virtuality. � 
Disappeared in the air、消失於空氣中、 
"I have the same feeling. Not only do I feel lost 
but also disappeared in the air. I neither belonged 
to virtuality nor reality. There is no place for 
me..." 
T-shirt and flame are the "net-addicts" who completely merge into the virtual world and 
only admit their existence in the net. It is especially obvious in the posting by Flame, who 
conceived that he "only belonged to (the) virtuality". In other words, he exists only when he 
is in the virtual space. Body did play a role in his description yet he understated the 
meaning of this flesh. The quote “my body is less real than my mind" provided the best 
evidence. 
Gibson granted "disembodiment" with liberation, yet this optimistic view seems lose its 
ground in T-shirt case. The feeling of "being torn" can be observed in the posting that he 
was unable to strike a way in the twist of virtuality and "reality" (physical world). The 
writer strived his best to escape from corporeality, however in vain. The posting was likely 
to describe his w i l l of "forgetting the body" as Gibson did. Nonetheless, I contend the 
opposite: the more the writer desired to "forget" his body, the much he was bound to it and 
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unfortunately, the greater frustration he suffered in the process. 
“ I lost my self in the real world, here, I lost it again." The emotion of abandonment 
could be found in both the postings of t-shirt and disappeared in the air. Disappeared in the 
air, as portrayed in her nickname and narrative in the posting, pessimistically voiced out her 
desolated feeling: "there's no place for me". Viewing herself as i f an orphan abandoned by 
the physical place and virtual space, she even thought that she would no longer exist in both 
worlds. Disappeared in the reality; vanished from the reality; Gibsonian optimistic view on 
disembodiment lose its niche here. 
Further discourse points that the radical form of "disembodiment" is perceived as a 
problematic behaviour. Those "addicted" to the net are labeled as "net-bugs" in the 
net-conversation. "Forgetting the body" is an undesirable matter in the BBS discourse, 
instead of transcendence as cyberpunk extolled. The following discourse is a continuation 
of the above discussion: 
The iced soul (冰魂: 
"Even though you find the true meanings in the cyher-
world, you shouldn't deny those (meanings) in the real 
world (physical world). You have to return to the real 
life anyway. ” 
Black rose (黑玫瑯: 
''What are you thinking about, net-hug? How can you 




"I agree with black rose. No one can live without body. 
So how can you hate your flesh?" 
One should avoid indulging into the fantasy of virtual disembodiment. As Lupton held 
that, while individuals may successfully play their digital bodies, establishing endless 
personae in the Internet, they w i l l always have to return to the embodied r e a l i t y 1 5 4 . The 
above discourses show the same view. CBH argued that “no one can live without body" 
while The iced soul believe that individuals "have to return to real (physical) life anyway". 
Black rose even described the disembodied self as "groundless". 
In conventional description of cyber culture by cyberpunks, "disembodiment" is 
celebrated as the transcendence from bondage and constraints. "Forgetting the body" is the 
prerequisite for acquiring further virtues. In the BBS discourse, an opposite picture is 
however shown. Indulged in the virtual world and detached from the flesh, net-addicts 
nevertheless felt anomic. Gibsonian definition of "disembodiment" thus needed 
modification when referring to this empirical case. 
I f corporeality is not disparaged as "meat" as cyberpunk does, what is its role in the 
cyberspace? What is the meaning of flesh to the cyber-individual? 
Raining without sound (無聲下藤： 
"In cyher-interaction, I do ask for bodily information 
of others. I ask for their gender, their height and 
ajrpeamnce, hut no one takes them seriously indeed. 
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I think all people here (in the net) agree with this point. 
The only important thing is that there's someone who 
shares with you and the room in which enables our minds 
to connected together. � 
Dusk爐勉.. 
"I concern about my mind. Body is the vehicle of my mind 
that enables me traveling on the net.'' 
In the posting o f Raining without sound, an important description on "body" should be 
pinpointed here: " I ask for their gender, their height and appearance, but on one take them 
seriously indeed". This sentence implies the plasticity of self in cyberspace that one 
possesses power in fashioning and creating one's cyber self as he/she wishes. Cyberspace is 
invisible per se that make plasticity of self become possible. One could design one's bodily 
information such as gender, race and appearance in any way. As a result, though individuals 
resort to bodily information of each other for cyber social interaction, "no one take them 
seriously" due to its fluidity. Moreover, the plasticity of cyberself is collectively 
acknowledged that raining without sound even believed that all cyber-individuals would 
agree with his point. The following discourse further support his argument: 
Small eyes (小眼 
"There are so many "dinosaurs" pretending beauties 
here. Watch out!" 
The memorable dream、回憶的夢： 
"The worst thing is, when you find that your dream-lover 
is an 80 years old lady. ” 
The Sunny boy (陽光男M): 
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"It's so common in the cyhenoorld. I don't have the 
feeling of being cheated or cheating the others. ” 
Waterchild 冰孩弥 
"It is a game which is unique in the virtual world.'' 
On one hand, cyber-individuals condemn the detachment and denial of physical 
corporeality, paradoxically they do not stress its importance in the cybercontext either. 
They are cynical towards bodily information presented by others as shown in the above 
discourse. Waterchild described it as a game and The memorable dream treated it as a 
normal matter which often occurred in the cyberspace. Plasticity of cyberself is collectively 
recognized in cyberspace that "telling lies" on bodily information is ironically a widely 
accepted "truth" therein. 
I f cyber-individuals are no longer concerned with their coporealities, then what is it that 
they care about? As illustrated in the posting of Dusk, cyber-individuals concern themselves 
with the cultivation of their "mind" in the net. Cyber-individuals collectively construct their 
"mind-space" that their bodies, though still important, is not a matter to be emphasized 
wherein. Cyberpunkic view of Gibson's "disembodiment" should be pinned on an empirical 
ground. The form of cyberself is undeniably "disembodied" that it is a "mind" activated and 
unbound in cyberspace. Nonetheless, the emphasis of "mind" does not equate to the 
negation of body as current cyberpunk contended. As mentioned by Raining without sound, 
bodily information are not as crucial as face-to-face encounters. It is not really important 
whom they are chatting with or how does he/she looks like, but that there is someone who 
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shares their disclosures. The caring of ‘‘mind” or "soul" is instead the main concern of 
cyber- in d ivid uals: 
“•••it is (cyberspace) also being claimed as a new kind of 
spiritual space---and even as a realm for the "soul". Thus 
...we find ourselves at last before the pearly gates of 
cyberspace.，,】 
The spiritual fantasy of virtuality was brilliantly discussed in Benedikt's comparison of 
Heavenly City and cyberspace. The Heavenly City of the New Jerusalem is an idealized 
realm for eternal resting of souls, the seeking of peace and harmony where beyond the 
troubled material world. The Christian vision of the Heavenly City promises the dream of 
transcendence: It transcends from earthly squalor and chaos; it transcends from mortality and 
sorrow. In "Cyberspace: First Steps", Benedikt marked that the impetus toward the 
Heavenly City remains. It is to be respected and it can flourish, in cyberspace. Yet neither 
Benedikt nor Wertheim argued cyberspace as a religious realm per se. By contrast, they 
acknowledge it as a heavenly-like collective place for the resting of souls. 
In my view, the techno-religious dream together with Gibsonian radical form of 
"disembodiment" are in fact underlined by the notion of escapism. In other words, both 
ideas desire for the escape from materiality and corporeality to virtuality and immorality. To 
cyberpunks, corporeality is weak and mortal while the mind is strong and eternal. To 
cyber-utopians, reality is full of miseries whereas virtuality is granted with joys. Both are 
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seeking for a virtual space and escape from mortal materiality. 
For most of the cyber-individuals in the cent.com community, this kind of escapism is 
nevertheless not applicable. Even though some admit virtuality as another place for "being" 
(the netizens) and their corresponding virtual selves as another kind of "selves", they do not 
attempt to withdraw from their corporeality and physical life. In short, "body" and "mind" 
are not incompatible as cyberpunks and cyber-utopians argued. It should be cautioned that 
even though I argue "caring the self" takes the form as "caring the mind" in cyberspace, it 
does not imply the denial of their bodies. 
The role of "soul" has been emphasized in the cyber-discourse. Zaleski described our 
cyberself as the "soul" of cyberspace, who seeks and fulfills our spiritual lives t h e r e i n I 
agree with Benedikt's argument that cyberspace is a place for the souls to rest on. Even 
though the cent.com cyber-individuals described their cyberself as "mind"(心靈）or "spirit" 
(半青市申） i ns tead of "soul"(靈魂)，they show the same concern as Benedikt does. Referring to 
the cyber context as a Heaven which is underlined by religious view, they treat it as a 
"garden" or even "homeland" for their minds to rest on: 
Melody (激： 
"Take care of the home of our spiritual mind 
(關注我們的精神家_ '• 
The material world is uncontrollably expanding, pushing 
our spiritual lives (精神生滴 to a dead-end route. 
Thanks for the Internet that constructs a pure garden for 
our minds... It marks the victory of spirituality in which 
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satisfaction no longer depends on the materiality.“ 
Sugar-free coffee _糖咖tm 
"Yes. It is a garden for our generation. We need a place 
of our own. We need to satisfy our spiritual needs.“ 
Scar on the heart 心卜創碑 
"Such a beautiful scenery. Our spirits resting on a 
flourishing lawn where coloured by azure sky. We are 
butterflies dancing in this garden: 
Caring of the self takes the form as "caring the mind" in the disembodied (not in 
Gibsonian form) cyberspace. Cyber-individuals regarded cyberspace as a free garden where 
they could let their minds reside. There is an important point the all postings quoted above 
mentioned about "spirit" or "spirituality". Melody celebrated cyberspace as the "homeland" 
for their "spirits" to rest on; Sugar-free-coffee recognized it as a "spiritual place" for their 
generation while Scar on the heart described the net as a paradise-like garden for their spirits. 
Here, these terms are not related to the religious idea as discussed before. Rather, 
"spirituality" may contrast to "materiality" as argued by Melody. In the latter part of her 
postings, she continued to argue how "the victory of spirituality" over "materiality" was 
marked: 
Melody: 
"In our mind-home, we no longer strive to pursue fame 
and wealth hut quest for liberty and freedom. All 
members have the right to voice out their thoughts 
not regarded to their offline statues.'' 
Equality is assumed in Melody,s posting that all members, regardless of where they 
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come from and the various social recourses they posses, they are granted wi th the freedom of 
speech in cyberspace. A l l o f them could "voice out their thoughts" irrespective o f their 
roles and statuses in the physical world. "Fame" and "wealth" no longer provide grounds 
for "satisfaction" in virtuality while "l iberty" and "freedom" are the virtues they quest for 
instead. These virtues f i l l the inner needs of cyber-individuals in turn. This view of 
equality is also shared by other cyber-individuals like Dream: 
Dream (夢兒: 
"The poor can pretend rich and the hideous can claim 
(herself) as beauty. To me, it indicates the demise of 
inequality. � 
The egalitarian perspective is maintained by cyber-individuals. This virtual "paradise" 
is promised for the transcendence from misfortunate and grievance of material world. 
Though cyber-equality is still a controversial issue, the above postings illustrate that the 
cyberspace is an equal domain for their "soul-cultivation" from the perspective of 
cyber-individuals. 
Here are more evidences stressing "soul-cultivation": 
Whispers of star (星星細誦: 
"I'm so tired in the physical world. My exhausted soul 
finds its shelter to escape from the factitious reality.“ 
Cool Smile (冷酷微势: 
‘‘Here is a virtual palette. We paint our dull 
souls with various colours. I'm so glad to be a 
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painter for my lives and my minds.“ 
Yanger: 
“Navigating in the net make my mind refreshed. No 
wonder people describe it as the spiritual garden. The 
material life ruins our souls. Thanks for the net which 
offers us a refreshing corner.“ 
In this section, I have pinpointed the importance of "mind-caring" in the views of 
cyber-individuals. Putting aside their corporeal selves, they concern their minds and strive 
to cultivate of these spiritual entities. Virtual world is a shelter for their exhausted soul to 
rest; a virtual palette that grants them the freedom of self-fashioning; a spiritual garden for 
them to gain refreshment. In Foucauldian notion, cyber-individuals are ethical subjects who 
care about their selves, which they take the form as "mind-caring" in the virtual space. 
3.131 Ethical Substance: Free and Self-reflective Subject 
The notion of "mind-caring" is, however, still too abstract to grasp. In Foucault's 
discussion on ethics, he claimed that the ethical subject should identify the ethical substance 
they strive for. In other words, the identification of those virtues which individuals bestow 
primacy for attainment. In exploring the idea of "mind-caring" in the virtual space, we 
should first acknowledge the ethical substance cyber-individuals wish to attain. I contend 
that "freedom and self-reflectivity" are ethical substances they endeavour. A "free", 
"self-reflective" subject is the cyber-individual's ideal self. 
We may first refer to the posting of Scar on the heart quoted earlier: 
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“…We are butterflies dancing in this garden.“ 
Scar on the heart described herself as a "butterfly", f lying through the fancy-like virtual 
garden. It is important to interpret the deeper meaning of the analogy "butterfly", which 
denotes the aspiration o f freedom. "Our spirits resting on the vir id grass where coloured by 
azure sky. We are butterflies dancing through this garden." This sentence just represents 
freedom that one possesses while surfing in the net, as i f a "dancing butterfly". As also 
mentioned in Melody's message, "freedom" and "l iberty" are the virtues individuals most 
value in the mind-land. The virtue of "freedom" is highly valued and widely mentioned in 
the discourse. It is interesting to note that cyber-individuals often adopted different kinds of 
analogies in describing themselves as free subjects. "Butterfly" is one of these commonly 
used analogies: 
stille: 
"I am a beautiful butterfly dressed in colourful costume, 
flying through the virtual ocean, striving for my dream, 
Ching Man (靜办 
"We are thousands of butterflies dancing in the virtual 
garden." 
The discourse around freedom is a hot topic in the BBS forum. Freedom is treasured 
as virtue cyber-individuals seek for in the virtual world. Bless of freedom could be found 
elsewhere in the BBS forum. 
Life never wait、生命永不等候、•• 
"Life can never wait. Thus we need to treasure and utilize 
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徵 ry moment of our lives. In this free virtual world 
we can actualize our dreams without constraints. We 
can utter our grievances as we want; we can show our 
concerns as we wish. We are brandishing the flag of 
freedom in this small virtual realm: 
The Waterchild: 
"I 丽nt freedom, the ]mre freedom. I always wander 
around the virtual space; await for the thing I desire.“ 
Shooting stars in the mining night、雨夜流星): 
''You can destroy anything in the net; you can mold 
other thing then. Here, you can be as tfree, as frank, as 
genuine amongst others. Where else can give you such 
freedom in reality?" 
Ching Ching、淸徹: 
"In the virtual world, we unit our hearts; we fulfill 
our dreams. It is a symbol of freedom. We, the 
net-participants collectively construct a humanistic 
and rational virtual world. ” 
Cyber-individuals "are brandishing the flag of freedom" in virtuality. Many 
cyber-individuals like the waterchild, quest for "freedom, the pure freedom" which could not 
be acquired in material life, as Shooting stars in the mining night maintained. Ching Ching 
even credited it as "a symbol of freedom". The postings implicate ihdiX freedom of oneself ox 
a free subject is the virtue cyber-individuals attain for. 
But what is the "freedom" cyber-individuals pursue concretely? Here, "freedom" 
should be interpreted in Foucauldian sense which refers to the "actual practice" of freedom 
instead of liberation from the "social or economic or political structure" ^^ ^ . 
I l l 
Cyher-imiividiials are free to actualize their wishes, stylize and master their selves in the 
cybercontext. It is obviously shown in the postings of shooting stars in the mining night: 
”You can destroy anything in the net; you can mold other thing then. Here, you are the most 
free, the most frank, the most genuine you". Freedom should not be interpreted as 
liberation that granted by social and structural revolutions. On the contrary, in 
Foucauldian sense freedom allows individual to attend to himself and establish relationship 
on his own. In other words, freedom is the real practice and the actualization of one's micro 
power in constituting and cultivating oneself. 
Not only a "free" but also "self-reflective" subject is what cyber-individuals quest for. 
The self-responsible sense is a prerequisite: 
Sunshine (腸她 
'We are master of our own selves. Let 's endeavour to 
our authentic selves! Quick! Quick! Quick!“ 
Elf fire (鬼光: 
“/ act upon my own will in the virtuality. I treat the virtual 
life as my life “ 
Biscuit (餅節: 
"When everything vanish, the only thing remains is my 
mind, my will. I am the one who determine my life.“ 
They regarded themselves as "the masters" of their virtual lives and virtual selves. The 
above postings provide evidences in supporting the self-responsible sense of 
cyber-individuals. They "act on their own wi l ls" and take the responsibility of determining 
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their lives. Yet what kind of virtual self is desirable to them? 
lade bird (襄翠鳥): 
"People often downplay the cyber world as a messy place 
consisting of faineants who indulge in their virtual 
air castles. Why ？ I don't agree that the virtuality is as 
meaningless as they described. 
It is a small laboratory for me to improve myself: 
Glass dolly饿璃娃婼.. 
"J like your analogy of "small laboratory". It is such a 
secure place in which I can try and test all sorts of things 
here. And I know what I can do better and prevent me 
from committing the same mistake in physical life.“ 
Jade bird: 
"It is a place for us to think of ourselves.“ 
Love myself (愛自3): 
Think of our potentials maybe. I never find myself such 
nationalistic. Haha. 
In Foucauldian self-forming relations, individual manipulates one's subjective power in 
"working upon" on his/her self as a "subject". It is a work on oneself, " I t is what, which I 
wanted to reconstruct: the fashioning and the development of a practice of the self, whose 
objective was to constitute oneself as the worker on the beauty of one's own life"^^^ 
Virtuality is a "small (social) laboratory" where enables cyber-individuals to "try and test all 
sort of things" and "think of (themselves)" as an "art work" in Foucauldian sense. In above 
cyber-discourse we can envisage how self-reflection of jade bird, glass dolly and love myself 
move on. Jade bird conceived cyberspace as a place for her to "think of herself and for 
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further "improvement". The denotation of self-reflection is explicitly showed here. 
Agreed wi th Jade bird, Glass dolly believed virtuality a "secure place" for her reflection and 
the subsequent self-correction. Self-reflection could also be envisaged in Love myself s test, 
who discovered his "nationalistic" "potentials" in this small laboratory. 
Strozier captured self-reflectivity as one of the main themes in Foucault's later works 
that individuals actualize self-government in constituting and cultivating themselves as 
s i i b j e c t s ] 5 9 . Self-reflection here refers to the condition of one "steps outside from oneself 
and introspects upon on it as an object. The stress of self-reflectivity is in fact obvious in 
Foucauldian later works particularly in his discussion on ethics. The ideal ethical subjects 
are those who create and reflect upon their selves, reflect upon the substances one desire and 
“effect by their own means or with the help of others".. ."so as to transform themselves" 
accordingly. It is the core of Foucauldian ethics. As the ethical subjects, we see that 
cyber-individuals are also reflective upon their selves. 
3.2 Summary: Cyberself as an ethical subject 
Two forms of problematization, notably self-reality relation and material self-virtual 
self-relation are delineated here. These forms of problematization are correspond to three 
widely discussed themes in cyber-discourse including materiality versus virtuality, authentic 
self Versus unauthentic self, and body Versus mind. By sketching out the BBS discourse, I 
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illustrate how cyber-individuals perceive these relations and how these relations constitute 
problems to them. Most importantly, I figured out that “cyberself, was the foremost 
concern of cyber-individuals, which take the form as “caring the mind" in their discourses. 
By locating themselves in the novel virtual reality and by questioning the ambivalent 
relations between their physical versus virtual selves, “1” became a problematic matter for 
them to reflect upon. On one hand, cyber-individuals are anomic when they face their 
obscure virtual selves. On the other hand, they admit that "caring the cyberself (mind) is 
their main concern. 
In this chapter I have articulated the “self-awareness,, of cyber-individuals as ethical 
subjects who take "caring the mind" as theme to be actualized. “ A free and reflective 
subject" is the ethical substance cyber-individuals strive to cultivate. In the next chapters, I 
w i l l further investigate the actual practices {ethical work), the "virtual self-technologies" that 
cyber-individuals adopt in mastering, constituting and cultivating as a free and reflexive 
subject. 
Finally, I go back to Nietzsche's dictum I quoted at the very beginning: "for one thing 
is needful: the man should attain contentment with himself." The very premise of 
Foucauldian ethics is the self-recognition as well as the actualization of free relationship to 
oneselfi60. To strive for contentment, self-technology is irrefutably required. Thus, in turn, 
it brings us to the following chapters. 
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Chapter 5 
Creating the Cyber Flesh: Self-Fashioning as Virtual Self-Technology 
"For a long time ordinary individuality---the everyday individuality 
of everybody---remained below the threshold of description. 
Foucault 
Self-awareness o f cyber-individuals has been elucidated in the previous chapter. The 
conventional worldview and self-concept are situated on a shaky status that the notion of 
" s e l f become particularly problematic in the virtual context. As an ethical subject in 
Foucauldian sense, cyber-individual not only aware of one's self (self-awareness) but also 
attend to his self (self-formation). Self is a "subject" who acts upon on oneself as an 
"object". After articulating cyber-individual as an ethical subject who endeavours in 
"mind-caring", I will further discuss the virtual self-technologies, the practice of 
self-formation in the cyber-context. Self-technology, as I have emphasized, is the device 
adopted by cyber-individuals in acting upon themselves, effecting by their own means, or 
with help of others, a certain numbers of operation on their quasi physical corporealites, 
souls, thoughts, conducts and way of being, in order to acquire the ethical substance they 
quest for. In the following chapters, I will elaborate three forms of self-technologies, 
namely self-fashioning, self-experiment, self-narration which are practiced by 
cyber-individuals in constituting and cultivating themselves as free, or reflective subject. 
The first type of self-writing, namely self-fashioning wi l l be firstly introduced in this chapter. 
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‘‘Self-fashioning，’ here refers to the portrayal and constitution of one's cyber-identity. I 
w i l l examine how cyber-individuals actualize their micro-power in designing one's cyber 
‘‘flesh,’ by assigning meanings to their nicknames and personal information. One may 
observe that how cyber-individuals portray themselves as free and reflective subjects by 
mastering the creation of their cyber-fleshes. 
4.1 Nickname 
“One ’s ethos was seen by his dress, by his bearing, by his gait, 
by the poise with which he reacts to events，"" 
Foucauldian stylization of self is grounded at individual's daily work. One's ethos is 
represented in the very trivialities his everyday life—"his dress", "his bearing", "his gait" and 
"his poise". In the cyberspace the self-stylization also derives from trivialities--- the forging 
of one's cyber-flesh. Cyber-individuals fashion themselves by words and phrases; colour 
themselves by symbols and emoticons. The invisible nature of cyberspace enables users to 
design their digital "flesh" and create their "personae" as they like. In this virtual world, the 
keyboard creates their bodies, the modem forms their blood vessels and the electricity 
maintains their net-lives. Nickname and personal information formulate the foremost clues 
for further social interaction. Manipulating invisibility/anonymity, cyber-individuals are 
able to fashion their "presented selves" as they wish. No matter cyber-individuals portray 
themselves as the extension of physical selves, the "ideal" selves or "imagined" selves, it 
denotes freedom of self-stylizing in Foucauldian sense. 
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Melody ： 
"In real life, if one wants to conceal his identity, maybe 
he has to change his name, moves to another place, or 
even changes his appearance by plastic surgery. In the 
net, however, changing one's nickname just like starting 
a new life.'' 
The creation and designation of cyber-identity are controlled by cyber-individuals, who 
are able to colour themselves as they wish due to the invisible nature. As Melody 
commented, one has no need to change his appearance by plastic surgery since "changing 
one's nickname just like starting a new life". In this disembodied cyber interaction, 
nicknames are formed as the trademarks of individuals. The absence of physical appearance 
enables participants to design their nicknames and the personas associated. According to 
Bechar-Israeli's analysis of virtual nicknames, nicknames are usually associated with self. 
By categorizing cyber-individuals' nicknames into 15 types】62, he discovered that the largest 
number of nicknames are wi th reference to individuals' self-images. Similar trend was 
observed in my preliminary studies on cyber-nicks^''^. 
Table 5 : Frequency of Different Types of Nicknames 
Category Frequency Percent 
Self image 38 23.89 
Related to nature 20 12.57 
Self emotion and feeling 15 9.43 
Self preference and attitude 14 8.80 
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Real name or contains word of real name 13 8.17 
Inanimate Objects 10 6.28 
Related to flora and fauna 8 5.03 
Play with word, sound and symbol 8 5.03 
Technology or comment on 
Technology 7 4.40 
From literature (books, films, TV etc) 6 3.77 
Gender-related 6 3.77 
Related to other persons or 
Messages for others 5 3.14 
An action 5 3.14 
Related to self appearance 
or body 4 2.51 
An event 2 0.31 
Age-related 1 0.62 
Place-related 1 0.62 
Related to famous persons 1 0.62 
Total = 159 100.00 
In line with Bechar-Israeli's study, I find that most of the virtual nicknames are 
self-related. The largest category refers to self-image of net-participants (24%), while 9% of 
them with reference to self-emotion and self-preference. It is interesting to note that a large 
number of nicknames are related to nature (20%), which is different from Bechar-Israeli's 119 
research. In fact, most of them are analogies in referring to individuals' self image. 
Besides, net-users also adopt words and phrases about flora and fauna (5%) and inanimate 
object (6%) to portray themselves. The result suggests that individuals adopt different kinds 
of words, symbols (5%) and phrases in designing their digital fleshes. Examples of each 
category are further provided in Appendix 4. 
Cyber-individuals in the virtual community can adopt different kind of nicknames to 
fashion themselves. Besides creating the nicknames they wish, they could also change these 
nicknames in anytime as they wish. In this form of anonymous interaction, where one 
cannot see the speaker or obtain even minimal information such as sex, approximate age, skin 
color, race, nicknames are the critical means of presenting ourselves. As cyber-interaction 
mainly based on nicks (especially in the chat room settings), the meaning of nickname is 
worth to be discussed. Nicknames provide initial impression for others which also 
formulate clues for further interaction. They are the images that net-participants want to 
impress others meanwhile expect to be perceived by others.: 
SaisaP^^: why do you name yourself as "dusk 〃？ 
Dusk(塵勉:I am as tiny as this little particle, roaming in the 
Cosmo. 
Saisai: I see, it's a description of yourself... 
Saisai: so do you want others to perceive youselfas tiny as 
"dusk"? 
Dusk: Vm tiny, yet important. Dusk accumulates as 
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earth. I hope the others regard me in this way. 
Naming herself as "dusk", this cyber-individual described herself as " t iny" albeit 
“important’’. Another cyber-individual hermit (隱士) granted special meaning to his 
nickname as well: 
Saisai: Why do you name yourself as hermit? 
Hermit: It represents my attitude towards life. 
Hermit: I want to seclude from the manifold world. 
Unauthentic hermit resides in woods, whereas authentic 
hermit resides in crowds (小隱隱於林,大隱隱於士). 
I solitude here (the net), finding a quiet place for 
myself. 
Name forms an integral part of individual's self-identity. In Totem and Taboo, Freud 
discussed the importance of name to pr imi t ives '^^.〇ng suggested that oral cultures granted 
names with utmost importance and beliefs in their magical qualities. Though skeptical 
towards the wizardry of names, the significance bestow for names is no less than primitives 
for modem individuals】66. 
Nickname is the name we receive or create in addition to our legal names. Thus nick 
often associates with connotation in relation to the characteristics of individual, such as one's 
physical appearance, personality and social background. When individual creates 
nicknames by his own, the name usually reflects one's self-perception or aspiration. As 
Bechar-Israeli suggested, though nicks may not necessarily reflect one's genuine personality 
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traits or characteristics, it most likely mirror that person's aspirations or dreams. As shown 
above, dusk and hermit symbolized their ideal self-images by the virtual nicks. While dusk 
perceived herself as a tiny yet crucial element of the world, Hermit viewed himself as the 
recluse lives in solitude. Naming himself as A piece of cloud (一片雲}, this 
cyber-individual aspired for freedom being bestowed by the net : 
A piece of cloud: It's impossible for one to create a nick 
without assign meaning in it. Nickname is 
the most crucial factor to attract other users. 
Saisai: Any special meaning for "n -piece of cloud" 
then ？ 
A piece of cloud: I want to be a piece of cloud. It's really my 
hope. 
A piece of cloud: Only in the net, I'm free to net accordingly to 
my own will. 
A piece of cloud emphasized the importance of "meaning" assigned to the nicks which 
are probably embedded in particular social and cultural settings. Among the cyber-nicks I 
have analyzed, some of them contain words or symbols especially with reference to the 
cyberculture. Some net-jargons and emoticons are popularly adopted for cyber nicks 
creations which cannot be founded in the offline world. Instead of using words or phrase 
to fashion her virtual self, * : P * used an emoticon as virtual nickname. Presenting herself 
as a smiling face with blushes, the user portrayed herself as a lovely and shy sweetie. QQ 
lover implicit ly showed his purpose of finding net-lovers in his nick. "QQ" is the short 
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form of ICQ or OICQ here. The meaning of these net-languages and emoticons are widely 
acknowledged by cyber-individuals in this virtual culture. 
Cyber-individuals can create, maintain and change their virtual nicks at discretion. M y 
findings indicates that it is common for net-users to play around with their nicks, though 
many of them just make minor changes, such as replacing words with the same pronunciation 
or using words and phrases to describe their moods at that moment. 
Table 6 Frequency of nicknames changing^^^ 
Q: Have you ever made changes on your nicknames? 
Yes No N/A 
Number 90 2 2 
Q: How many times have you made changes on your nicks within one month? 
Times 
0 1-3 3-5 5-8 8-10 
Number 25 44 21 3 1 
According to Bechar-Israeli's studies, even though cyber-individuals possess freedom to 
change their nicknames, they most likely attach the nicks that frequently used for a certain 
period of time. M y study however reveals a counter finding that a large number of 
individuals play around with their nicknames (90 out of 94), though less frequent than I 
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expected. I observe that cyber-individuals often play around with their nicknames 
according to the ambience o f the chat rooms For instance, they change their nicknames for 
expressing their emotions wi th reference to the particular social situations. 
One may refer to the "flame war" between two cyber-individuals who discussed the 
qualities o f Beij ing men and Shanghai people I quoted in chapter three. Irritated by Spider 
assault, Prince of Moon changed his name to Civilized Beijing man in response to Spider's 
offense. Nickname being changed in this context symbolizes a "punch" in the "net-flame 
war". This example illustrates that cyber-individuals are free to change their nicks 
according to their emotions in the given virtual social contexts. 
4.2 Personal details 
"Personal information" is another integral part of the digital "flesh" besides nickname. 
By designing their gender, age, race and other information, this setting gives 
cyber-individuals more rooms to play around with their cyber identities. It is a place for 
them to further fashion themselves meanwhile impress the o t h e r s � 6 8 . Cyber-individuals 




Province: Xanadu (世夕兆M) 
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City: Happy Village 
As passionate as fire. 
As capricious as wind. 
As cool as ice. 
As pure as snow. 
I'm a contradictory product of them. 
Melody 
Gender: Not specify 
Age: Immortal 
Province: Crystal castle 
City: City of Angel 
I'm an angel falling to this virtual world. 
Finding my lost wings. 
It is a free place for cyber-individuals to present themselves and express their thoughts. 
O nan described his personality as a "product" of "passionate fire, capricious wind, cool ice 
and pure snow"; seemingly contradictory albeit unique. Melody fantasized herself as "a 
falling angel" who is "f inding her lost wings". In the cyberspace, cyber-individuals can 
portray an extended physical self or a virtual self that completely irrelevant to their physical 
lives. O nan used different analogies to depict his character that the description may 
correspond to his offline self. However, it may be totally unrelated to his physical life and 
merely represents his "ideal self-image". Instead of describing details about her physical 
life, Melody limned her virtual self as a "fallen angel" in the cyber world. 
Cyber-individuals can choose to disclose their demographic information such as gender, 
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age and place of residence in the virtual community I studied. It is interesting to note that 
net-users sometimes “play，，with these personal details. Melody pictured herself as an 
"immortal" angel who resided in the "city of angel" of "Crystal castle" while O nan " l ived" 
in the "happy village" of a Xanadu. Melody even concealed her gender here (note “not 
specified"). As I w i l l further elaborate in the next section, not only does this "identity play" 
or "self-experiment" indicate cyber-individuals' wishes or dreams, it also demonstrates the 
ability of oneself to actualize their micro self-power. 
In this small place of personal details, I find that cyber-individuals adopt the net form of 
hupomnemata and self-narration for self-fashioning which is similar to those observed in 
Foucault's studies. I am going to introduce them as follows: 
5.21 Net-hup omnemata 
Cyber-individuals often utilize famous mottos in fashioning themselves. This 
self-writing is akin to Foucauldian discussion on hupomnemata, which is served as personal 
memoranda. The following is a similar form of hupomnemata written by cyber-individuals: 
Mood、心愉: 
"In the cyberworld, no one recognizes that you're a dog." 
(網絡上沒有人知道你是一條狗) 
Teardrop、淚兒•• 
"I 'online' therefore I am." 
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(我上故我在) 
House at the waterside、岸邊小圍: 
"I wish the day will come when every yellow people can go 
online freely without being asked for reasons." 
(我希望有這麼一天,每一個黃種人可以自由地上網, 
而沒有人去問他爲什m 
These kinds of motto like hupomnemata are popularly adopted in cyber-individuals' 
personal details in fashioning themselves. The same as ancient Greco-Roman hupomnemata, 
cyber-individuals captured those "already-said", (especially those widely circulated 
"net-precepts") and made them as their orientations of cyber-life. Similar as other aphoristic 
writings, these "net-percepts" are philosophical (reflect cyberlife and cyberself), sometimes 
critical or even cynical towards cyberlife. They usually indicate the characters of 
cyber-nature and comment on individuals' attitudes wherein. 
The first citation " In the cyberworld, no one recognizes that you're a dog" is originated 
from a famous Newyorker cartoon. It jokes with the "plasticity" of cyberself that nobody is 
certain who you are in the net. It is a cynical humour that even a dog can pretend a human 
to chat wi th "his" net-friends. Putting this aphorism in his personal details, Mood described 
it as the guidance of his attitude towards cyberlife and cyber-relationship: 
Mood: In the virtual space, nobody even knows that 
You're a dog. To me, it's a black humour rather 
than a joke. There's nothing you are certain 
in this world. 
Saisai: It seems that you're pessimistic towards cyher-
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relationship. 
Mood: No. Just hear in mind the playfulness of all 
cyber matters. It reminds me not to involve too much 
in the unreal relationship. 
Drawn from Cartesian Cogito ergo sum ( I think therefore I am), the second quote 
denotes a reflection o f cyberself. “ I 'online' therefore I am"; the role of self-consciousness 
is obvious: 
Teardrop: One day I surfed on the net and find this 
meaningful adage. Somebody changed 
Descartes‘ famous words to a net-version. 
I find it absolutely right. 
Saisai: Do you really believe that "you 'online' 
therefore you are?" 
Teardrop: I feel that "I am 1" only when I getting 
online. 
Saisai: In what sense that "you are you"? 
Teardrop: To express my "true character"(真我個性). 
It is a "real me" that need not to pretend. 
Teardrop admitted that it showed her attitude ( " I find it absolutely right") of her " s e l f in 
the virtual space ("it is my ‘real me，that need not to pretend'). The same as mood, the 
quoted adages serve as thesaurus for cyber-interaction or kinds of "right attitudes" therein. 
“ I wish the day w i l l come when every yellow people can go online freely without being 
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asked for reasons ” is another "net-version" of famous adage by Martin Lurther King. 
Instead o f pursuing human right for the "blacks", house at the waterside declares his 
orientation towards cyber-interaction by demanding the equality of Internet access of 
"yellows". Acting as the OP (operator) who in charge of a BBS concerns China's public 
affairs, she perceived herself as a "virtual Martin Lurther King". 
House at the waterside: 
"You're right that it's from 
Martin Lurther King. I modify it in response to the virtual 
context. 
I should be responsible to my role (as the OP of BBS). 
Chinese are blinded for thousands years. Facts and truths 
Were distorted before being presented to the citizens. To me, 
the most important implication of net development is neither 
the advent of cyherlove nor the nonsense cyhermarriage, but 
the opportunity for us to know the truth. 
I appreciate their courage of expressing their anger, 
though sometimes too radical. I am an OP and I realize that 
why our people are eager to voice out their thoughts. 
The only thing we lack of is the equality in Internet access. 
I can do nothing to let everybody go online at this stage. 
But at least I encourage all of us to share of the net-speech 
equally. 
Endeavouring to an "equality in Internet access for all yellows", house at the waterside 
adopted Martin Lurther King's declaration as her orientation in the net. While the former 
strived for the blacks' human right, she claimed that she was "responsible" for yellows' 
"equal share of net-speech". Being the OP of BBS, she believes that she is the one who is 
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"responsible" for this task. 
The net-motto mentioned above are corresponding to the virtual context that concern 
with the principles of living and acting online. Mood often reminded himself not to involve 
too much in cyber-relations since "you even recognize the other side is a dog". Teardrop 
adopted Cartesian formula and conceived "she is she" on the net as "she online therefore she 
is". Keeping Mart in Lurther King's manifesto in mind, House at the waterside used it as the 
orientation of her role as OP. Exerting for "equal share of net-speech", she looked forward 
to the day when ‘‘when every yellow people can go online freely without being asked for 
reasons". 
Yet net-hupomnemata does not restrict to the virtual context as many cyber-individuals 
quote adages as orientation of their physical lives as well as virtual lives. In some cases, 
cyber-individuals use the "personal details" section as their "personal notebook" (as 
suggested by Foucault for hupomnemata), record the "already-said" as an espousal of 
attitudes and actions in daily lives: 
The warrior(戰书: 
"If the noble man is not staid, then he will not 
inspire awe in others. If he is not learned, then he will 
not be on firm ground. He takes loyalty and good faith to 
he of primary importance, and has no friends who are not of 
equal (moral) caliber. When he makes a mistake, he 




The most (最)： 
"Nature has given man with two ears and one mouth, 
which means that one should listen twice as much as one 
should speak. � 
Both quotations are adopted from ancient sages of classical China and Greek: the first by 
Confucius and the second by Dionysius. These kinds of excerpt can be easily found in the 
personal information of cyber-individuals. Not only do they fashion their cyberselves by the 
dictums, they also use them as the signposts of their lives. These quotations are meaningful 
to cyber-individuals: 
The warrior: 
"Being a noble man is the point of my compass, 
though it seems it's out-dated in the recent world: 
Excerpting words from the analects of Confucius, The warrior used it as his "compass": 
the indication of his life. It is his favourite philosophical adage which serves as the 
guidance of his attitude towards self and friends: 
"I especially like the last two sentences; has no friends who 
are not of equal (moral) caliber. When he makes a mistake, 
he doesn ‘ t hesitate to correct it. 
QQ is a site especially for establishing friendship, thus 
this quotation is particularly valid in this circumstance 
You meet a lot of people, and make a lot of friends, but you 
should he selective. 
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Not only does this apply to the virtual world, it is 
also applicable to the physical one. It's my criteria of 
selecting friends. Finding someone who share the same 
interest with you is not difficult, but it's quite hard to find 
someone who has the same quality of you I mean the moral 
character.'’ 
It affects The warrior's attitude of friendship as well as his self-reflection: 
“Always reflect on my own behaviours. The important point 
is never hesitate to rectify my mistakes. 
It seems to he easy to practice it, yet it's not in reality.“ 
Obviously, it shows how The warrior utilizes the net- hupomnemata as a 
self-technology which contributes to his self-reflection. The second quotation derives from 
ancient Greek philosopher Dionysius. The most took it as his reference of interpersonal 
communication: 
"I'm deeply impressed by this sentence... Why does human 
has two ears but only one mouth? Nobody even think of the 
meaning underneath. 
I was thinking of my relationship with parents when I quoted 
this passage. I often complain. I often use words to hurt 
them seldom listen to their advices. Mayhe I need to listen twice 
or more... � 
The form of hupomnemata is illustrated according to the cybercontext. Hupomnemata, 
as articulated by Foucault, refers personal notebooks to be used as memoranda in the 
technical sense. Like the ancient Greco hupomnemata, the cyber one contains quotations, 
excerpts or fragments of works of which one has heard or that has experienced. Either 
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adopted it as orientation o f virtual life {Mood, teardrops and house at the waterside) or 
guidance for physical l i fe (The warrior and The most), the cited works form as “treatises', to 
cyber-individuals for their actions and attitudes. The net-hupomnemata is the work that 
cyber-individuals converse wi th themselves; the advices they take as reference and act upon 
accordingly. It is an illustration of Foucauldian self-technique or ethical work. 
The role of self should be highlighted here. The purpose of hupomnemata was stressed 
by Foucault that 
"is not a matter of pursuing the unsayable, nor of revealing 
the hidden, nor of saying the unsaid, but on the contrary of 
capturing the already-said, of reassembling what one could 
hear or read, and this for an end that is nothing less than the 
constitution of the se l f 
"The constitution of the se l f is an important point in the course of hupomnemata 
writing. Using Seneca's metaphor, a "body" has been constituted in the process of writ ing 
and reading that by assimilating, appropriating and transforming the things seen or heard, it 
formulates as the "strength and blood" {in vires, in sanguinem) which becomes the principle 
of action of the writer h i m s e l f ^ o . 工 丈 - g the writer himself who acts as a subject constituting 
his own identity (as an object) through the recollection of those already-said. Instead of 
copying and following the filiation strictly, the writer is required to appropriate them in 
accordance to the circumstances he encounters. He is the one responsible for reflecting the 
writings that engrave to his mind most. It is shown in the above examples that 
cyber-individuals transcribed the famous aphorisms for self-referencing. Some rearranged 
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the adages in referring to the virtual context and act upon accordingly, which eventually 
manifest in their attitudes and practices of cyber-activities. House at the waterside 
particularly reflected on her role as BBS OP and resembled her aspiration wi th Martin 
Lurther King's. The warrior adhered Confucius words as principle for friends making and 
self labor and finally, The most marked himself with Dionysius' precept in response to his 
relationship wi th parents. A l l examples show that cyber-individuals reflect upon their own 
selves and act upon with reference to the precepts they adhere. 
By ending the articulation on net-hupomnemata, I would like to replicate the metaphor 
mentioned in Foucault's discussion: 
" In a choir there are high, low, and medium voices.. • 
No individual voice can be distinguished; only the whole 
imposes itself on the ear...I want it to be thus with our 
souls, that they have a good supply of knowledge, precepts, 
examples borrowed from many ages, but that converge into 
oneunity”i7i. 
The net-hupomnemata is indeed a convergence of beautiful voices. 
4.22 Net Self-narration 
It is interesting to note that cyber-individuals sometimes use diary as a self-narration to 
portray their cyber fleshes. In this section I argue that "net self-narration" as another form 
of self-writing which is used by cyber-individuals in constituting and cultivating their 
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cyberselves. I w i l l briefly figure out the concept as the prelude of further elaboration in 
chapter seven. 
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The followings are the messages posted by a cyber-individual in his personal details 
section: 
Mang Gong(孟公): 
Today is terribly hot My work is in slow progresses . 
I am frustrated and begin to doubt my ability. 
Though my boss trusts me a lot. Am I too pessimistic? 
Mang gong: 
She's always on my mind. Why is it possible? 
How does it possible ？ 
Am I experiencing the so-called "cyberlove"? 
Boring mang gong: 
Boring... 
Sleepy mang gong: 
I'm indulging in the "Empire"(a cyber game). Last night 
I played the game until 4 a.m. A little hit regret... 
Mang gong: 
Today I think of my future again. I'm really annoyed by 
my aimless life. 
In contrast to the net-hupomnemata articulated before, the net self-narration refers to the 
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form of self-writing that accounts for one's experiences, moods, thoughts and emotions. 
Self-writing is not only the recollection of materials concerning oneself but also 
simultaneously, is a construction of oneself. In Chandler's analysis of personal homepages, 
an author admitted: " i t helps to define who I am. Before I start to look at/write about 
something then I ' m often not sure what my feelings are, but after having done so, I can at 
least have more of an idea’’"] . Net self-narration is alike of personal diary though displayed 
in a public realm. Owing to the special nature of cyberspace, cyber-individuals are most 
often extraordinarily frank in revealing themselves in the net self-narration. 
The above message is cited from the personal details of a cyber-individual, who 
described all sorts of his everyday life including work, love, leisure and personal feelings. 
Instead of creating a homepage of his own, similar to those in Chandler's analysis, Mang 
gong utilized the small room of personal details as his net diary: 
Mang gong: 
"I record my feelings and emotions. 
Whenever my feelings changed, I jot it down." 
Besides soliciting responses from other cyber-individuals, mang gong treated it as a 
self-referral dairy which made his own self-reflection possible: 
Mang gong: People use various kind of methods to impress 
others meanwhile attract chats. They write touching 
poems and passages. But I do not aim at attracting 
others. 
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I want to let my friends know my feelings and thoughts 
meanwhile make my mind clear o. I like to see 
myself getting mature gradually. 
Saisai: Getting mature? 
Mang gong: Jot down my feelings ...I trust that I can do it 
better next week and never make the same mistakes 
again. 
Different from the net-hupomnemata mentioned above, net-narration is the writ ing that 
"make one's face appear" before others. Here I would like to emphasize in specific how a 
reflective self is constituted through self-narration. By describing his everyday life, mang 
gong reflected his experiences and feelings so that he believed, he would "do it better" in the 
future Net-narration is a virtual device for him to "make his mind clear". It is obviously 
a self-technology for h im to cultivate a "reflexive" and "mature" self wherever in the virtual 
space or physical place. 
4.3 Summary: Self-fashioning as virtual self-technology 
After articulating the self-awareness of cyber-individuals in chapter three, I approach the 
first self-technology for self-formation in this chsnptQV—self-fashioning. I explore how 
cyber-individuals actualize their self-power in forming themselves as subjects or simply, how 
they portray their cyber-identities. The peculiar nature of cyberspace grants individuals the 
freedom to create their "cyber-fleshes" by fashioning themselves through nicknames and 
personal details creations. By mastering the creation of these trivialities, cyber-individuals 
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actualize their self-power through constituting and cultivating themselves as free and 
reflective subjects. They are the ethical subjects who act upon on their selves. 
Cyber-individuals are free to design their virtual personae textually. Data support that 
they manipulate the invisible nature of cyberspace and bestow meanings to their cyber nicks, 
which mainly correspond to their perceived self-images (as shown in table 5). The 
alterations of virtual nicknames maintain that cyber-individuals are often conscious and 
reflect upon on their experience and emotions wherein. In some cases they change their 
nicks in accordance to given circumstances. 
Personal detail is another integral element of cyber-self. Two forms of self-writing, 
namely net-hupomnemata and net-narration are elaborated that while the former refer the 
resemblance of "already-said" in response to situations encountered by cyber-individuals, the 
latter represents the detailed description of experiences, mood and emotions of oneself. In 
both cases cyber-individuals utilize them as self-technologies for as self-constitution (as a 
subject to master reflection and practice) and cultivation (as subject to make self 
improvement possible). 
Echoing Foucault's quotation "for a long time ordinary individuality—the everyday 
individuality of e v e r y b o d y — r e m a i n e d below the threshold of description", I articulate how 
"description" of cyber flesh constituted as self-technology in this chapter. Similar to the 
corporal counterparts, c y b e r - i n d i v i d u a l s actualize their subjectivity through self-writing. By 
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creating their cyber-fleshes and designing their cyber-personae, cyber-individuals stylize 
themselves as credited by Foucault. Cyber fashioning is a petty albeit significant evidence 
of cyber-individuals' self-caring, which is the foremost concern of my discussion as wel l as 
later Foucauldian thought. 
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Chapter 6 
Playing the Cyberself: Self-Experiment as Virtual Self-Technology 
"Modern man ...is not the man who goes off to discover himself, 
his secrets and his hidden truth; he is the man who tries to invent 
himself. This modernity does not "liberate man in his own being"; 
it compels him to face the task ofproducing himself" 
Foucault 
In line wi th Nietzsche's thought, Foucault extolled the ideal of existence for the person 
who cares and works on oneself. His recurrence to ancient Hellenic sexuality was indeed a 
credit o f the deed of this self-cultivation. "We may experiment wi th o u r s e l v e s !，，i74 Whilst 
Foucault argued "gay ascetic" as a stylization of individual's existence, I articulate virtual 
self-experiment as another form of self-assay though the context is somewhat different. In 
this chapter, I am going to illustrate the second form of self-technology, virtual 
self-experiment as a manifestation of cyber-individuals' actualization oi ethics. 
5.1 Forms of cyberself 
Cyberself is distinct from its physical counterparts in its form which make virtual 
self-experiment feasible. So by "form" I mean the specific characteristics of cyberself, 
which is peculiarly disembodied (or abstract), plastic and multiple)乃 
5.11 Disembodied or abstract 
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Cyberself refers to a mind activated and unbound by cyberspace that the body is 
deliberately discarded in cyber-interaction. As I mentioned in chapter four, self-caring takes 
the form of "mind-caring" in virtual space that cyber-individuals consider cyberspace as a 
"mind-space" for their self-cultivation. Disagreeing wi th Gibsonian “disembodiment” that 
denotes the "forget of the flesh", I observe that "mind" and "flesh" are not incompatible in 
my case. The emphasis of “mind caring" does not imply the denial of corporeality as 
cyber-utopians contended. Instead of completely disavowing the significance of body, 
empirical data suggest that cyber-individuals just put aside their corporeality, though 
somewhat cynical towards the genuineness of cyberflesh. To sum up, while physical self 
niches on a substantial body, cyberself recesses on a virtual mind. 
5.12 Plastic 
The concept of plasticity was first delineated in Turkle's studies but fine elaboration was 
lacking. Taking it as a taken-for-granted notion in cyberspace, delicate definition of 
"plasticity" was ironically disregarded. I refine the concept by referring to Gergen 
discussion on technology and setf^^ Whereas the chameleon-like man was condemned as 
"a man without a gyroscopic center of being", the postmodern society marked with the 
proliferation of these "chameleons" who are immerged and saturated by diverse information. 
The postmodern "plastic man" is the one without a center of being. 
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The meaning o f “plasticity” is similar to the concept of "f lexibi l i ty", yet the latter is not 
capable of highlighting the uniqueness of cyberself. "Flexible s e l f refers to the one who is 
open to changes and wi l l ing to yield to the influences and opinions of others. Although it 
indicates a resilient attribute, the term is unable to grasp the utmost elasticity of cyberself. 
Refining the definition of "plasticity" in response to the cyberworld, I designate it wi th two 
meanings: First, adopting Gergenian analogy, the cyber-individual is a chameleon---a protean 
being that possesses innumerable potential persona. One is able to wear and tear away the 
displayed masks at any minute and even, at any second. Second, the individual can create, 
dissolve, recreate and re-dissolve numerous identities in the cybercontext at any time and as 
he / she wishes. 
5.13 Multiple and interchangeable 
Cyber-individuals could simultaneously possess more than one self in the virtual world. 
Mult iple cyber-selves could be presented simultaneously within the same or different 
cyber-setting(s). More implausibly, cyber-selves are "interchangeable" among 
cyber-individuals. It is out of imagination that cyber-individuals could "become" others by 
interchanging their passwords—a sort of figures that stand for their cyberselves. 
The feasibility of virtual self-experiment is grounded on the special form of cyberselves, 
remarkably disembodiment, plasticity, multiplicity and interchangeability as well as the 
peculiar invisible / anonymous, social and strange nature of cyberspace. I attempt to pin the 
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aforesaid conceptual descriptions of cyberself on an empirical ground by providing cases 
which illustrate how cyber-individuals utilize these cyber attributes, play with their identities 
and actualize their subjectivities at the same time. 
5.2 Virtual self-experiment 
The concept of self-experiment was first coined by Turkle in her analysis of virtual 
identity play. Drawing from the postmodern view, she articulated virtual self-experiment as 
the indication of postmodern fragmented and decentred selves that individuals are granted 
wi th the freedom to invent and play with their identities. Not only is it a melting pot for 
innumerable strangers to meet, the virtual space is also like an "out-there" laboratory for 
individuals to experiment on their multiple selves. I contend that cyber-individuals make 
use of invisibility to actualize this form of self-technology. I shall first introduce a milder 
form of virtual self-experiment, namely multiplicity that cyber-individuals can possess 
multiple roles in the cybersetting. I then w i l l discuss a radical form of identity play, 
VLdimoiy plasticity which cyber-individuals experiment with their cyberselves by taking gender 
swapping as an example. 
5.21 Multiplicity--- Self as a masquer: 
Dusk: 
"I'm a lovely rahhit. Lying in the arms of my big 
brother, listening to his berceuse and having a sweet dream. 
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Sometimes I take the role of wanderer in this mundane 
world, giving advises to my little siblings. 
Then I change my role as a cavalier, fighting against 
those with had intentions. 
Here is my masquerade. I enjoy this protean life: 
Dusk portrayed herself as a masquer, who takes on numerous roles at the same time. 
Masquerade and masquer are often adopted by net-individuals in describing the virtual arena 
and their net-selves. Perfume (香水)used similar analogies: 
‘‘Here is a costume ball, people are concealed by their 
masks, dancing in their own styles. Romeo and Juliet 
dancing Waltz, falling in love in the QQ. Not dancing 
in the BBS, people are having akufu contest there. On 
another side, people are performing a messy farce in the 
chat rooms." 
The multiplicity of cyberselves is the point. Multiplicity is a special form of 
cyberselves shared with the "postmodern selves" in some viewers. In my chatting with dusk, 
she conceived “rabbit，,，"wanderer" and "cavalier" as her multiple cyberselves 
representing her various "characters": 
Saisai: why describe yourself as "rahbit", "wanderer" 
and "ccwalier" in your posting? 
dusk: I think that I'm rabbit, wanderer and cavalier 
at the same time Fm lovely, naive, sympathetic 
and critical All of them are my characters. 
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Saisai: So are these different facets of yourself? 
Dusk: Yes. But I think that I have even more facets... 
Dusk, as she introduced herself to me, is a “typical and commonplace Chinese high 
school gir l". Her primary reason for going online is to "relax.. .and hope to taste freedom 
which is unattainable in the real world." To dusk, cyberspace is a free space for her to 
present in various aspects her multi-faceted selves in various cyber-settings: 
“I like chatting in QQ and joining the discussion in the 
BBSs as well.. .1 am soft, kind and sympathetic when I 
chat with my QQ friends. I tell them my weaknesses and 
unhappiness more and rely on their support. Facing my 
net-friends, especially my elder brothers, I'm a little girl just 
like a rabbit That's why I called myself this way in the 
BBS posting you read.“ 
Dusk is one of my net-friends whom I met through QQ friend searching. She adopted the 
name sleeping beauty (睡美人)in the OICQ setting, where she portrayed herself and 
impressed others as a passionate "beauty", while naming herself "rabbit" in the BBS to 
portray a character that is a little bit icky, soft and most often emotional. Sleeping beauty as 
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i f a noveletish who indulged in her affection is sometimes used it to draw others' attention . 
It is interesting that she simultaneously owned other "selves" named dusk and swordswoman 
( 女 劍 密 in the BBS and IRC virtual contexts respectively. " I 'm another person in chat 
room...maybe it's impossible for you to imagine". While symbolic interactionists concern 
individual behavioural and interactional variations in different social settings, dusk, s case 
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further supports the argument that presentation variance could be observed wherever in the 
terrene place or in the virtual space: 
"To me, QQ is much more private and the relationships 
therein are long lasting. It is the only place I am able to 
establish genuine friendship. Thus I never mind uncovering 
my weaknesses to you, as true friendship requires mutual trust 
and disclosure. Don 't you think so ？ ” 
Dusk further explains in what sense she is "another person" in BBS: 
"J am especially critical in the forum (BBSp^^.. .Why? 
Who posts your articles and who replies to you if you're 
not？〃 
Her identity further "shifted" in the chat room: 
“Chat room is a zone of chaos. It's a jumble of harassment 
and non-sense flaming. I just protect myself by acting like 
this: 
We may associate Dusk, s presentation of multiple selves with the specialties of different 
cyber-settings, though the analysis is merely preliminary and conjectural. Cyberspace, like 
its physical counterpart, is divided into numerous contexts with their own uniqueness. 
OICQ is a friend making oriented setting while BBS is a discussional one. For Chat room, 
it is a domain for sociablity in Simmelian sense in which "social interaction" itself is the end. 
We can see that dusk masked according to the character of each cyber-setting: OICQ is a 
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site for “ long lasting friendship" establishment thus the revelation of "genuine s e l f and 
uncovering of personal weaknesses and disturbances are expected. Here, sleeping beauty 
molded herself as "a lovely rabbit lying in the arms of her big brother". Using another 
identity named Dusk, her image completely changed in the BBS. Being critical, 
commenting and "giving advices" to other cyber-individuals, dusk took the role of "wanderer 
in this mundane world". We may interpret the portrayal of a strong and decisive self aiming 
at to attain popularity in the virtual forum. The similar enacting shift could also be observed 
in the chat room context. Calling herself swordswoman in the chat room, dusk presented 
herself as a "cavalier fighting against those with bad intentions". Obviously her actions 
target the "chaotic" nature of chat rooms which are ful l of "harassment and non-sense 
flaming". 
We may refer to another posting by the earlier mentioned perfume, who adopted 
"masquerade" in describing the virtual space. "Here is a costume ball, people are concealed 
by their masks, dancing in their own styles. Romeo and Juliet dancing Waltz, falling in love 
in the QQ. Not dancing in the BBS, people are having ku fu contest there. On another side, 
people are performing a messy farce in the chat rooms." His passage captured characters of 
different cyber-settings where individuals' presentation, performance and interaction diverse . 
Expectation of roles and performances are therefore noticed not only in the physical world 
but also in the cyber city. 
What is the significance of the aforementioned discussion on multiplicity of cyber-selves? 
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Goffmanian approach and postmodern perspectives already pointed out the multipl icity of 
oneself in the physical world to the extent that we are all multifaceted beings. Then how is 
the virtual one special? Turkle's suggestion of "parallel identities, parallel lives" may offer 
an insightful answer: 
"The self is no longer simply playing different roles in 
different settings at different times, something that a person 
experiences when, for example, she wakes up as a lover, 
makes breakfast as a mother, and drives to work as a lawyer. 
The life practice of windows is that a decentered self that 
exists in many worlds and plays many roles at the same time. 
In traditional theater and in role-playing games that take place 
in physical space, one step and out of character; MUDs, in 
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contrast, offer parallel identities, parallel lives." 
In Turkle's sense, "parallel identities and parallel lives" denote the parallelism of 
"on-screen" and "off-screen" selves "wi th a surprising degree of equality". I am not 
going to inquire the extent of "equality" of physical and virtual selves. Rather, I would like to 
emphasize the possibility of multiplicity at the same time. In other words, it is not only 
"mult ipl ic i ty" but also "simultaneity" of self-presentations that needs investigation: "The life 
practice of windows is that a decentered self that exists in many worlds and plays many roles 
at the same time,,. Dusk's case is an illustration that she could simultaneously act as 
sleeping beauty, dusk and swordswoman by participating in the OICQ, BBS and Chat room 
contexts at the same moment. Putting it one step further, cyber-individuals may create and 
perform cyber-selves ad infinitum in the virtual setting. 
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Then what is the significance of this multiple identity play to cyber-individuals? Dusk 
believed that, 
"Will I feel tired to play so many roles? No. I'm 
feeling rather tired in the physical life. 
I am master of my own life here and can be the one I like. 
It is impossible for the one who does not online to believe. 
They can't understand us. We are empowered by 
playing different (multiple) roles: 
She further stated how the "empowerment" occurred: 
"It is definitely not a game...not a nonsense play. 
I believe that all of us have multiple facets of selves yet 
in the dull physical world, some of these facets have to 
be concealed. It is unhealthy, right? 
Only the outsiders feel strange towards this feature. I 
believe that my different aspects are completed. It is 
a growth.“ 
Multiple virtual self, to Dusk, is 
‘‘The most complete me. It is in the virtual space that 
my different characters can develop.“ 
By experimenting on her "multiple-facets" of self, Dusk believed she is empowered and 
that, identity play contributed to her "growth" and completion of her various "aspects". Let 
us refer again to the definition and purpose of self-technology which relates to the operations 
individuals adopt to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of ideals. We 
observe how Dusk utilized identity play as self-technique in cultivating herself as a free and 
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reflective subject. "Free" in the sense that she is able to bestow her " s e l f wi th various 
styles and play wi th her multiple selves. "Reflective" in the sense that she acts upon her self 
as an object and cultivates herself to perfection, "completion" or "growth". 
The credit o f multiple identity play as a self-cultivation is not unique in Dusk's case. 
To many cyber-individuals, the virtual space is a special domain for them to experiment 
themselves which is implausible in physical life. Although this feature is named as 
"identity play", cyber-individuals consider it as a meaningful experiment and not merely a 
"play": 
Not regret、不傲: 
"U is a place for us to try, to test. Not only explore the 
novel virtual space but also test with our selves. 
Lady in white dress (白衣少動： 
"You analogize it as a costume hall, I consider it as a small 
laboratory. It is not solely a place for leisure just like the 
costume hall. Rather, it is a workshop for us to try 
different selves. We try and get improved. It is a 
safe place for us to know ourselves. Then we bring our 
improved self back to the physical life." 
It is not a playful costume ball but a meaningful self-improvement "workshop" for them. 
By trying and testing numerous sorts of selfhoods, cyber-individuals believe that they not 
only "know themselves" more but also “get improved". The virtual self-experiment further 
contributes to their social lives in the physical domain, which was stated by Lady in white 
dress in her last sentence. 
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I am not interested in finding how self-cultivation exactly comes into practice but rather 
how do cyber-individuals perceive multiple identity play as a device of self-cultivation; I 
conceive that whether it is "real" to them is a matter of self-perception and interpretation. 
Although we cannot deny that some cyber-individuals regard multiple identity play solely as 
a game without any meaning, we cannot neglect its significance to cyber-individuals who 
consider the play as a device for their self-cultivation and improvement. 
5.22 Plasticity---Self as Creator 
A funny cartoon of New Yorker is well known to all net-commentators: a dog sitting in 
front of the computer, chatting with its "net-friends" and joking that “on the internet, nobody 
knows you're a dog". It is certainly humorous, nevertheless it captures an ironic truth in 
cyberspace: the potential plasticity of cyber-self. 
Whereas the aforementioned section introduced a milder form of virtual self-experiment 
that cyber-individuals possess multiple virtual identities, this section is a probe of a more 
radical form that cyber-individuals remold or even reverse their physical identities in 
cyberspace. One may refer to Wordless's> insightful posting: 
Wordless: 
"In the "Journey to the west", Monkey King 
(Sun Wu Kung) has the power to transform into 72 
forms. Plucking out his hair and turning it into 
anything. I am Sun Wu Kung in the net. Though I 
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don't have his magic power, I could split and to various "I" 
in this virtual world.'' 
The invisible nature of cyberspace enables the molding and "splitt ing" of different 
selves. Seeing himself not only as Monkey King, Mountain (山脈noticed the 
"creator-like" character of the individual in cyberspace: 
"I have the sense that I'm a creator in this virtual 
world. I create myself as I wish.“ 
Seemingly exaggerated and overstated, the "omniscient" power however has not been 
magnified in the virtual space by cyber-individuals. Compared to Sun Wu Kung who was 
granted the power o f 72 transformations, wordless saw himself conferred wi th the strength of 
"self-splitting". The second quotation is interesting that Mountain regarded himself even as 
a "creator" who masters his virtual life. This "god-like" feeling of cyber-individuals is not 
unusual in the cyber discourse: 
Ginger biscuit man、薑餅 
"It is particularly obvious in the online game zone. 
One may create different character each time, give 
them power and life and start adventuring. 
We grant the character -poiver and life, just like the 
� Creator.“ 
The beautiful mind: 
"If you ask me what is the greatest contribution 
the net offers human beings, undoubtedly, it is the 
unprecedented 'creator-like' -power given therein.“ 
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In Turkle's inquiry of self-experiment on MUDs, cyber-individuals consider themselves 
as "creators" who master their cyber-characters and control their cyberlives in these 
g;ame-based domains. I observe that this feature is not restricted to MUDs/MOOs and that it 
also exists in other cyber-settings like IRC. How are the virtual "splitt ing" and "creation" 
possible? How do they operate in the virtual space? What is the meaning of this radical 
self-experiment to cyber-individuals? I am going to use "gender swapping" as an 
illustration. 
5.221 Gender swapping 
In this radical form of virtual self-experiment, cyber-individuals may even play and 
"reverse" their physical identity. "Gender swapping", a feature which describes online 
transgendering, is the best example to articulate the plasticity of cyberself. 
Posting title: Beware of QQ liar 
"Especially for all indulged in cyher-love... 
Forwarded from news. A suzhao young lady quit her joh 
and visited her "net-lover" in shenzhen. The "mcin" however 
is a character pretended hy a twelve- year old girl. What a 
tragedy...." 
^ If (如M): 
"A tragedy or a joke ？ How is the lady then ？“ 
The relaxing mood�閒情逸勤: 
"It's not the worst case. I know someone who finally 
found out that her lover was a pregnant woman, haha. � 
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Legend of stone (石頭言B) •• 
Men pretend to he women while women pretend to be 
men. There's nothing impossible in this world. But I think 
it's abnormal. 
Black and white (黑與白): 
Why can't we accept grey? QQ is a place that offers us 
freedom out of the mundane world. Why condemn them as 
abnormal? 
This kind of "deception" is not a rare case in cyberspace, as Legend of stone commented: 
"there's nothing impossible in this world". "This world" undeniably denotes the cyber 
world characterized by anonymity and that "cheating" is not possible without this feature. 
Juvenescence, virtual transgender and any other implausible identity-play become real in the 
virtual space. Plasticity of cyberself was evident in the above case. 
Central to this illusion undoubtedly is the invisible nature of cyberspace. Manipulating 
the invisible/anonymous feature cyber-individuals could even experiment with their gender as 
discussed in the discourse, so-called "gender swapping": "Men pretend to be women and 
women pretend to be men"; A pregnant woman disguises herself as a man and falls in love 
with another girl. As Black and white remarked that cyberspace is a "grey zone" which 
“offers them freedom out of mundane world" and lets them depict an "in-between" self. 
Gender swapping is indeed not unusual in the virtual context, especially in MUDs as 
Turkle investigated. By some estimates, Habitat, a Japanese MUD, has LSmillion users. 
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Among the registered members of Habitat, there is a ratio of four real-life men to each 
real-life woman but inside the M U D , there are three male characters to one female character. 
I l l other words, a significant number of players are virtually cross-gendered in that virtual 
domaini80. 
Black and white conceived gender swapping as a representation of virtual freedom 
instead o f an abnormal behaviour. He is in fact a transgendered net-player also: 
"I have two QQ accounts. I am virtually a man as 
well as a woman. This in-between place lets me feel 
most comfortable.“ 
Black and white is my net-friend whom I have known for more than one year. We 
chatted frequently and have developed both online and offline friendship. In his early-20s 
and working as an executive in a famous Chinese website, he admitted that his prior reason of 
virtual transgendering was out of curiosity. Yet he found that it was much more meaningful to 
him shortly afterwards: 丨 
"It was just a play at the very beginning. I was curious 
to find how people would react if I pretended to be a 
woman. It was exciting! Yet it is this play that made me 
\ think of myself seriously. I like this act. I like to pretend 
to be a girl. I'm definitely not a homosexual guy, but I 
enjoy this change of role.“ 
He is often annoyed by others' condemnation of gender swapping: 
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''People accept that virtual world is a grey zone hut 
they deny the "grey_me". Isn't it strange ？ ” 
This message was in response to Legend of rock's challenge on virtual transgendering. 
While Legend of rock condemned it as an “abnormal behaviour", Black and white credited it 
as a free activity given by the “grey，，zone. The characters of "grey zone" have been 
elaborated in chapter three that cyberspace is situated in a few ambiguous nodes of nexuses. 
For "grey-me", it refers to the obscure status of gender role. One's gender is “plastic’，in the 
cyberculture that individuals could maintain their gender in physical lives, transform to the 
opposite gender or even remain "neutral" therein. The passage of Black and white denotes 
that cyber-individuals should not deny themselves the advantage granted by cyber-nature of 
molding and forging a "grey" self and the possiMlity of "reflecting" upon their fix gender 
roles in the physical world. 
"They regard it as abnormal as they often associate it 
with cyhersex. Yes, they are right that ajhersex is 
increasingly popular here. Yet why can't they think positively ？ 
Why can't we treasure this freedom rather than re-constrain 
ourselves in the bondages ？ ” 
His act of virtual transgendering is not out of curiosity of having "cybsex" but a kind of 
self-reflection: 
"\ avoid, really avoid to have deep relationships with them. 
Thus I maintain these dummy accounts only for a 
short period of time. It is not my purpose to have the so-called 
cyherlove or cyhersex. I just want to use it as a way of 
testing.“ 
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"I fed so comfortable to act femininely. I like my soft 
temper in comforting my net-friends. It lets me rethink my 
character. � 
One may think that virtual gender swapping is merely a "game" for cyber-individuals or 
a cross-dressing game for them to satisfy their curiosity towards the opposite gender. 
Nonetheless, current researches reveal another side of the coin that the virtual gender 
swapping is much more meaningful to cyber-individuals. It is, as Turkle maintained, a tool 
for one to reflect upon one's identity and gender role is an important dimension to 
"deconstruct". As Garrett, an interviewee in Turke's study expressed that, 
" I want to know more about women's experience, and not 
just from reading about them. ...I want to see what the 
difference felt like. I wanted to experiment with the other 
side....I want to be collaborative and helpful, and I thought I 
would be easier as a female....As a man I was brought up to be 
territorial and competitive. I want to try something new…” 
It is a comfortable and reflexive experience to Garrett as well as Black and white. 
When I asked him how significant virtual gender was swapping to him, he replied that 
“Very important. I appreciate my grey self from now 
- on. That's why I called myself 'Black and white“ in that 
discussion. ” 
"Now Vm acting in-between virtually. I don't think that 
it's immoral or abnormal. I am so glad to enjoy this 
freedom in this grey zone.“ 
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"Man and woman.. As it really important to draw a 
distinct line between the two ? The more blurred the 
line is, the more freedom it implies. 
We might take an anthropological terminology "depaysement" that literally refers to 
"decountrifying" oneself in analyzing this phenomenon. To explain it simply, it describes 
the condition that one leaves one's own culture to face something unfamiliar. After returning 
home, one finds the original situation strange or understands it wi th fresh eyes. This kind of 
depaysement has been elucidated in chapter four by discussing the destruction of the 
taken-for-granted self concept once posit in a fresh cybercontext. It is also applicable to the 
case of gender swapping: by situating in a "grey zone" which make possible gender role 
playing, one's conventional assumption on gender, gender role and corresponding norms are 
shattered which formulate as problematic for individuals to reflect upon. It is explicit in 
Black and white case who "bethink" his "concealed character" as wel l as the 
taken-for-granted gender roles by playing his gender identity online. It further indicates 
how Black and white constitutes and cultivates himself as a free and reflective subject by 
util izing virtual s e l f - e x p e r i m e n t as a self-forming technique. 
5 . 3 Summary: s e l f - e x p e r i m e n t as virtual self-technology 
A second form of s e l f - t e c h n o l o g y — s e l f - e x p e r i m e n t has been elaborated in this chapter. 
Cyberspace is a small social laboratory for cyber-individuals to experiment with the 
constructions and reconstructions of self. I conceive this feature as the actualization of 
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cyber-individuals‘ micro-power in constituting and cultivating themselves. 
Different from the " i ron core l ike" physical self, cyberself is disembodied/abstract, 
multiple, plastic. In other words, cyberself is ultimately f luid that cyber-individuals can 
mold their selves as they like. First, cyberself is abstract that while physical self niches on a 
substantial body, cyberself recesses on a virtual mind. Second, like a chameleon—a protean 
being that possesses innumerable potential persona, cyberself is multiple that one is able to 
wear and tear away the displayed masks at any minute and even at any second. Most 
importantly, cyberself is plastic that individuals can create, dissolve, recreate and re-dissolve 
numerous identities in the cybercontext at any time and as he or she wishes — something that 
is undeniably impossible in the physical domain. 
By particularly offering cases illustrating multiplicity and plasticity of cyberself, I argue 
self-experiment as a form of self-technology for cyber-individuals to actualize themselves. 
Regardless of whether individuals adopt a milder form of self-experiment by creating 
multiple identities or playing in a radical form that completely reverse their identities in their 
physical lives (like gender swapping in this case), it represents how individuals take 
advantage of the free cyberspace to constitute "selves of their own ". More importantly, 
c y b e r - ind iv iduals often ‘‘reflect” upon their conventional selves by experimenting on new 
identities in virtuality. Gender identity, for instance, is a substance for them to reflect upon 
by noticing the possibility of gender swapping. 
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I f sado-masochism is perceived by Foucault as the celebration of self-assay for self 
-caringi8i, then, why is virtual self-experiment not to be credited then? “Modem man...is 
the man who tries to invent h imse l f . Now we come back to Foucault's quotation I first 
mentioned. The debunking of conventional attitudes on one's identity "compels" the 




Narrating the Cyberself: Self-Narration as a Virtual Self-Technology 
"...by writing our thoughts as if we had to communicate them 
mutually to one another ...May writing replace the looks of our 
companions in asceticism; blushing to write as well as to be 
seen... ” 
Athanasius 
We are at the destination of our j aunt—self-narration as the final self-technology in 
virtuality. Whilst self-experiment serves as a more radical form of self-technique which is 
practiced merely by a small number of cyber-individuals, self-narration is widely adopted in 
cyberspace. While I am going to probe the narrative of cyber-individual, it must not be 
interpreted as a monologue and that the role of "others" should also be considered. In short, 
the practice of virtual self-narration has to be pinned on a social context. 
6.1 Net-narration 
Foucault observed hupomnemata and correspondence as two forms of self-writing in 
ancient Greco-Roman culture. Whereas the former served as principle of one's rational 
action, the latter represented as practice of expressing or narrating oneself. The earliest 
self-narration was not found in the self-referent hupomnemata but in the interpersonal 
exchanged correspondence. Correspondence is an important self-technology in 
Foucauldian sense that one not only attends oneself through writing, by replying one's 
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correspondent ---to counsel him, exhort him, admonish him, console him, it also constitutes 
for the writer a manner of t r a i n i n g I am going to divide this self-narrating technique into 
net-diary and net-correspondence in the following articulation. 
6.11 Net-diary 
A prelude of net-narration has been illuminated in chapter five. As shown in the case 
of Mang gong in chapter five, some cyber-individuals utilize cyberspace as their net-diary, 
count daily trivialities and emotional upsurges in their everyday lives. Different from the 
traditional form of dairy which is self-referral, net-diary is supposedly publicly-disclosed. 
There are abundant and increasing numbers of resources, tools and websites for net-diary 
writingi84 Despite these websites, varieties of diary like self-writing could also be found in 
other cyber-settings such as BBS and personal fashioning of IRC. Cyber-individuals record 
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things that happen in their physical lives as well as cyber lives : 
Poet、詩JO: 
"Today I showed off my crazy basketball skills and Vm 
getting sort of sick again. For the first time, i ‘ m dreading 
at the fact that I am getting old. 
There are some new faces in the court. A group of energetic 
guys playing around. The scene is familiar to me. At 
this moment, I think of my old days; I miss my old friends; I 
remember the past.“ 
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"One shouldn't allow himself to indulge in the past. I always 
teach my students in this way. Ironically, I fail in doing it. 
I miss my old friend, tang. I remember his outstanding 
haskethall skills. It's impossible to find another one to replace 
him, I'm sure. 
I can't reach him again. Someone said that he has been 
sent to another province. It's even hard for me to find 
him if it's true. I wait for "yuan"(徽 to connect us once 
more." 
"My parents compel me to participate in a blind date again. 
I am really very annoyed hy this activity and find it disgusting. 
Why can't I choose my partner myself? 
I understand their worries. I'm nearly 32 and I know it's 
time to get married. I want someone clever and smart hut 
not the ignorant type they introduced to me. But I know, they 
prefer the latter. 
For this labor holiday, I have met three girls already.. •“ 
''You ask me why.. .Frankly, I'm excessively involved in the 
so-called net-love. Yes, the matter which is condemned hy 
everybody but attracts them at the same time. 
I often warn my students to avoid getting involved in this 
non-sense "love: Now I really know what "the outsider is more 
clearer than the one who is involved"、旁觀者淸’當局者邀 
really means. 
She's unique. It's her impression to me. I realize that 
everything may be intangible in this space, but I can't 
deny my heating heart. Sorry.. .1 can't clear my mind. 
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Give me some time." 
We may compare this net-diary wi th Seneca's letters that Foucault had elucidated^^^ 
To Foucault, to write is to "show oneself , make oneself seen, make one's face appear before 
the other^^^ Seneca disclosed his health condition, meditation on retirement, solitude and 
friendship in his letters. Similarly, Poet uncovered every minutia that happened on him: the 
sickness, the bitterness of losing vigor, the self-pity of missing an old friend, the anger of 
parental intervention and the ambiguity and guilt towards his cyberlove. Details of his daily 
life are shown in his self-writing. By reading his net-diary, one may know what sort of 
activities he did, like playing basketball and participating in blind date; one may understand 
his emotional ups and downs. As Foucault commented, individuals are exposed and under 
the gaze of others by writ ing about themselves in the form of correspondence. Though 
I gg 丨 
net-diary is different from correspondence which is addressed to the unknown public , this 
kind of gaze can also operate therein. 
By reading the net-diary of poet, we can envisage his self-reflection and introspection in 
the course of his narration. It is particularly explicit in the last posting of his description of 
cyberlove. He is confused by the obscure feeling that on one hand he realized the 
"intangible" character of cyberspace and net-relationship, while on the other, he could not 
deny the genuine "heart-beating" feeling. This ambiguous emotion came to his mind in the 
course of self-narration that he finally could not “ clear his mind". Another interesting point 
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can be noticed in the last few sentences: "Sorry...I can't clear my mind. Give me some 
time." We may interpret it as a reply to a r e s p o n d e n t � o r a dialogue towards oneself. In 
Foucault's view, it is the evidence of self-attending: the relationship of oneself in developing 
himself. In other words, acting as a subject, poet treated his self as an object to reflect and 
act upon. 
In spite of Platonian criticism on the enfeeblement of one's mind by w r i t i n g � 卯 ， t h e 
inseparable l ink between thinking, writing and reflecting was admitted. It is obvious 
throughout the ancient and modem western culture as Bolter】9】accounted that, from 
Aeschylus's (remembering tablets of mind) Prometheus Bound, Dante's "the book of 
memory" to Shakespeare's Hamlet (the books and volume of my brain), the association of 
mind and writ ing was prevailed. So for Freund, as Derrida commented, "speculates.. .the 
very mansion of presence, the perceiving self, is shaped by. •. writing”! 92. 
According to Ong's explication on orality and literacy, 
"Without writing, the literate mind would not and could 
not think as it does, not only when engaged in writing but 
normally even when it is composing its thoughts in oral 
form. More than any other single invention, writing 
has transformed human consciousness，，】"". 
In Ong's view, literate mind is analytic while oral mind is aggregative since the latter 
could not be detached from the local context. He further claimed that oral culture is more 
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inferior than the literate counterpart. His argument may be too radical yet he pinpointed the 
importance of wri t ing as self-analysis and reflection. Writing, as Bolter explained, is more 
than an "extension" of one's mind. Undoubtedly, writ ing enhances one's capability to 
reconstruct the fragment thoughts in a reasoned way. Writing even does more than that: 
"Anyone, who writes a letter, an essay, a poem.. .finds his or her verbal self presented on the 
plate. In an oral culture the verbal self never exists enough to be reflected upon on". 
Accordingly, the reflective character of writ ing gives the writer a new awareness of self, "to 
know themselves in a new way’，i94. Writing serves as a reflective tool in cyberspace as well. 
As I have articulated, "introspection" of oneself could be envisaged in the writer's course of 
writing. By questioning, doubting and reflecting oneself, the operation of Foucauldian 
self-technique is feasible for cyber-individuals. This is what we may conceive in Poet� 
case. 
6.12 Net-correspondence 
“The fitness of the fighter is maintained by sparring; 
an accompanist stimulates the play of the musician. 
The wise man similarly needs to keep his virtues alive; thus, 
a stimulant himself, he also receives stimulus from another 
wise man.“ 
Seneca 
Self-technology is underlined by the principle of "caring thysel f as I alleged in the 
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foremost discussion. Yet one should not interpret this "self-caring" as one cares more to 
oneself than to anything else since "caring oneself is always accompanied wi th the principle 
of "caring others". As Foucault contended, 
“The care of the self is ethical in itself, but it implies 
complex relationships wi th others, to the extent that this 
ethos of freedom is also a way of caring for o t h e r s ,，】 
Neither a self-contained action nor solitude, technology of self often required the 
assistance of others in practice, such as the guidance provided by an adviser, teacher or friend. 
In his articulation of the ancient practice of parrhesia, Foucault brought out the significance 
of friendship in cultivating oneself: a friend tells us the truth about ourselves, through his 
criticism he protects us from overestimating ourselves, he creates distance and helps to give 
new order to our thoughts and deeds; he is a critical corrective for the daily work on oneself. 
In this way self-concern always goes hand in hand with care for others^ 96. The emphasis of 
the other's role is in fact obviously shown in Foucauldian definition on self-technology: 
effect by their own means or with the help of others a certain number of operations... in order 
to transform themselves. 
Correspondence writing is a self-technology which well illustrates the significance of 
"others" in the practice of self-cultivation. Correspondence refers to the missive or text 
destined for others which also leads to a personal exercise. Whereas correspondence here is 
referring to the interpersonal exchanged letters between two persons, the net-correspondence 
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is somewhat different such that an indefinite number of potential respondents is possible. 
The fol lowing is the excerpt of net-correspondence among a few cyber-individuals. 
Centering on the issue of virtuality, reality and relationship therein, the cyber-individuals on 
one hand untangle the struggles and problems of other individuals, while on the other, they 
introspect and reflect upon their own s e l v e s 丨 9 7 . It indicates that in the practice of 
self-techniques, individuals are not only self-related (apprehending oneself) but also depend 
on others (establishing relations wi th others): 
Lemon girl、檸檬女扬: 
"The tense atmosphere of the early summer is choking. 
Life is dry and I continue my mechanical works. Shall I 
start another life ？ 
Maybe here is my place. I am fiercely online, uncontrollably 
getting involved. My classmates have already warned me to 
avoid falling into the trap of net-addiction. Is net-life 
meaningless ？ Is the virtuality unauthentic ? Is net-
relationship fragile ？ 
Yesterday I phoned a net-friendfor the first time. If 
"strange" is not a good word to describe, then 
"disappointment" maybe more appropriate. In the virtual 
world, people fashion themselves with beautiful texts. 
The less we know of each other, the more room for fantastic 
imagination. I hear his voice, but the mysterious feeling 
then has disappeared. 
What shall I look for then ？ A generous friendship or 
the momentary satisfaction of the soul?" 
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Phantom (0M)： 
''You seem to be questioning the meaning of getting online. 
I shared the same confusion in the past. Especially when 
I faced the cyher-relationship just like you. 
Ask yourself first what is your purpose of getting here. 
Maybe you can find the answer then. 
To me, acting on my own will is the foremost goal." 
Lemon Girl: 
"Thanks for your advice. I want to find a place detached 
from the breathless world. How can you acting on your 
own will ？ Some extol virtuality for actualizing their 
genuine selves, however some condemn it as unreal. 
Whom shall I listen to?" 
Firework of the end of century (世糸己末煙袍： 
"Vm deeply touched by your question. Who else would 
question the meaning of getting online? I am really 
ashamed to show my ignorance to this question. 
So many deception, so many hokey guys. People are too 
busy with cheating others and targeting the "meimd" 
(美局顶• Brother phantom let me question myself also... 
Why am I here ? It's now three am . WImt am I 
doing here ？ I'm so tired from work that I should certainly 
be in bed and having a nice dream. What motivates me to 
stay here ？ 
Cyberspace attracts individuals with different "dreams". 
My dream is striking my own way. ” 
Lemon Girl: 
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"I want to search for a place away from the breathless 
world. Can I? 
I hope so. � 
Phantom: 
"If you want to find a free space away from the breathless 
world, then you should first let yourself escape from these 
confusing bondages. 
I admit that the virtual world is unsubstantial. Yet if you 
always hesitate, how are you are going to search for a genuine 
friendship as you wish? 
Endeavour is a must. Try to experience and let yourself he 
transformed. Then you will understand why so many stick to 
the net. Vm still a learner at this moment.“ 
Firework of the end of century: 
"Another comment. Always keep in mind the potential 
fragility of virtuality but trust the possibility of genuine cyher-
friendship. � 
These net-correspondences centered around the "meaning" of getting online and the 
purpose of participating in net activities. The discourse started with Lemon girVs confusion 
about the ambiguity of cyber-nature as well as the relationship therein. A few questions 
were posed: "Is net-life meaningless? Is the virtuality unauthentic? Is net-relationship 
fragile?" She further brought out the core of the discussion: "what shall I look for then?" 
Her passage was not targeted to a particular addressee yet it attracted those who were 
interested like phantom and Firework of the end of century. Similar to this case, the 
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interchange of net-correspondence is often initiated by common interest rather than a 
formerly established attachment among the writers. 
Reciprocal advices are shown in the text. Adopting a consultant-like role, phantom 
suggested Lemon girl the proper attitude of getting into the cyberworld: "Ask yourself first 
what is your purpose of getting here. Maybe you can find the answer then"; "You should first 
let yourself escape from these confusing bondages". Firework of the end of century later 
joined the discourse by offering advice: "Always keep in mind the potential fragility of 
virtuality but trust the possibility of genuine cyber-friendship，，. Like phantom, He also 
acted as an advisor by giving comments. This kind of "reciprocal duties", as Foucault 
suggested, constitutes for the correspondents (both addresser and addressee) a manner of 
training: 
" A little like soldiers in peacetime training through drills 
at arms, the advice that one gives others in the urgency of 
their situation is one way of preparing oneself for 
a similar eventuality. 
The advice rendered by the advisers "does not move in one direction for long" but 
reciprocal in the form of "advice in turn". In Foucauldian words, the service is "egalitarian" 
that "writ ing.. .aids the addressee (arm) arm the writer，，?。。. Lemon girl was of course armed 
by the respondents' advices but the advisors themselves are also be aided. It is obvious in 
the response of firework of the end of century who thanked phantom of "letting him question 
himself also". While he gave exhortation to Lemon girl, simultaneously he was delighted by 
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her doubt, which in turn posed his meaning of getting online into question. It is also shown 
in the writ ing of Phantom who asked lemon girl to think of her purpose of getting online. 
He reflected his past experience that he "shared the same confusion, especially when he faced 
cyber-relationship，’ just like lemon girl did. By providing consolation to her, phantom 
shared his experience and at the same time reflected on his purpose of getting online—to act 
on his own wi l l . One can see the mutual assistance and reciprocal "stimulus" in the course 
of writing. Echoing Seneca's idea: The wise man similarly needs to keep his virtues alive. 
As a result, "stimulants" themselves require "stimulus" on the other hand. 
Self-examination of cyber-individuals could be conceived in their moment of writing. 
We may use the metaphors by Epictetus—night watchman and moneychangers. We must be 
"watchman" over the flux of our thought; we have to be "moneychangers of our own 
representation, of our thoughts, vigilantly testing them, verifying them, their metal, weight, 
e f f i g y , ， 2 0 i . A kind of meditation, an exercise of contemplation for the sake of purifying 
one's soul and training one's mind occurred in the course of writing. In Foucault's words, 
writ ing becomes "an ordeal and a touchstone", "bringing to light the movements of 
t h o u g h t ’ , 2 0 2 . We may imagine meditation of fireworks of the end of century who felt 
“ashamed to show (his) ignorance". The guy who is "always busy cheating others and 
targeting the ‘meimei，seemed to be his self-mockery. Reading and writing of net passages 
serve as reflective weapon for him in searching for the genuine meaning of getting 
online—an oblivious "dream" of "striking (his) own way". Here we come to Miller's 
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comment, by "wr i t ing down everything one has experienced, one must come face-to-face, 
again and again, w i th one's diabolical double’，�。〕. The case of firework is an illustration of 
one's examination of oneself. 
Introspection is obvious in the moment of text writing. We may notice the occurrence 
of self-reflection by interpreting the exchanged texts of above cyber-individuals. They 
introspect their stances in virtuality, meaning of involving there and devotion of emotion 
wherein. It was not only the initiator of discourse Lemon girl who reflected on these 
matters but also the respondents themselves. 
Doubting the meaning of getting online, lemon girl questioned herself what she was 
seeking in the net: " A generous friendship or the momentary satisfaction of the soul?" It is a 
question placed to others as well as herself. Later she reflected upon the respondents' 
challenges that she conceived detachment from "the breathless world" as the virtue she was 
seeking. Untangling lemon girPs confusion, phantom advised her to think of "the purpose 
of getting (there)". The memory of the same ambiguity in the past crossed his mind in the 
moment of writing: “ I shared the same confusion..." He asked lemon girl to reflect on the 
meaning of getting online. He questioned himself at the same time and insisted that "acting 
in his own w i l l " was his "foremost goal". This kind of introspection continued in the latter 
part of the correspondence exchange. On one hand he retained his role as advisor: 
"Endeavour is a must. Try to experience and let yourself be transformed. Then you wi l l 
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understand why so many stick to the net". On the other hand, he put himself in the case: " I ' m 
still a learner in this point". Self-reflection of his net-experience and net-self was 
manifested here. 
Self-reflection is even more apparent in the writing of f irework. He expressed gratitude 
to lemon girl and phantom and confessed to his "ignorance" in the past: "Brother phantom let 
me question myself also". He put his doubt into question vividly: "Why am I here? It's 
now three a.m. What am I doing here? I 'm so tired from work that I should certainly be 
lying in bed and having a nice dream. What motivates me to stay here?" A l l of them are 
in fact doubts on himself and the explicit evidences of introspection. Later he found the 
answer: the fulfil lment of the dream of "striking his own way". The last passage might be 
perceived as recommendation to lemon girl as well as orientation of himself, "always keep in 
mind the potential fragility of virtuality but trust the possibility of genuine cyber-friendship，，. 
We observe how inspection occurred. 
Self-writing should not be considered merely as missive exchange of advices and 
comments, but also as the self-expression to one another. The content of text vividly makes 
oneself seen: a "quasi-physical presence" that by narrating oneself, one shows thorough 
information not only about his life, activities, successes and failures but also interior 
movement of his "soul" and emotion〗。^ i t is explicitly presented in the above data, 
especially in poefs case who described his physical as well as cyber life and the troubles 
tangling him. The discourse of lemon girl, phantom and firework which centred on the 
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narration o f cyber experience also shows this kind of self disclosure. In fact, it is even more 
apparent in the ICQ/OICQ settings where friends making is based. As Mang gong 
confessed, 
"My net-friends even know me more than my parent 
understand me. We exchange messages and talk about 
all things that happen everyday. I really need someone to 
understand my thoughts. ” 
I have mentioned that cyber-individual often utilize cyber room as their net-diary and 
narrate their everyday lives. Mang gong is a case who share "al l things that happen" wi th 
his net-friends everyday. I have also introduced some writ ing websites which offer 
cyber-individuals the opportunity to publish their net-diaries publicly. One may refer to 
these websites and discover that they reveal all details of their daily lives. Foucault 
described this act as the habit of "reviewing the date" , which is an integral part of 
epistolary practice. It is a matter that constitutes oneself as an "inspector of oneself and at 
the same time puts oneself beneath the gaze of others. For the former, individuals examine 
their everyday lives including faults by "reviewing the day". It is shown in the above cases 
that cyber-individuals often reflected their acts and even sometimes posed questions doubting 
themselves. For the latter, the detailed narration constitutes a "quasi-physical" self which 
opens oneself to the gaze of others. Our cases parallel with Foucault's idea that individuals 
often tell themselves "that is plunging to the bottom of (their) hearts". The detailed 
description of emotional upsurge, the quest for comfort and revelation of their "hidden 
feelings" well indicate Foucault's point. 
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6.2 Summary： self-narration as virtual self-technology 
At the last resort, I have to summarize the mot i f of this chapter on the basis o f 
Foucauldian self-technology. I have pinpointed two important arguments in referring 
narration as self-technique: objectivation of interior movement and the role o f others in 
assisting caring of oneself. 
First, we observe the objectivation of one's interior thought in the course of 
self-narration. In the studied net-diaries and net-correspondences we notice how 
cyber-individuals show their "quasi physical" presence by reviewing all trivialities that 
happened everyday, revealing their thoughts and disclosing their bottom heart feelings to 
other cyber-individuals. It shows how oneself making presence his "quasi" corporeality and 
soul, examining and introspecting his self as an "object". It brings us back to the very first 
idea of Foucault that individual establishes "relations to oneself. One actualizes one's 
subjective power in reflecting and working on oneself as an object. In short, it is an internal 
gaze of self-surveillance and self-regulation that writ ing here serves as vigilance towards 
oneself. Self-identity is continuously constituted in the course of narration which had 
already been discussed in chapter five. 
Foucault's work on Greco-Romanian self-techniques manifested his appreciation on 
ancient ethnical subjectivation—the personal practice of self-critique and self-development, a 
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work earned out on one's self or a "self-forming activity,，之。〜The emphasis on self however 
does not imply the eclipse of " s e l f over the role of others. It is clearly identified in 
Foucualt's definition on self-technology that individuals effect by their own means or with 
the help of others a certain number of operations so as to transform themselves in order to 
attain a certain state of development. The exchange of correspondence is an example to 
indicate the role of "others" in this self-technique. In the above cases we see how 
cyber-individuals open themselves by revealing personal details and hence put themselves 
underneath the gaze of others. They seek advices and this requesting act simultaneously 
"aids the addresser and arms the addressee", stirring self-attention and reflection on both 
sides. Similarly, in the course of replying addressee assists the addresser and in the process, 
introspection on oneself is facilitated. It supports Seneca's letter I cited that “ an 
accompanist stimulates the play of the musician. The wise man similarly needs to keep his 
virtues alive (and) thus a stimulant himself.. .also receives stimulus from another wise man". 
The constitution and cultivation of selves often assisted by the "stimulus" of others. 
Let us reverberate the association of self-narration and asceticism I quoted in the very 
first citation. Ethics, which refers to the form of ethical works, was the foremost concern of 
Foucault as wel l as my study. The practice of net-narration including net-diary and 
net-correspondence served as a device for cyber-individuals to make feasible 
self-constitution and cultivation as reflective subjects. In the last place, shall I adopt 
Foucault's idea as a conclusion? 
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“ In.. .the hypomnemata---it is a matter of constituting oneself 
as the subject of rational action through the appropriation, 
unification, and subjectification of a fragmentary and 
carefully chosen already-said .....In the case of the epistolary 
narrative of oneself, it is a matter of coincidentally summoning 
the gaze of the other and that which one trains on oneself when 
one measures one's daily actions according to the rules of 
a technique of living.,，之。？ 
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Epilogue ---Game of Power in Cyberspace 
It is a game of power... 
The later Foucault marked with his dramatic shift in reinterpreting the subject as 
self-constituted and self-reflective. Distancing away from the rhetoric of "power over 
body" in his middle works that power seems to constitute individuals, without there being 
much opportunity to resist power, the later Foucault bestowed subjects wi th the possibility of 
actualizing power as wel l as altering the power relations that individuals are "always in a 
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position of simultaneously undergoing and exercising p o w e r " . 
One may doubt the role of power in the Foucault's later work since " s e l f and "ethics" 
instead of "power" seemed to be its core. Nonetheless, these ethical self-relational practices 
are in fact still retained and intertwined inside the cocoon of power relations. Bulter 
recaptured Foucault's ideas on power, selves and subjectivation that the power imposed upon 
one is the power that animates one's emergence^®^ Griffiths and Hughes added further that 
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ethics does not stand outside of power; on the contrary, it is animated by power . The 
power of oneself is explicitly shown in Foucault's articulation on Greek ethics, " in its full, 
positive form, it was a power that one brought to bear on oneself in the power that one 
exercised over By adopting Foucauldian ethics in this dissertation, I articulate 
how cyber-individuals acting as ethical subjects, reflecting on their self in situating in 
virtuality {self-caring), utilizing the "self-forming"^^devices {self-technology) in actualizing 
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their self power, constituting and cultivating themselves as free and reflective subjects 
(ethical substances). 
Part I: Cyber-nature and cyber-individuals 
"Cultivating our temperament like a garden. ” 
Deeply charmed by Nietzsche's thought of overseeing oneself as a garden, Foucault 
endeavoured to illustrate of self-cultivation "as a garden" wherein an individual acts as a 
worker beautifying one's own life. Can the interconnected web create a new virtual garden? 
Cyber-individuals often credit the cyberspace as "the garden of minds" for "resting of souls". 
Could this virtual domain then offer a groundmass for Nietzschiean and Foucauldian quest 
for "self-stylization" and cultivation? 
I approached these questions by embarking on the soil of self-cultivation—the nature of 
cyberspace. Cyberspace is situated at the node of "space and place", "nearness and 
remoteness" where the social, invisible/anonymous and strange characters provide fertile 
ground for the practice of self-techniques. Mentally navigating in a virtual collective and 
public domain, cyber-individuals' corporealites still remained in the physical private world. 
Positing in this “self-selective public/private space/place realm”, cyber-individuals enjoy 
both the security and freedom provided by "place" and "space" respectively. It is a social 
place other than physical world in which individuals are able to involve, interact and 
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collectively construct meanings wherein. Cyberspace is meanwhile at the twist of 
"nearness “ and “remoteness” in Simmelian sense. "A t the push of a button, territories 
dissolve, oppositions of distant and close, motion and stasis, inside and out, collapse"^^"^. 
Roaming in the cyberworld, one is able to immerge in any context while disengage in the 
next second. Cyber-individuals are "stationary wanderers" who best represent the 
dialectical synthesis of Simmelian strangeness---between fixation and liberation, between 
sedentariness and nomadism. These "virtual wanderers" are characterized wi th attributes of 
strangers: mobil ity, objectivity, confidence, freedom from convention and abstract relations, 
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whom involvement is simultaneously derived from their detachment . Cyberspace is 
underlined by the dialectical strangeness., using the computer networks, individuals 
immerged in the cyber context; manipulating the anonymity of virtual world, 
cyber-individuals establish "distanced intimacy" with one another. Relationship in the net is 
seemingly contradictory albeit dialectical, which is "detached" while "involved", 
"anonymous" while "disclosed", "distanced" while "intimated". 
The nature of cyberspace provides fecund soil for cultivation of oneself "garden", yet 
not all c y b e r - ind iv iduals perceive it in this way as the perception towards virtuality and 
cyber-activities is indeed a matter of situation-definition. By classifying cyber-individuals 
into four categories, notably instrumental net-users, cybemauts, netizens and net addicts, I 
confined my research subject to the last three groups. While instrumental net-users solely 
regard Internet as a tool that facilitates communication, others recognize cyberspace itself as 
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a social context. Moreover, they regard cyberself as part of their identities, wherein social 
interaction and meaning construction are viable. For cybernauts, cyberspace is a realm for 
social interaction, though not necessarily one requires deep involvement; their cyberselves 
are extensions of their physical corporealities. Netizens perceive the virtual space as their 
"home" or "garden" for their souls to rest on. Not only do they credit cyberspace as 
"another reality" but also admit their cyberselves as another authentic selves. Net addicts 
fall into the extreme. As indicated by the name, they are those who are involved in the cyber 
context pathologically, to such an extent that they deny the meaning of their corporealities, 
and only admit the authenticity of virtuality and corresponding virtual selves. 
The peculiar nature of cyber context contributes to the practice of ethics as the 
pre-established institutions (such as gender) are now becoming "plastic" therein. I argue it 
as a unique place other than the physical world where individuals are particularly free in 
actualizing their self-power. In short, the practice of Foucauldian self-technology is 
grounded on the peculiarity of cyber-nature. 
Part II: Self-awareness 
''We must separate ourselves from the 'everyday，world 
in order to rediscover the world qua world. 
Following the discussion of cyber-nature is the articulation of self-awareness of 
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cyber-individuals. It is the shattering of conventionality that disenchants cyber-individuals 
from taken-for-grantedness; it is the problematization of virtual reality and virtual self which 
arouse individuals' self-consciousness. 
The ambiguity towards virtuality/materiality and physical self/virtual self awaken 
cyber-individuals into their conventional worldview and self-conception. Liberating the 
mind from the "prison" of flesh, stepping inside the novel albeit obscure cyber context, 
cyber-individuals are destined to face the ontological question of "reality" and “self，. I 
have articulated how cyber-individuals feel anomic when meditating the meaning of "reality" 
which the "authentic" sense of virtuality challenge their taken-for-granted worldview. 
Nevertheless, it is this anomic sense that throws cyber-individuals' conventional thoughts into 
fluxion, and triggers of f their reflection on their preconceptions. By analyzing the cyber 
discourse, I suggest that cyber-individuals are not only conscious of, but also reflective 
towards the novel digital as well as the terrestrial realm they currently posit. 
Discovering the world “al l of a sudden", cyber-individuals, like Seneca, feel as i f they 
are "seeing (the world) for the first time"^^^ from new eyes. Stupefaction and ambivalence, 
astonishment and ambiguity; I interpret this mixed feeling as the hallmark of their 
consciousness and their reflection for situating in the world. Not only breaking through the 
"familiarity with the world", cyber-novelty also assists the debunking of conventional 
self-concepts of c y b e r- individuals. The strain between corporeal and virtual self further 
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disturbs individuals' assumed perception on their "selves". The authenticity of existence, or 
in other words, the “being，’ in cyberworld, and the corresponding vague self-concept of 
positing in the virtual reality challenge their conventional " I " concept. Equivocal feeling 
has been found among cyber-individuals that while on one hand they are delighted to have 
the freedom to act on their own wi l l , such freedom on the other hand, is accompanied by 
uncertainty. 、 
The notion of "disembodiment" has often been exalted in cyber-utopian literature. 
Then are we at the niche of "forgetting our body" in virtuality? This celebration however 
needed to be pinned on the empirical ground. Whereas cyber-utopians downplay flesh as 
"meat" and extol virtual navigation as transcendence of corporeal mortality, the empirical 
context reveals another picture. While cyber-individuals condemn the detachment and 
denial of physical corporeality, paradoxically they do not stress its importance in the 
cyberspace. They are cynical towards "cyber-flesh" since they recognize its potential 
"plasticity". "Mind", instead of "body" is the substance cyber-individuals care of. 
‘‘Caring the se l f takes the form of "caring the mind" in cyberspace. But what is the 
actual substance cyber-individuals care about? I contend freedom and reflectivity of oneself 
are the ethical substances they strive to cultivate. Freedom here denotes the free w i l l to act 
upon on oneself free from conventional bondages, such as the institutionalized gender role. 
Self-reflectivity is another desirable ethical substance that cyber-individuals through 
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c y b e r - a c t i v i t i e s / i n t e r a c t i o n "act upon...to monitor, test, improve and transform" 
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themselves. In this reflective practice, one may observe how subjectivity of oneself has 
been actualized that cyber-individuals utilize their subjective power and reflect on their 
virtual and physical selves as an "object". 
Part III: Virtual self-technologies 
"I would say that if now I am interested, in fact, in the way 
in which the subject constitutes himself in an active 
fashion, by the practices of self 
Undoubtedly, we could not stop merely at the stage of self-awareness, and neither could 
cyber-individuals. To them, virtuality is the arena for them to actualize their power in 
constituting a "free and reflective" self while virtual self is the vehicle for this actualization. 
The very premise of Foucauldian ethics is not only the self-recognition but also the 
actualization of free relationship to oneself. Adopting Foucault's idea, I further concern 
myself wi th self-constitution and cultivation of cyber-individuals as free and reflective 
subjects after highlighting their self-awareness in positing in the virtual context. 
The third part of my dissertation is a study of virtual self-technologies practiced by 
c y b e r - ind iv iduals for self-constitution and cultivation. "Self-technology" is the core idea 
which refers to the practice by which man strives to attain an understanding of himselP^. I 
regard virtual self-technology as a device adopted by cyber-individuals in acting upon 
themselves, effecting by their own means or with help of others by operating a certain 
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number of practices in their minds, thought, conduct and way of being, in order to acquire 
the ethical substances they quest for. Three forms of virtual self-techniques, namely 
self-fashioning (portrayal of cyber-identities), self-experiment (playing of cyber-identities), 
self-narration (account for one virtual and/or physical lives and selves) have been elucidated 
in my argument and we observe how cyber-individuals bestow themselves wi th a unique 
form and style. 
I started wi th the very triviality of "cyber-flesh" creation, self-fashioning as the first 
virtual self-technology. In Foucault's view, the stylization of oneself is grounded on the 
daily lifeworks of individuals. He maintained that “ one's ethos was seen by his dress, by his 
bearing, by his gait, by the poise with which he reacts to events"^^^ I therefore first 
sketched out how cyber-individuals "fashion" themselves with the usage of texts. The 
invisibil ity of cyberspace grants cyber-individuals the freedom to create and transform their 
"cyber-fleshes" through nicknames and personal details creation. By mastering the creation 
of these "fleshes", cyber-individuals actualize their subjective power by constituting and 
cultivating themselves as reflective subjects. The alternations of virtual nicknames and 
personal details could be perceived as the reflection on individuals' experience and emotion. 
The utilization of net-hupomnemata and net-narration has also been delineated. While the 
former refers to the resemblance of the "already-said" in response to a situation encountered 
by c y b e r - indiv iduals, the latter represents the detailed description of experiences and mood. 
In both cases, cyber-individuals use them as devices for self-constitution, acting as subjects to 
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master self-reflection and self-cultivation, and also acting as subjects to conduct 
self-improving practice. By creating their cyber-personae, cyber-individuals "stylize" 
themselves in various ways. 
"We may experiment with ourselves 
“I am an experimenter and not a theoretician 
Then I moved to self-experiment as the second type of virtual self-technology. In this 
later essay "What is Enlightenment?" Foucault urged individuals to bethink their contrivance 
of creating alternative selfhood apart from the one being constructed for them in the modem 
world. Even though these alternatives are fanciful and ephemeral; even though these sort of 
creations are solely contingent, individuals should not be apathetic but have to take advantage 
of making themselves work of art. In Foucauldian sense, modernity should be regarded as 
“a question of attitude" instead of a question about an ethical universal rule. Echoing 
himself wi th Baudelaire's "dandyism", Foucault asserted that Enlightenment is neither 
important as an epoch nor its corresponding thought represents the ontological doctrine. 
Rather, " i t has to be conceived as an attitude, an ethos, a philosophical life...”224. 
Baudelaire's dandy is the person in need of fundamental shaping, who "tries to invent 
h imse l f and who "faces the task of producing h imsel f ^^^ The danaistic way of 
self-invention, the aesthetic style of one's existence was what Foucault quested for. 
Maybe cyberspace provides the best condition for the flourishing and cultivation of 
"virtual dandies". Cyberspace is a social laboratory for experimenting with the 
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constructions and reconstructions of oneself. The virtual self-experiment is the best 
illustration of how self-invention becomes real. 
The experiment o f oneself is grounded on the peculiar forms of cyberself, which is 
distinct from its corporeal counterpart. The invisible/anonymous and strange nature of 
cyberspace especially endows cyberself wi th great elasticity. I have articulated three forms 
of cyberself, which is disembodied/abstract, plastic, multiple and interchangeable. 
Cyberspace is disembodied or abstract a body is deliberately discarded in cyber-interaction. 
Cyberself therefore refers to a mind activated and unbound by cyberspace. While corporeal 
self niches on a substantial body, cyberself recesses on a virtual mind. Plasticity is an 
important notion in framing cyberself and I designated it wi th two meanings: First, 
cyber-individuals are like a chameleon— a protean being that possesses of innumerable 
potential persona. They are able to wear and tear away the displayed masks any time they 
wish. Second, c y b e r - ind iv iduals could create, dissolve, recreate and re-dissolve innumerable 
number of identities any time they wish. For multiplicity, cyber-individuals could 
simultaneously possess more than one self in the virtual world. Multiple cyber-selves could 
be presented at the same time within the same or different cyber-settings. The unity of one 
coherent self becomes an old-fashion fiction that cyberspace make possible the splitting of 
self into a radical multiplicity. Cyberself is even interchangeable that cyber-individuals 
could "become" one another by exchanging "login ids" and "passwords". It is implausible 
in the physical world but become is now possible in the virtual realm in which characterized 
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wi th anonymity. 
Arguing self experiment as self-technology, that the term was first coined by Turkle in 
her analysis of identity play, I suggest that cyber-individuals util izing the "play" of virtual 
identities for actualization of one's micro power. Particularly concerned wi th plasticity (self 
as creator) and multiplicity (self as masquer) of cyberself, I illustrated how cyber-individuals 
practiced virtual askesis—Xht work on themselves. Regardless of whether cyber-individuals 
adopt a milder form of self-experiment by using multiple virtual identities or performing a 
radical experiment that completely reverses their physical self-identities, it shows how 
cyber-individuals constitute "selves of their own". It echoes Baudelairean and Foucauldian 
ideals of "self-invention". Most importantly, the act illustrates how cyber-individuals depict 
themselves as "free" subjects. I contend another point that cyber-individuals also "reflect" 
upon their conventional identities in experimenting their virtual selves. By using "gender 
swapping" as an illustration, which refers to the activity of transgender virtually, we saw the 
depayseinent of cyber-individuals in viewing their conventional gender roles. By situating 
in an ambiguous “grey zone" which makes gender role playing possible, individuals' 
conventional assumption on gender, gender role and corresponding norms are shattered. This, 
in turn, became problematic for individuals to reflect upon. Here again, it shows how 
self-reflection is practiced. 
The last virtual self-technology, self-narration was an imitation of Foucault's studies on 
self-writing as an ancient ethical works. Sheding light to the interior movement of one's 
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thought (soul), self-writing propels a new experience of self that "attention was paid to 
nuances of life, mood, and reading, and the experience of self was intensified and widened by 
virtue of (the) act of writ ing ^ ^ ^ T h i s new experience of self exemplifies the 
"self-formation" in the course of self-writing as self-technique practices. In his analysis of 
personal homepages, Chandler also admitted self-writing as the construction of oneselP^. 
Using Seneca's metaphor, a “body，，has been constituted in the process of writing that the 
texts formulated as the "strength and blood" of oneself. It is a matter of self-constitution. 
In the final station, I have articulated two forms of self-writing namely net-diaries and 
net-correspondence as self-technique. While the former refers to the account of individuals' 
everyday lives and emotions, the latter relates to the exchanges of virtual missives which can 
be perceived as the extension of net-diaries. In both cases we notice how cyber-individuals 
reveal their "quasi physical" presence by reviewing all trivialities that happened, revealing 
their thoughts and disclosing their deep feelings toward other cyber-individuals. Once again, 
it indicates how self-technique has been practiced. By making presence one's "quasi" 
corporeality and soul as an "object", cyber-individuals examined and introspected it as being 
a "subject". Foucauldian "intra-subjective relationship" or simply, the work on oneself is 
explicitly revealed. 
Internalized gaze, in other words self-surveillance and self-regulation can also be found 
in the course of self-writing. Yet it should not be interpreted as merely solitude since 
objectifying gaze is meanwhile clearly identified. Net-correspondence particularly 
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indicated the role o f "others" in contributing to the practice of self-technology and 
corresponding self-constitution. By revealing details of their daily lives, individuals put 
themselves underneath the gaze of others. Self-attention and reflection are stirred by the 
interchanging advices and supports---a representation from "stimulus" of both sides. 
The interplay of peculiar cyber-nature: sociality, anonymity and strangeness contribute 
to the practice of self-narration as self-technology. In the social context of virtual missive 
interaction, cyber-individuals are especially frank in narrating about themselves by taking 
advantage o f the invisible/anonymous nature of cyber-context. Cyber-strangeness further 
enhance confessional like self-narration since individuals perceive one another as "virtual 
wanderers" who could involve and quit at any time. The net interaction is seemingly 
"intimated" that individuals often disclose their deepest heart feelings to one another, but 
"distanced" at the same time that commitment is not necessarily required. 
Reflection 
Cyberspace is often downplayed as a domain for "game-playing", the realm for fulf i l l ing 
wi ld fantasies or the site for retreating from the agonizing physical life. I likewise perceive 
it as a "game center", yet as an arena for power relations playing. I do not attempt to 
overstate the importance of cyber-context in granting individuals freedom and power, 
however i t is my task to show how the subjective power could be actualized by using virtual 
ethics as an illustration. 
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Foucault viewed that social relations are inevitably and inescapably power relations. 
There is no possible social field outside or beyond power: "to live in society is to live in such 
a way that action upon other actions is possible—and in fact ongoing. A society without 
power relations can only be an a b s t r a c t i o n "狐 . N e i t h e r the cyber-context nor 
cyber-relationship can escape from this pervasive game of power. Because Foucault's work 
is often understood through the lens of his middle-period which emphasized on the repressive 
forms of power, it is not easy for his readers to grasp his later view that power is not 
necessarily repressive^^^. 
7 contend cyberspace as the best context to demonstrate later Foucauldian "power". 
In Foucault's later clarification on "domination" and "power", he coined the former as a 
situation in which the subject is unable to overturn or reverse the domination relation; a 
situation where resistance is impossible whereas for "power", the relations are flexible, 
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mutable, f luid and even reversible. "Where there is power, there is resistance" ； the 
practice of ethics by cyber-individuals is a good demonstration. 
The cyberspace is undeniably characterized by the matrix of power relations. I even 
perceive it as an arena in which power wrestling is much more fascinating that the potential 
changeover of power relationship is granted by its inherent social, anonymous and strange 
nature. It is fluid per se that power relations therein are much mutable and changeable. 
The self-awareness of cyber-individuals in locating in virtuality denotes the caring of one's 
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“self’ while the virtual self-technologies represent the practices of subjective power---an 
ethics ofpracticing one ’s freedom of self-mastery and formation. 
I have to stop here albeit the game of power never does. One should keep in mind that 
power relationship is never one-sided, neither is this the case in cyberspace. Bunton 
reminded us that "self-actualization (manifestation of subjective power) is understood in 
terms of a balance between opportunity and In Foucauldian subject of power, it is 
in fact constituted by double senses: a being who is endowed with certain capacities or 
possibilities for action albeit subjected to power relations^^l Though I focus on the former 
in this dissertation, I should meanwhile set the subjection in the cyber context as a further 
research agenda. In other words, how knowledge/power apparatuses operate on individuals 
virtually? 
I foresee a more intensified power wrestling in the virtual context: on one hand, the 
operation of "resistance power" of subjects which I have mentioned in this thesis; on the 
other hand, the gradual conquer of virtual space by institutions and knowledge/power 
apparatuses. I observe the flourishing of "confessional and therapeutic techniques" which 
particularly centred on virtual lives and virtual self in this novel domain^^^—the telling of 
"truth" and the way how cyber-individuals should understand their virtual identities. In 
Foucault's discussion on confessional technology, "the more the subject talks, the more 
science knows; the more the scope of legitimate examination of consciousness grows, the 
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finer and wider the web of confessional technology". It is this pervasive power which let 
"the subject.. .could not be the final arbiter of his own discourse" The actual operation 
of this power undoubtedly required further investigation. 
While I conceive cyberspace as a unique culture characterized by a peculiar nature, I do 
not deny its connection wi th the physical culture. I have discussed at the very beginning 
that cyber context is situated at the node of "space" and "place" yet I barely tacked the latter 
in my study. How do physical cultural substances interplay wi th the virtual one in this 
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ftp from Media.mit.edu in pub/asb/papers/identity-workshop; Dalaimo, D. 1995. The 
Stimulation of Selfhood in Cyberspace. Unpublished Master Thesis. Nevada: University 
of Nevada; Reid, E. M. 1991. Electropolis: Communication and Community on Internet 
Relay Chat. Intertek, 3(3); Turkle, S. ibid. 
118 Foster, D. 1997. "Community and Identity in the Electric Village" in Internet Culture 
edited by D. Porter. New York: Routledge. 
119 Wertheim. ibid. 
120 For details, refer to http://www.angelfire.com/hi/hahakiam/emoticon.html 
121 It is unique in the Chinese cybercontext, that the words are based on the pronunciations of 
Putonghua. 
# Only for the Chinese case 
# Only for the Chinese case 一 
I22朱強。2001。《言說：青年社會亙動的一種特殊符號…--對青年俗語、網絡語言、段 
子、翻唱歌詞..…的解讀》。《青年硏究》第六期’頁13-18 ° . 
123 flame ： A hostile, often unprovoked, message directed at a participant of an internet 
discussion forum. The content of the message typically disparages the intelligence, sanity, 
behavior, knowledge, character, or ancestry of the recipient. Also refers the act of sending a 
hostile message on the internet. 
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flame war: A n extended exchange of flames between one or more participants in an internet 
forum, usually characterized by increasing levels of hostility. 
flame warrior: One who actively flames, or wi l l ingly participates in a flame war. 
F o r d e t a i l s r e f e r t o h t t p : / / w w w . w i n t e r n e t . c o m / � m i k e l r / f l a m c O 1 . h t m l ‘ 
124 Operator, who in charge of the order of chat room. 
Simmel, G. 1971. "The Stranger" in Levine, D. N. (ed.), Georg Simmel: On 
Individuality and Social Forms. Chicago; London: The University of Chicago Press. 
126 M y argument is a refinement of Regard's idea. Bogard, W. 2000. “Simmel in 
Cyberspace: strangeness and distance in postmodern communication". Space and Culture 
4(5): 23-46. 
1 2 7 i b i d . P . 1 4 3 
128 Bogard, W. ibid. 
129 ibid. P. 146 
130 Observation was held in June 2001, the "public affairs" BBS of cen.com 
⑶ For details please refer Giddens, A. 1992. The Transformation of Intimacy: Sexuality, 
Love and Eroticism in Modern Societies. Cambridge : Polity Press. 
132 ibid. P. 147 
133 This classification is based on my online experience together wi th the text analysis of 
BBS postings. I have participated in the net for 5 years and familiar quite wel l wi th the net 
as wel l as people therein. I observed that though people jo in the same activity (such as 
chatting in the BBS), their reasons of participations, their interpretations towards the net and 
also their virtual selves varied. It draws me to inquire this issue and also, somewhat 
ambitiously to categorize different types of cyber-individuals here. I also use Markham's 
classification of virtual context (a tool—a place—a way of being) as departure point of my 
analysis. For details of Markhamian continuum, please refer Markham, A. N. 1998. Life 
Online: Researching Real Experience in Virtual Space. Walnut Creek, CA : Altamira Press. 
P. 86-163. 
134 The net-activities individuals engaged are not related to the category they fall in. For 
example, some individuals jo in the BBS discussion only for advices-seeking (instrumental) 
while some regard it is a "social place" for discussion and social gathering. Thus it is a 
matter of situation definition. 
135 Term to describe net-addicts 
1 3 6 h t t p : / / w w w . e c n . o r g / s e t t o r e c v b / t x t / s h o r t l v x v p u n k . h t m l 
1 3 7 h t t p : / A v w w , c o m p i i t e m s e r . c o m / r e s o u r c e s / d i c t i o n a r v / d e f m i t i o i i . h t m l — ? l o o k i i p = 9 1 4 
1 3 8 h t t p : / 7 \ v \ v w . s a i l a x o m / u s a g c / g l o s s a r v / d c f n . s h t m l ? n c t i z c n 
1 3 9 ] i t t p : / / w w w . c o m p u t e r u s e r . c o m / r e s c m r c e s / d i c t i o n a r v / d e f m i t i o n . l i t m r ? l o o k i i p = 3 0 7 7 
140 The classification is based on my interpretation and analysis of the data I gathered in the 
BBSs (self-narrative about one's cyberlife), together with personal chatting with the 
net-users. 
Chapter 4 
⑷ "Ma te r i a l i t y " refers all entities in the physical world, such as physical life and physical 
self. "Virtual i ty" refers all entities in the virtual world, an imagined social space which is 
sustained by the Internet network. Virtuality is not totally detached from materiality, since 
preconceptions in physical world may be brought to the cyberspace (which is shown in 
cyber-interaction, such as norms and stereotypes). Yet as I am going to discuss in this and 
the following chapters, it is the virtuality let cyber-individuals to reflex upon their 
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taken-for-granted ideas on reality and self. Thus though virtuality contains some properties 
of materiality, it is still different from the former. 
Seneca, Letters to Lucilius, 64, 6. 
143 Merleau-Ponty, La Phenomenologie, p.vii i 
144 J.-J. Rousseau 1964, Promenade, p..102. 
145 "The Adjustment of Controversies"(齊物論)，Book II, paragraph 11. 
146 Looking at subject (Chuang Tsu) and object (butterfly) in their ordinary appearance, there 
was necessarily a difference between them, but in the delusion of the dream each of them 
appeared the other, and they could not distinguish themselves. It illustrated the idea of 
“transformation of things". See "Tao Te Ching and The Writings of Chuang Tzu" P. 245. 
⑷ As Descartes wrote, “ ‘ I am, precisely taken refers only to a conscious being; that is a 
mind, a soul {animus), an intellect, a reason—words whose meaning I did not previously 
know. I am a real being and really exist; but what sort of being? As I said, a conscious 
being." Descartes, Rene. 1970. Philosophical Writings. P.69. 
148 " In the course of this history certain distinctive domains of Being have come into view 
and have served as the primary guides for subsequent problematic: the ego cogito (I think) of 
Descartes,the subject, the “1”，reason, spirit, person. But these all remain uninterrogated as 
to their Being and its structure, in accordance with the thoroughgoing way in which the 
question of Being has been neglected". Heidegger, M. 1962. Being and Time. Trans, 
by J. Macquarrie & E. Robinson. London : SCM Press. P.44. 
149 As he mentioned, "One must first persuade the body, not the mind or the soul. The right 
place is the body, the gesture, the diet, the physiology". Quote from Nilson, H. 1998. “1, 
Nietzsche" in Michel Foucault and the Games of Truth. P.118. 
15° For details one may refer to "The History of Sexuality, Volume 2: the Use of Pleasure". 
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Spiritual Lives. New York : HarperEdge. 
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159 strozier, R. B. 2002. Foucault, Subjectivity, and Identity: Historical Constructions of 
Subject and Self. Detroit: Wayne State University Press. 
160 History of sexuality II, p.28. 
161 Foucault, 1994a ,4:714 
Chapter 5 
1) self-related 2) flora / fauna-related 3) media / technology-related 4) play with language 
and typography 5) refers to identity/lack of identity 6) objects-related 7) refers to famous 
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people 8) adopted from literature, TV, films etc 9) play wi th sound 10) place-related 11) 
sex-related 12) provocative 13) aged-related 14) refers to relation 15) unclassified 
This nickname searching is a randomly conducted. As people often attach meanings to 
their nicks, I first have to make clear what these meanings are. By doing this I sent message 
to each subject and ask, "your nick is interesting, can you tell me what's the meaning?" 
Nevertheless, it is not a question which always received response, especially when I ask it in 
public. Later I f ind that the response rate is higher when I send this message privately (by 
using "OICQ" which can chat wi th the subject individually or the "private mode" in chat 
room). The categories for analyzing nicknames are based on Israeli's research: “From 
<Bonehead> TO <cLoNehEAd>: Nicknames, Play, and Identity on Internet Relay Chat" wi th 
some modifications. Israeli categorized nicknames into 15 types, I adopt 12 of them. I 
eliminate sex-related type, provocative type and nicks without identity because I f ind none of 
them in my cases. I broaden the category of self into 4 types: self image, self preference and 
attitude, self emotion and feeling, self appearance and body. Changing "real name" to "real 
name or contains word of real name", "technology" to "technology and comment on 
technology", "play wi th typography" to "play with word, sound and symbol", "relational 
nicknames” to "relation Finally, I add 4 categories: gender-related, nature-related, an action 
and an event. By categorizing nicknames, I found that many of them fall into more than one 
type. Thus, some of them are multiply coded and finally frequencies are counted. In 
classifying the language of nicknames, I found that the nicks could also be combined wi th 
Chinese, English and symbols. Thus, while I collect only 100 nicknames, totally 159 
frequencies of nickname are collected. 
164 Saisai is my nickname, I have another nickname "the clever flower" which mainly 
adopted in the chat room 
1 ⑵ Freud, S. 1950. Totem and taboo •• some points of agreement between the mental lives 
of savages and neurotics. London : Routledge & Paul. 
166 Ong, W. J. 1982. Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word. London: 
Methuen. 
Based on the nickname research I conducted above, I selected 94 out of 100 of them, who 
are those participated in this community for more then 3 month 
nickname and personal information are the most important information for initiating 
social interaction. 
Foucault, M. 1997. ibid. P.237. 
170 Seneca, letter 84, LL , 3:123,121-22,123. 
⑶ Foucault, M . 1997. ibid. P.240. 
172 Mang gong is one of my net-friends of OICQ. The data quoted here is excerpted from 
our informal chatting through OICQ and passages posted in his personal details section. 
口3 Chandler, D. 1995. Personal Home Pages and the Construction of Identities on the Web. P.7. 
h t t p : / / u s e r s . a b e r . a c . u k / d g c . w e b i d e n t . h t m l 
174 Dits et Ecrits. 1954-88. Volume 3, P.294. 
Chapter 6 
1 乃 I derived these concepts from current cyber literature as well as my knowledge on this 
topic. 
^"^^Gergen, K J . 2000. "Technology. Self and the Moral Project" in Identity and Social 
Change. Edited by J.E. Davis. London: Transcation Publshers. 
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177 It is the impression o f dusk to me. 
丨 She often joined the BBS of 
i7() Turkle, L i fe on the screen, P.14. 
Turkle, ibid. 
Chapter 7 
181 Mi l ler , J. 1994. ibid. P.88. 
182 • 
Athanasius, Vie et conduite de notre Pere Saint Antoine, in Antoine Le Grand: Pere des 
monies, trans. Benoit Lavaud (Paris, 1943) pp. 69-70. 
183 Foucault, M . 1997. ibid. P. 241. 
Here are a few examples: http://www.deardiarv.net/, http://www, diarist, net/, 
http: / /www. di arist.net/list/, http://www.diarvmonster.com/, http: / /www. diary land. com/ 
Despite the "self-narrative" category o f BBS I studied，there is a function named 
"author's anthology" allows individuals to collect their personal writings. While some 
utilize it to publish their literal works to public, some individuals use it as diary book to 
record their daily lives. This function is under the category of BBS which others can 
comment and reply their writings. 
186 Foucault, 1997: 241-7. 
187 Ibid. P.243. 
188 Though sometimes they write in accord to the replies of the others, the wri t ing stil l open 
to a number of unknown individuals. 
189 note that he wrote “you ask me why" in the beginning. "You" denotes to a respondent 
here 
190 "(Wri t ing) w i l l produce forgetfulness in the minds of those who leam to use it, because 
they w i l l not practice their memory. Their trust in writing, produced by external characters 
which are no part o f themselves, w i l l discourage the use of their own memory within them. 
You have invented not an elixir of memory, but of reminding; and you offer your pupils the 
appearance of wisdom, not true wisdom. 
See Phaedru, 275A in Plato, 1919, Pp. 563. 
Bolter, J. D. 1991. Writ ing Space: The Computer, Hypertext and the History of 
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l^'.l'Ij 文学 S 术 (g,作若：M l。ve 凤[105655T31.] 2002-05-15 15:19:31 回复 
. 网恋在网络上就好像是另一个世界的愛情，虽然对方都没见过彼此’但这之间有甜蜜，也有伤感和悲哀。我也网恋过，说实话我好喜 
f i ' l l科学技术 欢他’在我失意’无助时’是他给了我勇气，它虽然是不现实的’但也同时能给你措神上的安慰和鼓励，这也许是它为什么这样动人 
t'-Ql业余爱奸 处吧，丨旦它也是残酷的。 
f i )天地本® gji 作者：徵小小兔子[3T152T35] 2002-05-15 15:22:54 回复 
j我的主题分类 j j j i l ^ 网恋不彳•论子栽们太*的糖象空in , 
鈔 一 
2 0 7 
^^‘ll"Jy|y『m�丨秘『丨w叫丨l|||丨卜w丨、1丨朴wfrlwyf丨•、_悄丨^丨『丨取『l丨•謝丨lM•l洲腳eEl固丨擴丨1£绍idi i翁丨csh J I^ rft丨級u 丨,丨is丨「引拉丨；^丨^u丨•aa •」小• 
说袖(E) ^ m T ) 我 的 « 爱 工 具 賊 明 ( H ) W W i 
n …譯通：麗國國顯圓 
i ：拥址 ( 0 ) I 途 h t t p v V b b s . t e n c c - n t . c o n V c fii-b一bbs?ir==f&\_irl="user_front_info “ ,丨丨丨隱種義_丨：丨 
、 逮 站 ^ H o t m i M l的免费范子那件 ^ I n t e r n e t E x p l o i e r 新閱 & hi lewie丨起始： i f f i ® W e b瑕佳站台 & V ^ m d o ^ v s M e d i a 幻 W m d c w — s 纪目訂連馆街頻适指弓 I 
~ ‘ ~ 
& … . 3 t e n c c n t . c o m iiiisssw：；™^ ^^  MOTO 俱乐部论坛 
社区想贝. 无线G1Q ..会员服务 .qo产品 |霧|議IIIII……IUTI a&lflQ………Ifeli……•…S紐i友 服务专璧 
. : j" :“n：!® 天挽地 � r � \ � � � � v : — 7 � : . � � - � , � , � - � • - , ‘ . •^“：,. ‘ ‘ "•'• T ' " " / 
:\ .' -^ y ^ \、、、、\、、- =>、、•!；、、 、：  \ 、、\ 、 、、、••、、、、、、、、 - 、,、•"••> 、 ,,'','、， ‘ '"/ ’ « "',''"'////"'/";/”/, P-I3我愛我东 上一思下一S 蟹带 返固1 
• „ . i a y.：：；. : | ; i：； 作 S : [ 6 2 6 0 0 1 6 ] 2 0 0 2 - 0 5 - 2 8 1 9 : 5 8 : 0 2 
: 接 确 网 络 已 经 不 是 今 年 番 假 的 軎 惜 了 ， 我 可 能 篇 得 上 是 一 条 网 虫 ， 每 天 无 网 不 吹 ’ 一 定 要 上 网 ， 不 聊 天 不 找 资 料 都 要 看 看 是 否 有 
…乡：； ^浑 : : . :丨 : : : : : :理好友在线，或许，已经成为了我的习惯了，现在，网络越来越替及，越来越多的网接触这个网络，这个网给好多人好的东西，也给人 
： . . ’ _ # _ ； 纖 : 纖 _ : , 们带来了坏影晌，简单的是病责’这可以用杀毒软件，但是’好有好多东西者 B 不是可以用软件来将它消灭的 .时时在上网的时候’看 
” 二 難 隱 霧 _ 见 好 多 新 闻 ’ 谁 谁 在 上 网 的 时 候 ， 认 识 网 友 ， 见 E 后 ， 铍 骗 去 钱 财 ’ 好 多 好 多 这 类 的 新 闻 ’ 这 些 軎 惜 ’ 还 可 以 用 将 他 们 消 灭 ’ 
疆®::::::: 垣是，我觉得，最大的坏处就是人对网络的依赖性’有的人，可以一天二十四小时，不 (》地上网’不能一天没有网纟 S ’ 他们的生活就 
1 : : : : : 是 在 网 上 ® 的 一 切 行 动 ， 包 括 他 们 的 购 物 ， 他 们 的 恋 愛 ， 他 们 的 朋 友 ， 这 些 人 吃 饭 的 时 候 会 上 网 ’ 睡 觉 的 时 候 也 会 开 着 他 们 的 电 脑 ， 
「「！丨；簾難羅婦越丨收信’洗操的时候会开卷电脑下载东西，会因玩游欢而不睡觉’可以一个月不出门一次’无网不吹，他们最重要的时产就是他们的电 
丨嘲議讓 _：：隨丨：脑’最大的精神支柱就是他们的网络，最好的朋友在网纟 S 中 .最愛的人，也在网络中’这一切在这些人眼中，可是正常的，但是’ ：丨i：〒赛举i:g_i_i_ 这一切，在正常人的眼中是什么？我有的时候也想 r a —下，没有了电脑，没有了网纟 s 你们会敝些什么？是不是一切都变得空白’你们 
後 義 遍 : i 讓 • 最自以为重的，都会消失，你们最骄傲的东西，突然不再美丽？毕竟网络也是一种不实在的东西，如果有一天这个世界上没有了网 
•尚籍_：衛_繁_1_丨1: 络’我想好多人会想死的！我想可能也包括我！ 




華 雜 證 : M : 凝 i : 纖 们，只是生活中的’鹿夫罢了而这些儒夫住住在网上用春各种美好坏的名字将自己包 «起来’掩饰 ®自己的缺点’网上面’他们有春自 
丨 藥 醒 讓 麵 纖 i 己想要的外表’有看自己想要的性格’让所有人都以为他車实上就是那个样子的’但是’有谁会知道’在电脑前的他 /她只是个 ®色 
：艇ijj:窗举,架i難iiii沧白’身栽短小P肥大的人呢？ 
麵 _ : _ 1 1 网’ 一 ^ 好 动 人 的 名 词 . 
_ _隱 _垂 _ _ _ : : 
? _ - : 1 _ 麵 _ _ _ _ _ : • •：• 
__________ 营 : . > 
Kii^ SA^ uifhST- -""'riT ； “ ........... _ .一 . 一 . 一 L ; ; : ; J 
義 爾 塵 _ _ _ : _ : 麵 
Chat room 
( ^ ^ ^ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • K 固丨國國國：^丨滋丨剑愤 I 鏺I，一,竭丨翔 劍 J l w i ^ I ^ 
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' 1、话 .找？很累的 
精靈對圓城說：在城外呃你呢 
惡狼的傳説與高采烈地對趙靈兒說：好啊地方好但人可我不了解 1- -T"--" 














^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 汪 孤 對 s 櫻 木 職 微 微 - 笑 ： 不 熟 才 問 你 的 啊 • . 
\ 印固1_丨制國：^丨剣制剑糊rMlSRIiSjKl樂丨4丨函)J!，/^： ,^ 
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Examples of some BBS channels 
I jpSE^  ji^  h^:/ft)bs.teiiceiit.com;c斧bkiAissr/us«r_eiiter—bbs•；: ：議|騰：丨丨 ~ jH_____ 
葡麵•誦議___圓___麗__纖|_|画___,面！鬧^^  
imiBP^ 画丨画11111 i^ f q fai^ 
- 、 ; 二 m 丨,丨丨丨，I'lI酬“l"'lP"l''i'!'H11丨'm MOTO 
社区首页 无线 ® 会员服务 QQ产品 最新下载 ^ I k Q Q 新闻点播 查找朋友 服务专区 
7- J tie天说地 飫•相关栏目主题说明 
• l i l__ | | i l i丨 I ‘ 温發家园可以让我们越过烦霜者&市淳华的尘埃,1静静地享受生活乐趣."我愛我家"欢迎您诉说家庭中的人和害，好发 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 灘 霞 对家人的真情实感。 
_隱 |議 _ _ _漏 _实话实说 : : : : : : :关心 i 的关拄社会种种现象％愈说就说，实话实说 I :::「_:1 
：：h�齒异乡生活丨：編： — •…. 
丨i:ii哪巴实录:静静地硕听上网拨号音’自由地飞翔在网海上、随意地网事生活。让我们透视网吧点滴’笑看詢丽人生-
: i i 单身生活Si崗一杯咖啡,苦^^而又香醇，:当这一切都成往軎时我们深知单身不是错，他也是幸福的萌芽.让我丨|1记 
譯 • 隱 麗 國 隱 里 勝 录那一份属于自己独有的财富和珍藏r: 
—itA……三十有约，二群志趣相投的人在一起随意说说心里的话，共同回胖生活中的点点滴滴’原三十有约带给您快乐的每_ 
t _ i _ _ i : i i 丨欢迎你将在异雾的喜悦和忧愁： ®入指央， >汇集出让人有所思的文字，共同体会您情系故土的心情 .新的一年里’异多 
_ 0 :画 : _ _ : _ _ :丨 :丨 : _ 生 活 紐 继 往 地 欢 迎 标 ！ 
——宣年求学经历和生活是难以忘怀的，从幼稚到成熟，快乐，伤心，个中体会也只有自己最洁楚，回想起来，别有一番 
塞_|義_謹|謹:::1:置1: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 滋味在心头。记下这些心愦，别让记忆溜走. 
：朵，“：“iT^l^wj :、:. . 
_ _ _ _ _ _ I 丨 I 二人世界:…：拉着他的手同他慢慢变老是深藏在每个人心底最浪澄的故事，欢迎各位讲说你的"心底故寨、感动自己也感动旁人•丨 
. 岁月给我丨门的®容刻下了痕迹’更使我fn的头脑更加窗智，"四十情怀"欢迎您故马过来指点江山’文字跳舞，为你配 
_ _ _ 讓 _ | | _ : _ _ 社 斷 乐不求阳春白雪，•歷贴近人心。 
时势纵横: 别具一格.，视点独a’纵横开阖，实时关注焦点軎件的发展... 
金康茶舍: 大家好I这里是金康茶舍，5^^迎大家常来金康茶舍作客’共同探讨金康大师&其怍品• 丨 
尋 H . 麗 __”:::. 
i_i穩,ii__ 隱議:S 
[ 圏 I 鋼 觀 國 
‘————— •……..\mm T i l 纖 i i 
觀•謹穩___謝___羅__圓懸___邏 
社 区 苢 、 " : . “ . . . . . . 路 gg产品 變,1— 簡靈™^^^ 服‘慰..〜:. 
…腾讯公告 : ：发布腾讯公司重要公告。 l i 
企、I丨锁: ：企业版 Q Q 公开测试中’欢迎大家下戟试用’并反读 B U G ’ 提出建议• 
_ 丨 」 : 无 线 Q Q : ：有关“移动 Q Q ” 的答疑解惑，帮助您轻松使用“移动 W ” -欢迎大家及时在此反绩使用中遇到的 r a 题 -
i:• .‘-:；；[.•;:.• 丄：:'.：;^:• rii••；•：• '•；••：-:.”.;: • 
I 丨 钱 ; 某 ：‘'在 Q Q 上结识，但一见如故、相识恨晚’真想打个电话给她…想打电话’但不知道她的号码，又不想轻易把手机号码 
| | 3 園 _ 1 1 1 | 1 1 1 1 给网友，怎么办？。 
||||jlilllij|j会员服务::…......：为会员提供更完善的答疑解惑服务，:让会员生活更轻松。同时欢迎各位网友提出有关会员服务的合理化建议。 
_ 纏 _ _ _ _ _ _ ：无论是一刹那的激惜，还是沉积已久的感觉’不论是快乐的、还是伤感的’都淸你告诉大家’ 我们一起分享那曾 
:i;j||||_|||:i:i::ililii QQ征稿： ：经的感动 I 本版征集以反映 Q Q 网络生活为主题’具有真愔买感’行文轻松、流畅’具有相当篇幅和水准的原创作 
：；：•：：；：；,：• 丨i:丨： ： o 
, 口口。 
QQ时报: ：了解真相’发现rs]题’加强沟通. 
i i i _ i ® i i i f i i i l 、.，_ 本坂主要讨论 Q Q 的发展与前景，反映网友在使用时的网络生活 .不欢迎无实质内容的调促、灌水、私人圉言及求 
誦 議 O O i S M : 助 贴 ， 
i_ l__ i i_ i i i i i i讨论組管理:‘讨论组版面、版主管理，同时收集网友对讨论组建设的各项意见和建议。 
丨：丨 1誦 _ _ |纖 _ _ _丨 ^ ““： _ 
I 高手支招 : .主要绘网友提供有关I3Q、TencentExplores资讯通等相关产品的使用帮助《 
lll^lllllllllllllll我来设计: _本版只允评发表对的软件和社区的建议等主题的帖子。 
版主招聘 : 如果你愿意为网友服务，如巢你对自己充满信心’语来版主招聘版。 
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Appendix 1 
Title of selected postings 
I )網絡與現實會遠嗎？ 2) QQ與我 
3 )真實世界的孤獨靈魂 4 )我寫，故我在 
5) QQ與我…心中的痛 6) QQ與我…永遠的朋友 
7 )徘徊網絡之間的我 8 )反省浸淫B B S—年來 
9) OICQ…個性空間 10)網絡心情…一種痛苦溫柔 









29) QQ之丟失靈魂 30) QQ與我…我的化妝舞會 
31)網絡虛幻我似魚 32) QQ與我，走出自己的世界 
33) BBS —場遊戲一場夢 34)來去BBS心情 
35)網絡現象解析之分身現象 36)網名亂談(一） 
37)網名亂談(二） 38)我在QQ上的單相思 




47)我的網絡 48) OICQ---傾訴的欲望 
49)網絡隨筆：我們爲什麼叫囂？ 50)現實的影子，心靈的神話 
51)難捨難離的OICQ 52)我心中的OICQ 
53)相遇的OICQ 54) Q人類，新型的人類 
55) 一個Q友自白書 56)四海一心 
57) QQ與我 58) QQ上和字當先 
59)網虫自白書 60)網絡照妖鏡 
61)給QQ —個節日 62)讓我在QQ上撤點野 
63)我又恨又愛的QQ啊！ 64) QQ隨思 




71) QQ感受 73 )我徘徊在QQ裏 
74)身遠心近，全緣於QQ 75)網絡隨筆：尋求在上 
76)有能耐就變回你的真臉 77) QQ是什麼？ 
78)我要掐死它…OICQ 79)我的BBS情結 
80 )情繫QQ 81)迷失在現實與網絡之間 
82)我丟失了我心愛的QQ 83) QQ感悟 
84) QQ情結…大家庭 85 )我與QQ的情緣 
86)網絡心情…一種痛苦的溫柔 87) Q我不要Cal l我 
88)網絡毒品 89)魚的故事 
90) —個中了 QQ毒的人的自述 91) QQ給我的網戀 
92)永遠的守護神 93)我的體驗 




102) OICQ…可以學到什麼呢？ 103)我和QQ 
104)春暖花開的日子 105) OICQ-給我放文明些 
106) OICQ…讓我滅了那盞燈 107) OICQ呀！你的玩笑 
108) QQ斑竹不好當啊 109)話說QQ聊天室 
110)教你如何委婉拒絕別人交友申請 11 i)QQ如此這般 
112)QQ帶來的愛情 113)弓丨導我進入網絡之門 
114)一情VS緣 115)網住情緒綻放的季節 
116)歷程 117)愛了，倦了 ’煩了 
118)QQ帶給我的財富 119)我愛灌水 
120)QQ給與QQ剝削我的 121)相思無用 
122) 0 ,1 seek you 123)走過 QQ 那片天 
124)那只是回憶 125)最終的網 













147) OICQ，不亦快哉 148)連接星和月 
149)隨想 150)喜歡網絡 
151) Q緣 152)相約不如偶遇 
153)狗狗和QQ的故事 154)鍵盤上那滴副透的淚 
155)網友 156)永遠黑音淡的頭像 
157)沈醉夢中 I 5 8 )是Q Q讓我找到一點感覺 
159)號碼背後的故事 160) QQ八大怪 
161) OICQ,喜怒哀樂和諧奏 162)拒絕隱身 
163)地獄天堂 164) QQ小插曲 
165)我在QQ與聊天室內的生活 166)網絡的一些黑暗 
167)沒有欺騙只有恐懼 168) QQ上的邂逅 
169)寂寞OICQ上的玫陷胼 170)永遠無法沈迷 
171) QQ美麗人生 172) QQ人生，QQ給我的感覺 
173)到底給了我什麼？ 174)我逝了的時光陌生了的心情 




183) 一個高三學生的自述 184)遊戲規則 
185) QQ改變了我 186)我的QQ生涯 
187)是緣也是刀 188)在QQ上跳舞的我 
189)心靈交流的窗口 190)夜深了，還不想睡 
191)網絡時代的一天 192) —只網吧鼠標的自白 
193)縱然天涯也牽手，千里煙波共寒暄 194) QQ的顏色 
195) QQ新詞 196)末世紀的呼聲 
197)網絡，維繫我的思維，我的生命 198)論網絡的悲愴 
199)致論壇的兄弟們 200) OICQ---新的世界 
201)網絡’自己，你 202)愛情通訊器 
203)我從網絡出走 20 4)藏身網絡 
205)網事 206)我虛幻’我真實 
207) QQ新人類 208)真假之間 
2 1 4 
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語，比較“懂事兒” °這就像是一桌酒宴剛剛開始時的狀態：“和風細雨” °剛剛開始喝酒的時 
候，“請”、“隨意”、“酒逢知已感丨青好，能喝多少算多少”，一般大家顯得比較紳士或者都 
比較淑女。 
第二階段是“網迷” °上網的這個階段’畢竟多少已經有了點“網齡” ’不管是在聊天室或者 




得有點“感覺”的時候，而且一般人臉上都已經多多少少開始有點“紅霞飛” 了 ’你來一杯： 
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